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THE MINICOMPUTER IN STUDENT ACCOUNT\MG IN THE HIGR SCHOOL

NS
Frederick L. Whitney

Glendale Union Righ School d e, Arizona 85301

ABSTRACT: Minic iiters are being used for student accounting Intl

attenda 9ra ing, and bookstore systems in high schools of appro

Configuratt .f card reader, M-gtrix line printer, video display and

and a £ixed and removable disc on one disc drive 4s operated by schogo

sonnet supervised by a local school administrator, and programmed by
in five high schools averaged IOU hours per month per minicomputer for

durihg April and Oceober and slow periods during June and uly.

ding ,preregist

imately 2000 s
keyboard, cen

secretarial
istrict prg
all appli a

THE PROBLEM '

Which systT of data processing isbest for
student accounting in a district of several high

schools'' This question is answered for a high
school district of eight high schbols with a
total student'poPulation of 16,000 students and

problem i

faculty of "700 teachers. The solution to the
atroblem is to'use independent

. the, local school sites and was arrived at by
trial and error carried out on a prove-that-it-
works-basis in one school before acceptance by

other schools. The history of. the solutio of

the problem is followed by a desoription aT ,the
hardware configuration, use of personnel, sys-

tems, usage for a calendar year, conclusions,

and recommendations.'

HISTORY

School administratdrs"increSsed demands fLr,

error -free, real-time computer services has re-

sulted in a transition from centralized data
processing to Oecentralized data processing in.

the Glendale (Arizona) Union High School

istrict.

Alter an abortive experience with outside
pater services to acomplish student accoUht-

g by computer during 1971-72, only one,_school

eed to experiment with a prepunched cfss-
ci system offered by a service'bureau for'the

72-73 School year. '

The 1972-'73 acadc1ic year began with coun-

lors and administrators effecting scheduling
d schedule changes'oby filling in forms pro-.

ded by the service bureau. The inability to

test errors made while filling in forms caused

ny inadequate printouts of schedules, rosters,

d'trade reports.

Somewhat frustrated, counselors, admi
rs,and'office staff solved the error

d correction problem-by accomplishing

ra-

tion

hedul'e

changes ti?c1 er r correct

using ari026 ke punth.

..

(
Turnaround tt.e, another problem, was im-

roved by purchasng computer time from a local
industry on the s and and third shift. Drawers

of class-cards wer removed from a twenty drawer

file and transport to the computer facility for

processing. Distri t personnel programmed and

bperated. the comput .

ra,t.ion, scheduling,

tudents. A. hardware
tral processing unit,
and clerical pee-
rammers. Minicomputers
tions, with peak priods

ion at the schobl site

.
Upo9 consideratio of the Improved service

(resulting from the rchase of computer time),

administrators id two additional schools selected
to use the computer d ring the next year, 1973.

74. The datg base wa increased- frso merely mi-.

gen.; namesand class s hedules to personal infor-i

. mation which was'print d on the same card as the

student schedule.

1

4 Although many of the
tion and correction had
?round time improved, t
processing.became appar
dance reporting and sche

. ;
.Three possible altern

Lese of.a large compute
di'strict office; lease o

data input terminals for

5 centralized processor
or lease of minicomputer
where input terminals, p
would beoperated by sch

The4irstalternative
it would mean a return t

itiMe. The/ second altern
lack of redukdancy in th
the central processOr fa

be out of service. The

selected aftei- a thqrou
minicomputers--and expe
computer during the Or

'1

problems of error detec-
been eliminated and turn-

e desire for real-time
t, especially for atten-

tile changes.

tfves were studied:
to be located in the
remote printers and
the schools, along with

the district office;
for, each of the schools,

inters, and' processors

1 staff,

as rejeCte4ibecaZ use

inadequ'a'te katnaround

tive was rejected for
central pr essor--if
led, all scRools Would
hird alternative was
and lengthy study of

mentation with one mini-
g semester of 1973-74.

4.
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The experiment was accomplished with one
BASIC/FOUR minicomputer system installed in on
school for a rental period of six months.

Jesting of -the minicomputer applications to
the attendance system from February through,Apri
was an outstanding success. Administrators in

fiye of the eight high schools asked for BASIL/
FOUR minicomputers for 1974-75. Scheduling,
grading, bookstore, and preregistration systems
were added as the year progressed. By February
975, administrators in all eight schools asked
for the minicomputers. p

ing the scheduling, attendance, and grading sys-

tems. Classvom presentations are followed by
actual preCtice.on the computers i.n the schools,

Although,by-(he -numbers instructions are developed

for operator' initial use of the iomputer, opera-
tors are instructed to'rely upon the instructions

% and qpreNions appearing on the screen of the VDT,
witlitethe intention that the use of written in-
structions eventually becomes superfluous. The
Assistant Principal for Student Services, in a
school maintains and supervis7s scheduling of cam-
puter_usage for the school.

Systems design is accomplished by the dis-
trict's Director of Data Processing working with.
the persons directly involved. Every attempt is
made to consider the computer as a tool to help,
personnel accomplish their jobs easier and to.
develop new uses for the computer. The, result is

that initially the same outputs as.tha manual
ysteMs.ere generated, but wi,in familiarity comet

fidence and the willingneSs to modify old sys-'
s and develop new systems.

the e programmers, and (the DirecAgr of Data Pro-
One district programmer, two part -

ti

accomplished the programming of the mini-
computers for the first two years. A second full7
time programmer was hired toward the end of ,the
second year in order,to Insure adequate personnel
when three more minicomputers are installed in
the three remaining schools for the 1976-77 school
year.

PROCEDURES
-

The minicomputer in a high school is operated

and scheduled independently of orh.r schools and
the central office, however, central office per-
sonnel train local school personnel and prograrii

the minicompUters,
o

The hardware configuration shown in block
diagram in Figure 1 is a BASIC/FOUR Model 350
dat processing system. The Video Display Ter-
minal inclUes a keyboard for data entry and a
video displalifor character display transmitted
from the Cenrral Processing Unit at'a Tate of up
to 240 characters per second. The CPU is a micro-,
programmed general-purpose computer with a 16K
byte protected core memory in which the operating
system software is resident. The CPU has 8K bytes

of. available user core memory.f/The Disc Memory
Unit consists of a fixed disc and aremOvable
cartridge disc on a single drive. Storage capa-
city of each disc is'2.1M bytes. The Medium-'

Speed.Character Printer is a matrix printer with
a printing-speed. of 165 charaoters per second, or
60 full (132 character) lines per minute. The

Card. Reader reads 80-column cards at'a rate of
400 cards per m.inute In addition to the BASIC/
FOUR, an 026 keypunch i used to punch 80-column
cards'.

VDT

KB
KD:IDVA LE

DIS

CR

FIXED
DIS!{

1

4,
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FIGURE 1. BASIC /FOUR 'MODEL 350 WITH CARS READER

personnel

-Records and attendance clerks and secretaries

' are given an inservice training program of three
one-half days during the week before August regis-

tration. The purpose of the workshop is to famil-
iarize participants with tompther components,
branding coMputer files, and interaction of the
operator with the computer via the VDT in effect-

p

In addition to progr;m4ing, programmers train
new school personnel in the operation of the mini-
computers and in cor'rectionof.errors.

SYSTEMS

The systems presently operational are pre-
egistration, scheduling, attendance, grade, and

iLokstore.
I

iprertoitstration

Yhepreregistration System, is a system for
capturing student subject requests and alternates
for both semesters of the folldwjng academic
year, and producing a preregistration requesf/
alternate form for'eachident ate a master
schedule for the 16cal school staff.

The systemem rs initi,ilized when the student
circles desired subjects On preregistration
form shdwing all possible subjects. In addition,

,students fill in a personal Oformation form on
the opposite side of tGe list of,subjects. Each
preregistration sheet is checked and subject num-
bers, including requests and alternates, are re-
corded by a counselor, or astistant, in the lower
right hand corner of the preregistration form.
After checking, the_sehoolodata processing con-
troller keypunches a student name card, request
card, and alternate card for each student.

.
The data processing controller reads these

'cards along with a set of subject name cards into
the card reader to build files on a removable
"preregistration" disc, which contains all pro-
grams and f,iles.necessary to' \ reregister students

'I

I
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in a school of 4proximately-2000 students. These

files are then used to produce course tallies,
grade level and periodOloading,a conflict matrix,
andlists of students by subjects requested and
combinations of subjects requested.

The assistant principal uses these various
reports to aid in the development of a master.

schedule. When the master schedule has been com-

pleted, a two-part student request/alterpate forth'
is printed for each sttident and used as input to

the Scheduling SysteM. ,

Scheduling -\

The Scheduling System is a system wherein stu-
dent name cards, student request/alternate cards,
and the master schedule are input and printed
student schedules are output.

u
The syster9 is initialized when .a master

schedule deck of cards Is keypun&hed by the school

data processing controller. Each card contains

the subject number, seetIon number, teacher name,
'room number, credit, track, and semester for each

subject in the master schedule. The;cleck of. cards

is sbrted by period.and reproduced forty times
-

flit wi.th color coded "class carlii forseach period.
The cards are again sorted to obtain a set Of
class Cards for each subject and section, ,

Considering a list of subjects offered each
,period, the student formulates first and second
'Choice schedules on the lower- part of the Student

Alternate/Request form...

A student's schedule--preferably the first
choice--is built by placing a class card for each
subject reqUested behind the student name card.
A clerk checks the cards against the student's

Request/Alternate form.

Sometime before these cards are read into a
--disc file, a counselor number card is inserted be-

hind the student name card. During tidy and June;.,

student personal informatioisis keypunched into.

six cards. These cards are -read into a disc fil
of personal information onthe s,ame disc as the .

student sche,dure file and-the master schbdule

-file. this(dvc il called the Student Master

PisP.r__"

Seven hard copies, of student schedule and per-
sonal.information cards. are'printed during August

and A new students culler school throughout the

-simkter. New schEdvles are printed also when

students have s'hedure changes.
V

Atendance 1
. .

The AreYance System input is prepunched
attendance cards Containing student number, s/u- '

dent, name, teacher name, period, subject and
section number, and semester. Each teacher re-

ceives a complete set of attendan,ce cards for-
ch class, inserts attendance cares for absent

-1-'"'"#941
students in an envelope, and places the enyelope
on a clip. near the door, or at a station,, jo be

picked-up by an attendance office runneeach
per'iod. Thtse,cards are read into the computer

:
.

and returned to the eachers'. mailboxes before
the edd of the day.

Each period, the attendance office clerk
prints three'reports on the minicdmputer. The

first repOrt is a list of students reportdd,ab-
sent for that period, providing that is the stu-
dents' first Period of the day. The second

report is a list of students who have been pre-
Sent the periods before thi period but are re-

ported absent this period.
.

The third report is a lust of students who .
are absent the periods prior to this period but
are not reported absent this period.. Parent
names, addresses, and telephone numbers are in-names

in these reports to help attendance clerks
making calls to students' homes.

At the end of the day, an attendance clerk '

produces an aggregate report showing every stu-
dent absent one or more periods, the day's atten4
dance pattern for each student, parents' names,
and telephone numbers, counselor names and the
ADA periods for each stuaent.

,
Two attendaACV reports are printed at ,the

end of .the month. The fa.rst repdYt proVides a

profile of a student's attendance by day aqd
period'of the day. The second report provLdes
statistics depicting the accumulation of student
absences by grade level, and is used in prepara-

tion of the State ADA/ADM report.

'Grading

The Grading System has student grades as input
and report cards, grade distributions, and,per-
manent record labels as output..

The teacher maTRS.che student's grade on the
attentlahce card on -the last day.pf the. semester.

Grades are sorted manually into 4's, 2's, 3's-,
4's,51s, 6's, and 7's; and entered through the
card reader into thstudents' grade file pn the
GradiA6ystem disc. CorreCtions are accomplish-_
ed interactjvely through the VDT Keyboard..

4.

A roster showing stUdents and grades is print-
ed for each teacher and is used to verify grades.
After verification and-a short period for,cor

. rpctitns, and Changes, grade distributions are -

printed showing frequencies and percentage5 for
each teacher by subject and total. Then, per-

manent record labeJs.are printed and attached to
students' perfnanent record cards,

Bookstore 2

The Dookstore ;ystem has two dements; a

bookstorefonw for each student at preregistra-
tion in August and oF all school

-activity furids.
-

The s dent bookstore form is printed from
da6 i the student schedule, personal informa-

tion, and master schedule computer file which
contains prices of books, materials, alit, fees

_for Bach subject and section,

3

1
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Mt School aotivity funds are updated periodi-
cally through the VDT keyboard. The bookstore
manager or assistant produces a report on the
financial activity at each update, a report of
activity by account number upon request, and a
monthly cash analysis summary.

COMPUTER USAGE FOR ONE YEAR
I.3

The average number of hours the five mini-
computers in five nigh schools were used for each
system during the 'calendar year 1975 is shown,
in Tables I and 2.

TABLE 1. AVERAGE NUMBER OF HOURS (ALL USES) PER
. MINICOMPUTER FOR THE MONTHS OF -JANUARY

THROUGH JUNE 1975

N T H
SYSTEM, J F M A M J

P
y. 0

Preregis.tratopn - I 17 '27 22 1

Scheduling
lw

0 e Attendanc
Grading`

Bookstore
Other

TOTAL

34 25 12 25 II 30

35 48 54 6840.69 21

18 1 11 I 9 5
3 1 1 2 2 - 3

12' 14 17 17 13 16 -

102 90 X112 140' 126-. 71

TABLE' 2. AVERAGE NUMBER 6F'HOURS (ALL ,USES) PER
MINICOMPUTER FOR THE MpNTH OF JULY

e I THROW{ DECEMBER 1975

SYSTEM

Preregistration
Scheduling
Attendance
Grading
Bookstore
Other'

TOTAL

MONTH.
J A S 0

-

51 86 50 43 28 31

- - 62 68 60 52

1 - - 11 1 '

2 8 2 2 5

5 9 9 20 11 8

59 103 1t3 161; 109 97

.

Inspection of the :tables rev els ,that- the

Preregistrationi System. wsks a cc tiOget rkesiT-

,ning ih FebrUery, peaking in_April,. and finish.;

ing in June.

p ookst o re activity was fairly uniform over all

months with the exception of.August when the stu-
dent bookstore cprds were printed. The other
months df the yebr were devoted to activity fund
accounting,

The "Other" category of usage includes test'
-ing, instruction, and programming. Testing was
not systemitized within the schools d'Uring 1975-
76, but will pe systemitized in the schools 'dur-
ing 1976-77.

Instruction usingthe BASIC/FOUR computer
was developed experimentally in one high school
-6Uring 1975-76.

As shown in Figures 2 and 3, when all/uses
are combined, the average number of 'hours used

fluctuates sinusoidal ly around an'average
appro,qmately 100 hoUFs, per mon th'pe? minicom-

puter;' with'maziAla? of Over 140 hours during

April and'OCtober and minima of approximately
90 hours:Utiring February and 60 hours during
July.--

F1tURE. 2.1 AyEgAGG NUmeER OF HOURS EACH MINI-
COIUTER WAS USED IN EACH SCHOOL
FROM JANUARY.THROUGH JUNE OF 1975

150

- 146 '

"130

AVERAGE
120

NUMBER
110

OF
100

HOURS
90

. /

Scheduling which- consists of assigning
dents to classes and changing schedules was
continuous throughout the year with peak per-
iods during July, August, September, andoOctober,
and slow periods during March _and May.

The Attendance SvStem was non-opeeative dur-
ing Julx and August, -had little activity duiing*

'June., and was 'fairly uniform through the remain-
der of the year...,

. gradinct was accomplished during January,

March, May, and October, with no activity during
August. and September.- Grading accomplished slur- ,

4 t ' ing the months of February, April, Juhel July,
lovetlber, and DeCember"Consisted of correction of
grad}zs, printing permanent record Ibbels, and

grad

distribution reports.

o
si%

80

70 .

60

50 1 ' \I
A' M

If an operational month is, considered 20 days
' then five hours per .day is an average operationa

day. Consequently, thdre were 7.00 and 7.20
hou'rs per day in average *rational dayS in
April and October, respectively and 3.55 and
4.84 ho'nrs per day in average operational days
in February and June, respectiVe .

"..

Experience had shown that five to six hours
of *ration is d full operational day. "There-
fore, operator hours were shifted to operate '.

over a day extepdinglrom 7:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.,
with operation, on Saturday at the end of each
monthly attendance period.

4



FIGURE 3. AVERAGE iNtIMBER OF HOURS EACH MINI:

COMPUTER t4AS USED 14 EACH SCHOOL
FROM JULY THROUGH DECEMBER OF 1975

150-
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CONCLUSIONS .

Consideration of the history of computer
applications and accumulated usage 0.student
-accounting systems suggests two major conclu-

sionS.

I. Student accounting can be accomplished
On a minicomputer within local high schools of

approximately 2000 students operating indepen-
dently of a central office *stem.

develoOd b* district office personnel working
in close coordination with local school admin-

istration and staff,

RECOMMENDATIONS
f.

E,$erience gained with five minicomputers in.

five high'schools suggests several recommenda-
tions for schools jnd school districss.consider-
ing the acquisition of computers apd computer

personnel.

1. IQ addition to cost, acquisition of cbm-
puter hhlware should be based Upon the exper-.
iences'of both local school staff and central

office staff.

2. The district administrator, f data pro-

cessing $ppuld have a.broad experience in stu-
dent accounting systems both manua,1',and-au,to-

mated. . I I

3.. DevelVioment of a system should, \be accom-

plished at one 'school site before adoption by

all schools.

11,

O

5. One full-time programmer should be hired

for four or five high schools, with one or two
part-time programmers for special assignments.

6. Local schobl administrators responsible
for scheduling computer usage should be trained

on-the-job.

7. -Providing that a positive attitude exists,

present clerical and secretarial school staff

should learn to operate the BASIC/FOUR minicom-

puter.

- 4, A system hould be essentially the\ksame in,'.

all schools, but should also allow for.local,

school ideosyRcracies. 0
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MY SCHOOL - MY WAY

Raymond R. Libner

Elmwood Park High School, Elmwood Park, Illinois 60635

It is possible to brino school and computer personnel together to ini

and ideas that can produce an excellent working relationship and an outsta
school. What the school administrator and the pmputer specialist must re
"call the shots." ,The school administrator must take the position, "My Sc
situation occurs if the system can be operated with minimal specialist ass
been established. At Elmwood Park High School in Elmwood Park: Illinois
operated essenthally by the secretarial-clerical staff, under the directio
with assistance from specialists only when new programs need to be written

. It is possible to bring school and computer
personnel tonether to initiate an exchange of
concerns and idea's that can'produce an excellent
working relationship and an outstanding array of

' services to the schoo1.1

Ten years ago the principal.of.Elmwood Park
High School in Elmwood Park, Illinoit'(1200
students) approached the 'director ordata
processing at the local community college and
asked for assistance in.initiating student. .

scheduling at the high school. The principal'

was a neophyte in the use of computers' Thanks
"--44.4-ht.patience and interest cd both persons,.

evolutien_9141-annN ensued_oNer'lhe years,
2z:suiting in an impressive growth of com ter

PiTervices at Elmwood Park that has become.,a

model for numerous other school districts an
Illinois.

What the school adMinistrator and the
comouter snecialist recond'ized is that the
school must "call the shots." The admin-
istrator took the oosition. "My School My .

Way."
. .

The computer specialist, today as years
ago, needs to use his talents to improve the
prodesses by which the school staff attempts

to serve the students of the school. The most
elaborate data processing system is a sham if it

ddes'not improve the educational process at the
local level - the school huildinn and the clasg-

rooth.
.

Computer services at Eln$goocc Park High

1. School have evolved over the pht ten years -
through a process of "learning by doieg," from a

point of the school's having no'equipalent and

I

little knowledge of what could, be ace plished. .

to a pointof having its own mini.. puter. The

high school has an on-line data proc ssing system

A

that.servesboth
financial functio

_ Each of the
the request of th

!Because the schoo'
their field and b
personnel are exp
producing a succe
understanding eac
obstacle of diffe
subtle variations
come, the develo
proceeds apace an
with what he nee
computer specials
(or what the,,spec

on the district).

I

iate an exchange of concerns

ding array of services to the
ognize is that"the school must

ool - My.4ay:" An ideal

s1tance, once the procedure has

700 students) the system is
of school administrators,
or existing programs amended.,

$

he ttudenc functions and the
s.

rograms has been developed at
school administrative staff.
administrators are experts in
cause the data processing
its in their field the Key to

sful and oVeratiopal program is
other's jargon. When the
ences in terminology or in
of definition have been over-

ent of workable programs
provides the administrator

, rather than-with what the
t thinks the school needs

st presumes he can pawn off .

An ideal situation occursif the system can
be operated from day to day and vear.to year with
minimal specialist assistance. onceiqg procedure
has been established. At Elmwood Parh Minh School

the system is operated essentially by the
secretarial-clerical staff, under the direction
of school' administrators. with assistance from
specialists only when new proorams need to be
written or existinn.programs amended.

Most of the hardware at Elmwood Park High
School is situated in a small, cubicled area
(9 ft. x 20 t.), adjacent to the principal's
office. It., ogsists cit.:.

J. Keyplin h-- Genesis I

II. Card Rader - Four Phase Systems, Inc.
A. Ho er aneStacker (1000 cards)
B. 300iCara Per Minute

III. ,TapeoDrive - Four Phase Systems, Inc.

A. lon Bits Per Inch
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IV. Disc Drive -Four Phase Systems, I c.

A. 50-Milli*on Bytes (50 Megabytes)

V. Core - 72K

VI. Printer - Four Phase Systems, Inc.

A. 600 Lines Per Minute

VII. Interactive Video Display Termjnals (5)

A. Connected Bdtween High School Building

and Adjacent District Office 1 ,

,

B. Located on the Desks of the Secretarial- 1,

Clerical Staff Responsible for Specific 1

Functions
T.

Most data are handled via-tne video display

terminals. The card readerutilize0 to enter
program instruction data into thip system. Infor-

mation is available to tne-stafrvia tilt terminal

and/or via hard copy from the,printer. Theedisc

drive provides data storage and daily access, with

back up security made possible bAfhe tape drive.
The computer langOge used at EPHS is COBOL.

.10,
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Software services are pfovided by data
processing specialtsts with Midwest Systems

Gfoup, Inc. of Downers Grove, Illinois. T eir

personnel4Arclude professional educators a d

,technidad who are constantly reminded of he

district:administrator's premise, "My School -

My Way."

The full range tf services available to
Elmwood Park High School and to Elmwood Park
Community Unit School District 401 is

as follows:

'STUDENT ACCOUNTING

I. Student Scheduling

A. Management'Listings

1. General Information
a. Alphabetical Sequence

b. Year-in-School Sequence

c. Birthdate Sequence
d. Counselor Sec/gene

e. Homeroom Sequenc

f. Disaster Station Sequence

g. Locker Number Sequence

2. Disaster Stations

3. Homerooms

4. Counselors
Address Labels I

. .

6.. Random Number Lists n1 Labels

7. I.D. tarot;

8. Locker Assignments \\I

B. Sch dul ing - First Semesiek

r

N

1. Keypunch Basic Data at EFHS

2 Diagnostic and Initial Scheduling
Operating at IBM 360 Facility (Off-

site)

1 a. Course File

b. Teacher File .

c. Student File

d. Tally,

I

..

e. Potential Conflict Matrix

f. Reverse Verification

g. Pre - scheduling Edit

h. Main Scheduler

.Master Schedule File

j. Student Reject Listing

k. Student Schedule Listing

3. Transfer Data Via Tape to Four Phase

at High School

C. Scheduling - Secbnd Semester

1. Modified College-Type Self-Registra-

' tjor
a. "Protect" Student Seats in All-

Year Courses

b. Permit Changes in Schedule As
Seats Are Available in New or

ContinuingToursks___
2. Process all Dan On-Site on Four

Phase Equipment

; D. Printing Operations

`1. Student Schedules

2. Class Lists

3. Count of Seats

a. Course Order

b. Teacher Order

4. Room Utilization

5. Teacher Utilizati6
6r Student Receipt Report

Grade's

A. Grade Scanning Sheets

B. Class List Proof Sheets w/Grades ,

C. List of Students Who Did Not Receive
a Grade for Any Class

D. Print Grade Reports

E. Trrscript Labels 0
..".

1., Grades
2. Credits

3. Semester -Grade Point Average

4. Cumulative Grade Point Average

5. Attendance
, -

III. Reports and Stimmary

A. Report Cards

B. Ho or Roll

C. Fa'lure Lists "

' ; D. Dromplete Lists
E. Condition Grade Lists
F. Medicals

G. No Gradetlfits

H. Audit Grade tists

I. Withdrawal Lists

J. Grade Distribution Lists

K.. Rank n.ClaSs
L. Disadvantaged and Handicapped Report

M. Driver Ed State. Report

N. Staff Roster
O. Student'Telephone Directory

P. Library Film Reports:Lists, and Labels

Q. District-Wide, Labels (Sorts for one per

family)
A

.1©

' IP
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IV. Attendance Reports and Lists

A. Daily Attendance Scan Sheets
B. Daily Attendance Worksheet

1. Absences and tardies for
each mod all day

C. Absence Roster

1. Basis for daily attendance
record for teachers

2. informs who was excused,
unexcused; abtent forfull day
or.part

D. Monthly Aqdndance Detailed Listing

1. .Lists each student with any
absences, specific days absent, and

whether excused or unexcused

E. Monthly Attendance Summary
'F. Beginning and Ending Mods Matrix

1. Thlsjob control reorganizes mod
times for students with changes in

their schedule

Updating Capabilities on CRT Terminals

A. Student General Information,(name,
address-, phone, parent name, locker

number, disaster station, homeroom,
birthdate, year in school,. stx, grape
school origin, total minutes attending

school, ditadVantaged tnd:handica0ped
codes, tot#1 6-week grading period

absences)
B.'Scheduling '
7

'1. Add and Delete course from'studerit
file and also from student schedule

2. Ditplay Class,Lists'

C. Gradei
Y. k:redits

E. GPA's

F. 'Attendance',
G. PRS-Prints whatever shoWs oriwAhe

-terminal screen

. FINANCIAL ACCOUIITING

t.

I. Reports and Summary Listings

0

A. Master Transacton Listing - Begin-
ning of Fiscal. ear

1. Purchase Order Number Order ,

2., Account Number Order.,

B. Current Transaction {stings .(Each

separate acconntaiy Batch Number)

'C. Budget File Listings - All accounts and

balanCes of each
Program Budget Listings, - Sub Pr. gram.Orderr

E. Daily Transaction Run

1. Print Purchase Orders

2. DailyTransactions Entered

F. count Activity Analysis
tatement,of Revenue and Expe diture

Financial Statement
-I. Account Dictiona
J. Receipt Report L

K. Insurance Report

1. Alphabetical Order

2. School Order

3. Department Order

Inventory Listigs

1. Inv ntory Number\Order-

2. Soho I Order
3. Roo within School Order

4 CI sificatiQn Code Order

' 5. cription Order

6. Description within School Order

111. Bill Listings

A. ;Annual Bill List (Beginning of Fiscal
;Year)

B. Monthly Bill List
.C, Paid Bill Labels

Vendtr Listings

A. ,Vendor Order
B. Vendor Order with Remittance Address

C. Vendor Labels

D. Alphabetical Vendor File Ca rds

The services enumerated have evolved from

small beginnings. Ten years agethe computer
speCialist at the community.cdege performed
a valuable service to one of the underlying high
schoois by installing a premise in the mind of

the school principal: that tilt use of data

processing should be at the command of the user.

"My SchOol -, My Way". focuses the spotlight

on the school, not on the computer. The user is

in control of the system.

4
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ABSTRACT: The ambitious project of providing school districts Management information ser-

t.vices (MIS) in Minnesota is being accomplished by Minnesota Educational Computing Consor-

tium.(MECC). Some of the queitions tp be answered are: 'What is MECC?; What.die the sys-

tem development plans?; How will MIS be implemented- -
4

A

V

*

.00

PLANNING AND IMPLEMENTATION OF
MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SERVICES

FOR SCHOOL, DISTRICTS IN ,MINNESOTA

;Jack B.Hoffman
Coordinator /MIS Planning § Implementation

MECC '

jp0hGANIZATION

Minnesota Educational Computing Consor-
tium was eStablished to'providp computihg
facilities and support staff to serve the
needs defined by education and available
equally to ail students and educational in-

. stitutions in Minnesota. Regular member-
*ship in'this consortium consists of edu-
cational systems which, n their joint
jurisdiction, represent all ofthe public

,,edutational entities it the State of.Minne-
sota. These include: the Minnesota State
Department of Education (SDE) representing
publiC elementary, secondary and vocation-

a al (ESV) education; the State Junior Col-
legeSystem, the State College' System end
the University of,Minnesota representing
public higher education. Vie State Da-'
partment of Administration is also a mem-
ber of MECC. Hereinafter, these will, be,
called the "member systems". Iniaddi-
tion, private educationalinstithtions
can use services of the consoTtiUm.

The MECC Board of Directors is re-
.

presentative of the j'otnt pokers,agenciqs-
with two members from.each of the' public
higher education agencies; six meifbers
from the'Department of Education (re-
presenting elementary, Secondary and vo-
cational education); three members are
appointed by the Governor and one member
appointed by the Commissionerf Admini-
stration. The private education sector
is represented by one of the Governor's
appointees.

RATIONALE FOR THE CONSORTIUM APPROACH

The concept of formOg an education-
al computer services consortium was a
logical extension of planning efforts
which occuired.oei the past several ..
mars: Earlier planning repoxts stressed
the need to view comp 'ng and informa- .

,

Lion systems in the contest of the complete
continuum of educational levels, elemen-
tary/secondary/post-secondary. The need to
do this has grown as computers and informn--
tion systems assume increasingly more sig-
nificant roles not only in the processes of
instruction and research within education-
al institutions; but also in,management and
administration of these institutions. ;This '

need for comprehensive planning and sharing
of resources' by' education at' all levels has
been accentuated further by the g_.L.rmiAlg_
technological and economic feasitiiriyof '

communication networks which permit inter-
connection of computing terminals and fa-
cilities throughout the State.

PURPOSE OF THE CONSORTIUM

In meeting the general objective f the
organization as stated abdva, the, specific
purposes of AECC inservin the member syS-
tems are as follows: II

9

To ensure effective co puler services
to all students and fa ulty where a
computer is needed cit er as a tool
or an object of instru Lion.

,

, 0.
To ensure effective ac ess to com-
puting and information services by
faculty and students f r research,
'where research is part of the aca-
demic program of an institution.. '

To assist the systems of education
and various coordinating agencies

° in providing meaningful information
which will be usedin, formulating
effective educational policies by

',governing boards and the executiv
and legislative branches of govern-
ment.

To provideteffective management in-
formation services (MIS), including

. 12,



(.administrative data proceSsing, for
the, management of education and ed-
ucational resources at all levels.
Thf remainder of this report will
address MECC-MIS.

REGIONS

The implementation of Elementary/Sec-
ondary/Vocationa (ESV) Management Infor-
mation Services (MIS) will be completed
on a regibnal Thil concept keeps
gqvernance closer to t4e user, a ,definite
concera:ormost districts. In addition,
the logistics of'delivering services to the
districts becomes more -realistic.

Of the seven regiOns which have been
created, two encompass the Minneapolis/St.
Paul metr politan area with 'the other five
servicin non-met*opolitan or out-state re-
gions,

For Major factors considered iR de-.
' fining the region's were:- ,

. 4

1:1- Geographic
2. _Numb:en of districts
'S. Number of students
4. Presently existing organiz

tlons4

ei

REGIONAL READINESS SURVEY')

In 1974 the SDE and MECC conducted a
study to help determine the feasibility of
patablishing regional management informa-

on services centers. The five non-metro-
politan regions had each of their districts
complete the HIS survey. Each region then
submittdd the completed surveys to MECC,
which in turn wrote a regional survey re-
port;

6The regional "readiness" surve
was intended to provide.informatrme
school district administrative officials,
the regional boards, the.SDE, the MECC
Board of Directors, and the legislature,.

For each region, the specific objec-
tiveS

4
of the survey were: .`

ort

°Re of the two metropolitan reg ons, TIES
(Total Informa ion Educational Systems);

: has been in ex tanEe since 196$. Presently
there are 5-di tricts with enrollment of,,

, 2.00000 stu ent utilizing their service!
,

The other metropolitan regi n METRQ-4I;
has five of the largest distric s, s members
The non-mOrropolitan.regioneha e Stab-
lished.regional governing' boards. ese
boards have selecbq Regiohal Directors
and 3 of the S non-metropolitan regions
Are siaffing'in p paration for becoming .

operatiOfial. . .. .
.

st,

r.

p.

lo

.

I. siro ascertain the current status.
oaf` MIS;

2. To determine cuxrentFramsLana
prioritips of districtsdistrcts
for obtaining MIS services;

3.., To document the school, district
administrators' attftudes, in-
terdsts, and concerns regarding,
fAct s related to cooperative
MIS a rangeigents.

bout 70% *the/ on-metro
trict were in "resee in region
ters; 10% were tit in!erested; an
non- mm 1. Inter t in the

,mdtropoli-tan ns was root.

ESV STEERING
.

:During ehe fall of 19'74,, the, State De-
partment of EdOcation established the ESV
Steering Committee. Each"cif the seven MECC
regions designated representati'Vesto attend
these hi - monthly meetings.

tib

.The VeSponsibilities ad-2-dutiesdf..-
Steering Committee ate to provtaamtv'YSe.1
and/ormake recommdndations.to the Sit con-
cerning:

litan dis-
MIS cen-

re

i. Policies and procedures for
Statewide MIS services.

2. ScholtdistriCt information and
data Processing requirements.

3. Regional apprON and alternative
approaches to pr viding manage-.
ment informationservices.

4. Annual and biennial budgets and
plans for ,management information
services.

5. The coordinated.development of
common applications softward
and systems for regipnal service
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adopted:

centers.

6. Statewidedata.and reporting
s tanda rdsc

7. Statewide t dining and user
services co rdination.

'

The fokloWing fiv policies were

1. There should be one comprehen-
sive and flexible elempntary,
.econdary, and vocational
'(ESV) staxew4de management
information system with an
integrated data base defined
such that, a mandatory subset
of the data elements would' be
defined by the SIZE, and a secn
and subset would be defined-
statewide with optional re-
gional or local' usage.

2. The State Board of Education's
ESV. Steering Comm ttee should

r haVe respOnsibili y for the
revieW and approv 1 of systems
specifications an for setting
Triorities for system develop-
ment and revisions

3. MIS development in ccordance
with .2. above, shou be
accomplished through a single
statewide effort under the aegis
of 'the State Department of ga-
u5ation.

4. The common system to be de-
veloped'should use, as a point
of'departure, the currently
\existing software sygtem serving

'TIES consortium. The TIES
software should be' modified to
,include other significant appli-
cation packages such'as those
existing in' METRO-II and other
fregions.

S.

e
The common system should be
designed in ,such a way as to
facilitate equitable bidding
in accordance with state
statutes.

MECC-MIS ORGANIZATION

' Mrentdr
of
HIS
1

Manager ESV
Systces
Devc opeent

lLiatton

StE
.

,

StudentSystces
Softvarc

Fmarec

1

Personnel/
Payroll

A.

The Manager of ESV Systems Development
has the.respohsibility for supprvision of
the staff, in addition to the deyelopment
effort.

Thee system software group and each'of
thei'functional areas (e.g.,. Finance, Per-4
sonnet /Payroll, gtc.) have a team leader.
The SDE liaison, a MECC employee, coordi-.
nates the SDE needs with the Sther func-

. tional areas.

Statewide functional area advisory
committees have been established.. The ad-
visory Committees have at/least one repre-
sentative from each of the seven reiions.
The regions also have adqsory: committees
for each functional area.:

The Coordinator of Planning & Implemen-
tation works with the seiren regional boards

evaluating'heeds anln determining the
implementation plans fo rthe regions. The
coordinator also has a small staff of train-,
ing specialists to assist the regions during
implpm9tation.

WAFSHOPS .

' is . .

Sine& January, 1975, there have been
five 'types o MIS training workshops con-
ducted arol the statq. They were:

.1 .
.

TIES Pilot Districts
SDE/MECC RegipAak Planning
SDE /TIES MIS ., .

Minnesota Assoc'ation of School
Business Offici 16',(MASBO)

- Regional Functi nal Area Workshops

\
The'SDE cont acted w' h TIES to deliver

services to four district in rural Minne- i

sota. These four did is s'are known as
the TIES pilot districts. These districts
have conducted workshops on specific appli-
cations or services (e.g., Personnel/Pay-
roll, Student,'4c.)... Staff'from other dis-
tricts who ware interested in these speci- . -

fr

ic areas we're encouraged to'att d. Each .

* f thevpilat districts vas assistd41 by the .44 ,*
. ips servicestaff in presenting s x half--
day sessions. . .

Six regional workshops were con& tedi
\ aooperatiuely by MECC\and SDE. The o jec-

tives of each yorkshop were: (1) to 1 OrM
participants,df the status of,MLS devel
ment in Minnesota, (2) to present basic
MIS,concepts,-an (3) to provide informs=

..tion for making a decision on reglknalLMIS
centers.= The'ageUda for these one:day work-
shops included: an update on. instructional
timesharing, SDE/MEOC/ESV regioltial relation-
ships., computeend MIS concepts, MIS sur- /

vey results, uniform financial accounting

Coordinator
'of

Planning
IerIcrentation

InstruetIonal
Managesont .

, '11

-J

and reporting. standards (UFARS),'statewide
.MIS planning. UFARS is akstructure'd budget:
ary accounting system that will:be used by
all school districts in Minnesota.

14
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In 1974, TIES staff conducted two
. 6-1/2 day MIS workshops to provide Super-

intendents with an opportunity to become.-
familiar with MI . These workshops, were
repeated in 197 to reach superintendents
who were unabr to attend the previous

In March, 1975 MASBO sponsored a work-
shop dealing with implications of MECC on

c schoql fiscal management. This two-day
event as aimed at those persons who have
day-to-day responsibility for fiscal manage-
ment activities.

During September and OCtober of 1975;
regional functional area workshops were con-
ducted in the non-metropolitan.regions in

. the State. Thip gave district personnel an
opportunity to interface directly with the

individuals in each functional area. -;

SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT,
.

.

One of the more important effects of
the principles adopted by the psv Steering
Committee is the initiation of a "state-
level" common effort to provid system
software and administrative ap lication
programs. It is the intent of he system
development staff to provide a ell docu-4,q
mented, flexible and expandable state-
wide system.

i

An-advantage of this approach is that
it represent a system tic method for pro-
viding manag ment info mation ser ices
for all the sijchool die ricts in Ni nesota.
Related to h's are po ntial benefits to
be rearized f I om econom es of scat a- . .

chieyed in t lizatiqn f compatible hard-,
ware apd systems. Comp rability, timeli-
ness and accuracy of in rmation re-
ported to state and fede al:agencies will
'also be a major benefit of statewide effort

The basic model for the statewide ESV-
IS is the exis

l

n

ting TIES system. Addition-
al%conceptua and design enhancements will

4..be.based.4upo efforts accomplished by
'METRO- II and other rhions :

The system development staff is using
a project Co trol system called PR/DE
(PRofitable In rmation by DEsign through

R\kkutPhased Planning d ControlTWhich was
developed by M. Bryce and Associates, Inc.
The PRIDE system is broken down into the
following phases:

1. System Stud Evalmation
2. System Degirt .
3. Sub-System Design
4. Procedure Design - Adminiatra-

' rive Computer
5. frograM .Design
6- Computer Procedure Test,
7. System Test
8. Sysqm Operation
9. System Audit

-

1 s

"0.

During the ,next year, major emphasis
will be placed on imMementing the ESV-IS
at METRO-II (Minneapolis, St. Paul, Robbins-
dale, Mounds View and Vo-Tedh 916 districts).
Three non -metropolitan regions will be-es-
tablishjaig regional service centers to start.
operations in July of 1976. The other two
non-metropolitan regions will be establish-
ing service centers to start operations in

.January of 1978.

The SDE will be developing tkbir in-
ternal MIS during the next year.

11ARDWAE ACQUISITION

Tit task of identifying the system
hardwa e requirements involved a process of
ana'yzing a previous requirement study con-
ducted by METRO-II and TIE,Sin addition to
inpul, received from other technical and
user staff.

. ,.., . .

Cate was taken tp insure that the,bid
specifications conformed to Statq procure-
ment statutes and related to a wide range
of regional computing alternatives.

After the preparation of .the bid speci-
fications, the State Department of Educa-
tion, the MEcC staff and various advisory .

groups reviewed therspecifications from a'
technical standpoint. Thd specs were also-
critiqued by a private consulting firm,
A,D Little and Associates. Upon approval

\/
the id ,specifications ere released to all
major vendors on the st to bid

1

der's list,

The bids for the computer systems were
`received and evaluated b)k the ESV4IS Bid
Evaluation Task Force, consisting of re-,,
presentatives-from the MECC membership and
the 'MCC copsqtant Arthur D. Little, Inc.,
This evaluation process inclUded question
and answer sessions with technital repre-
sentatives of each bidder.

The MECC Board recommended approval of
the bid award, upon verification that the ,
systems bid will perform as specified prior
'to final bid award. This. performance veri- ,

fication should be accomplished by analysis
of the operation of systems very similar
in hardware and software configurations to.
th.kt anticipated by the ESV-IS. '

.

----'-1

. .

T e performance verification was com-
pleted by visiting four Burroughs installa-
tions that have comparable system's. Con-
tracts with Burroughs have been Completed.

SUMMARY

The concept of a statewide computer con-
sortium in he educational environment is a
reality in Minnesota:. This'report des-

. cribed the evolution of NtCC and more speci-
fiCally addressed the planning and implemen-
tationof MIS in 'the school districts.

lb
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ABS1ACT: Thy model is a sophisticated simulation tool which can be used in gaiing faculty flow, salaries. ,7"

and Salary poticies at institutions of higher learning for up to ten years in the future. Although spe-

cifcialy developedoto meet the needs of Miami-Dade Comhunity College (M-DCC), it was designed with 'Fail-

cient gexibility to be useful to other Colleges and,..niversities.' Furthe'rmore, the computer progtam iJr

the model was wrftten in American National Standard (ANS) COBOL so that other educational institutions'and

even cjmpanies clan use the model with amlnimum of modifications.

.1--

t
'

The Fhculty Flow Model, developed recently HtS..
Miami-Dade CommunityCollege, provides insight as
to the prhbable pages that faculty will take during
the coming ten years. Once each year in the fucure
each individual fabUlty member is promoted, retired

. or terminated in accordance with personnel and
ic.....411IIN-F...pcalcies and the cast of a random number.

uch poirETVS, incidentally, tan be modified on a

year-by-year basis.) Considerable research was

required to develop the "hard" data from the his-.
tory of faculty flow to order to make reliable,

predictions. 'Also, standard actuarial data was

used for sietermining the probability of death oc-
curring $n any one year, as a function of age and.

* sex. Priorto exercising the model, an extract of
the faculty personnel payroll-file is made con-
taining such critical elements as rank, age,years
at the college, years in rank, sex 10 curtent
salary.

Technically, the model is t modified 1.14 ticov

chain, Monte Carlo simulation., Programpthg was
done in ANS COBOL so that the 'omputEelyprogram
could be adapted by other Boll es a d universities

with minimum effort.

1

Miami-Dade Community College, who developed the
economic concept upon whittle this mddel is bayed.

! 'To understandthis concept; consfder an environ-
ment where the total dollars ayahable for all
salaries are, generally speaftg, invariant with.
time, assuming a status qu enrollment and no

The purpose of the Faculty Flow Model is to pr4-
vide decision makers with long range information 1

concerning economic solvency. Thus executives-at

an educational institution cap explore options and
make decisions with enough lead time so as to avoid
such catastrophic. problems such as bankruptcy or

insolvency. Stated it' a more positive way, this

model will permit upwStd adjuitments taa salary
sohedufe to be studied and declared economically

sound prior to implementation: Accordingly,,

higher salaries of both remaining and new employ-
ees might be recommended then would otherwise be
the case if no gaming had takun place.,

Some of the more interesting possible pallq
changes that could be gamed are as follows:

1. What fs the impact imposing
a hypothetical quota for each,
academic rank?

*

2. What is the economic effect of,
-2,91P~"alteFing the mandatory fecidire-

ment agel
a t

1

3. "What is the economic impact of
chasing the percentage of the
total number of personnel per=,
mitred to be on oneone- year leave

With pa,L1r ,

'4. That is the long range e'coAomic

impact of"boosting the ceilings
of all present salary, schedules?

An Important acknowledgement must be given to
Dr. Robert McCabe: Execdtve Vice President 0
-

s -

Inflation. In such a c

required by paying i
must be obtained b

salaries less

the personn
changes
tione
th

the total dollars

eases to people on board
new hires being employed at

far less) than the salarits of

whom they are replacing. (Obviously,

enrollment or consideration of an infla-

rate are complicating factors.) Using
concept, the model can be played two ways,

to speak: frontwards and backwards. In the

frnntwards version, the average salaries for new
hides is an input, and economic solvency Op a
yearlby-year basis is investigated. Played back-

wards, economic solvency over the period of time
investigated (up to ten years maximum) is assumed
as an input, and the salaries that can be paid
new hires is'determined by calculations.

It is believed that this model will make a 1

significant impact in long range planning at Miami-
Dade Community College, and it might do GO same,
for other institutions 'which might choose to use

1

it as a planning'tool.

In the following sections, the.Faculty Flbw

Model will be referred to as the "Salary Solvency

Model", the ranee by which the model is best ,known

at M=DCC.

METHODOLOGY DISCUSSION

The Salary Solvency' odel can be considered a
"Modified,Markov Chain, Monte Carlo Simulation."

An explanation for this definition followS.

Markov Process

A time-line that is basic to an understanding
of-tt-N rkalt_Process is given in Figure 1.

Figure 1

Time-line for a Markov Process

EVENT 01 EVENT 02-*

' ) TIME
,

, ' --.

In a Markov procesl, 'changes (or "transitions")
occur br can be assumed to only at one'or more

.

. 14'

.1 r'
(

.

,

.0

events, N4 changes occur betwo6 typal-Tr-A. second
.

s trite on for a process to be'Maritivian is that

probabilities associated with an even; are not de:

pendent on the outcome -of the precedihg event.

,
Personnel pvcticessuch as hiring and termi-

nating at a college were assumed robe Mariovian .,

for the purpose of his developme .- This. neces-

sary simplifyi assumption was p sable because .

of the neglig ble error introduce tgercy: :A

Markovian process would assume tha 0.1:-events

, t,

S.



occurring during a year 'can be considered As having
oc.curred at the same time, probably the beginning

of the year.

-In-a Markov processit is convenient to ink

in terms of "states" prior toan event and "states"

following the event, with a "probability transition

,matrix" or "transition matrix" containing the pro-
babilities of going from one state to the others

when the event_occurs.

`To develop an illustration,.an instructor will /'

be considered who is at the institution before

"Event #1." (Event #1 could, for example,"bethe
beginning of the 1975-76 year.) The input state

for Event Al is thus simply "instructor." Typical

output states of Event #1 would be as follows:

1. Instructor,
2. Assistane.professor, and

3. Termination

The transition matrix for Event #1 is described

in, Figure 2

Figure 2

Output State Probabilities
Considering One Input State

ala
OUTPUT STATE PROBABILITIES

Inst!. Asst.Prof. 's Term.
,

STATES

INPUT [
Tnst. 0.6 0.3 0.1

Each of the numbers above represent tra tion

probability. For example, the pr abi ity of the

instructor being promoted to assi Cant professor

is 0.3 ( three chances in ten).

Figure 3 4'as obtained by expand ehe one input

state transition matrix (Figure 2) o include

"assistant proIessor" as'an input tate.

Figure 3

Output State Probabilities
A Considering Two input States

OUTPUT STATE PROBABI TIES

WI TWO INPUT S TE

Inst. AseeProf. Assoc.ProCiailh

e Inst. 0.6 0.3 0.0 ' 0.1

INPUT 0
.4' 4 t

-

STATES
Prof

0.0 ' ; 0.7
,.

0.2 .0.1
Prof..

Each zero in the mattlx indicates that that parti-
cular transition is not'possible% Each set of

output probnbilitieela mutually excluive and'

exhaustive, and'the sum of, all pro' blrity sets

has to equel,0*qt . .

,A it is often convenient to think ok,a series of

events. This is the cast with the SalarFi77/ency

Model where wen events for ten "year-beginnings")

can be considered at maximum. When more than one

event is involved in' a Markov process it ia con-

venient to use the idiminology "Marko' Chain.."

.

.4
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Modified Markov Process

Considering at Miami-Dade Community College all

positions on all payrolls and all steps possible,
there could likely be about 1,000 unique input

states. This means that the full matrix for
Event #1 Only would be an astronomical 1,000 by
1,000 in size, thus requiring 1,000,000 cells for

all probabilities.

\
It is

/'
customary in Markpv processes to describe

the entire transition matrix. However, because of

the vast size of,;such a transition matrix (and the

computer memory requirements therefor) and because
of the fact that most cells would have a zero pro-
bability, a technique was - used --in which only the

most likely tfiesitions are considered. All other

transitions-are assumed to be zero. This is what

is meant by a "Modified Markov Process."

This technique requires 'that Categories of

employees where promotions are likely be processed

separately. Fortunately, the three payrolls at
M-DCC (classified/staff, administrative and ins-

tructional) met this oritprion for categorization..
This development focused on the application of the
Salary Solvency Model to the instructional payroll.
In so doing, promotions or transfers from other
payrolls to the instructional payroll and vice'

versa were assumed to be negligible with respect

to gaming findings.

Monte Carlo Simulation

In order to lay the foundation for .the next
discussion, it was assumed that there wdre a htin-
dred candidates foe transition from an input state

to output states for Event #1, In using a non=

Monte Carlo (or analytic) simulation, the hundred
candidates would be distributed to the Aossible
outcomes as Closely as possible to fit Oredicted'

outcomes.

When the n of candi tes for any one pro;

bability cell is veri_large, a'nod-Monte Carlq
(of analytic) simulation can bb quite accurate.

When the numb* of candidates. for any one input
state is, say.one, then the most likely Outcome

must be hypothesized in a ,non -Monte Carlo simulaz

tion. At M-Da there are some 2,OpO employees who
Ore candidates for. approximately 1,000 input states

*.and a much larger nuthber of probability cells --

considering Event #1 only. When one considers two'0.)

or more events, the number of candidates for, any

unique sequence-of events approaches zero in all
casest.In_practical terms, this means th a nog-

Monte Carlo (oranalyeic simulation for' his pro-

blem would'becometincreasing* inacour e. after the

second year. Thus a Mortte Carlo San ion was

indicated. t

TA a, Monte Carlo 93 ulation; a random number is
geneiorted and used',.to ddddecide the outcome o each ''

probabilistic occurrence. In practical` to s, ran-

dom numbersare used in the Salary Solvent Model

to predict.the fate pf each person going through,
the one to ten years of the simulation. For any

one trial Monte Coati run, these random numbers
decide whether the person is promoted, terminates,

dies, etc. The probabilities used for each of
these occurrences shouldbe based on the best his-"
torical and actuarial informatioh available.

/



One full Monte Carlo,-,simulation is never adequate

to describe a process. 'Instead, usually many
hundreds or thousands* simulations are computed,
and the averaget(or Means) are used. In the Salary
Solvency Modems the number of Monte Carlo runs de-
sired for anleone computation of means and standard
deviations elpbe specified as an input parameter.

The principle disadvantage of a Monte Carlo simu-
lation is that it is time-consuming on a computer
because of the heed for many interations. Through
trial and error, the number of production runs can )1
he optimized in the application of the Salary So1,77..:_.

vency -Model to produce a reasonable compromise
between accuracy and cost of output. Standard

deviations are especially useful in this optimi-
zation process.

i

Whenmore than two output states are possible,
the transition matrix, discussed earlier, must be
converted to a table of'"cupulative probabilities"
so that a randomnumber can indicate the outcome
selected. Figure 4 illustrates the first transi-
tion matrix described in the preceding section
(Figure 2) after conversion to a table of cumulative

probabilities.--

Figure 4
A

Matrix of Cumulative_ Probabilities

OUTPUT STATE CUMULATIVE
. PROBABILITIES

Inst. Ass . Term.INPUT9'
STAIRS ,

Ins t 0.6 0.9 = 1.0

Assuming that a random number can be generated with
a value of from 0 to 10 inclusive, any random number
generated will ba divided by 10 that it, can be

coffsidered a probability with a range. of 0.0 to 1.0.

Let z = random number. Then:

IA, if 0,5:z < 0.6, the instructor is
declared to remain an instructor, at
Event #1.

2. If 0.6.5. z< 0.9, the instructor'
is declared to be promoted to assis-
tapt professor at. Event #1.

3. 'if 0.9 <. z:45 1.0, the instructor is

declared to be terminated at Event 41.

INPUT SPECIFICATIONS

1 The input specifications for the Salary Solvency
Model" can be categorized under, Ihree headings:

Laentificarien and Miscel-

laneous Tables and Data Elements.

2. Personnel,Payroli 'pctrnct Data

Eler4ents.

3: Gaming Parameters.

The term "run identification" is self-hx1Aana=
tory. One of the required tables consists of
mortality probabilities as a function of age and
sex, Another inputopiSle consists of transition
probabilities based on historical information.,
The data elements requiredinclude the "optional
retirement probability by age", the "identity

. -
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of the base year", the "total number of years being
forecast", the "number of Monte Carlo iterations
desired", and "a Monte Carlo seed number".

The following data dements pertaining to the
personnel/payroll-file have to be supplied in the
form of the magnetic tape record for each full-time
employee being investigated in the gaming runf

Element Description

Record-sequence number
-(e.g., 143)

Age 9(2) ,

(e.g., 47)

Base annual salary
(e.g., $14,936)

Number of years at 9(2)

college (e.g., 9)

Number of years in retirement 9(2)

COBOL

Picture

9(4)

9(5)

plan (e.g., 11)

Sex: M or F
(e.g. 4.1)

Job Code
(e.g., 5)

X(1)

9(4)

This extract is produbed from the master per-
sonnel/payroll file of the college. Developing
this extract may involve some simple calculations.
For example, "age" for the initial application of
the Salary Solvency Model at M-DCC was computed
'using the.run date and the employee's birthdate.

Unwanted records should be inhibited at the
time the extractis made. For example, during the
initial application of the Salary Solvency Model
at M-DCC, allpayroll records were inhibited
except those for full-time employees on the ins-
trueVional payroll.

For each year being forecast, the following data
eleMinps associated with gaming parameters, have to
be given:

Element Description.

Year
(e.g., 1975-76)

Enrollment, in terms of
PTE students (e.g., 30,534)

Leave percentage - -
percentage of employees
.expected to be on a one:-

year leave with pay
(e.g., 1.5)

COBOL
, Picture

X(7)

9(5).

9V99

/ Inflationary rate applied S99V99
relative to the pteceding
year (e.g., 8%). A negative
sign indicates deflation. - r

Flag. (Y'r N)* 'indicating X(1)

if salary minimum is tebe
adjusted upward corresponding
to inflation (e.g.,. Y)

*Y = Yes, N . No

it
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Element Description

Flag (orN)* indicating X(1) .

if salary maximum is to be
adjusted upward corresponding
to inflatlon (e.g., Y)

Flag (Y or N)* indicating . X(1)

if salary increment argument
is to be adjusted upward
corresponding to inflation

(e.g., N)

Mean age of a new hire 9(2)

(e.g., 33)

COBOL
Picture ,

. Protability'of any new
f-..:hkre being male (e.g., 0,50)

V9(4)

Mandatory retirement age 9(2)

(e.g., 70)

1

The foregoing requirements also apply to the

...base-year, in which case each element is optional

except for "Year".

For each position type, the following data ele-

ments have to be furnished.for the base year only:

Element Description

Job code (e.g., 1)

Replacement job code '

(e.g., 4)

Salary minimum --

to nearest dollar
(e.g.; $16,693)

Salary maximum --
to nearest dollar
(e.g., $22,958)

Salary increment code;
F or P (e.g., F)

If Code'F, salary increment 9(5)

argument is annual increment,
to nearest dollar
(e.g., $540)

COBOL
Picture

9(4)

9(4)

9(5)

9(5)

X(1)

OT

.IfCode P. salary increment
argument is annual increment
expressed as a percentage

3%)

Quota (e.g., 75) A value of

99999 indicates an "unlimited
quota" or "no quota"

Enrollment constant A
(e.g.. 0)

Enrollment donstant B

(e.g., 0.002718)

Number of open positions., 9(5)

(e.g., 2)

9(2)V9(3)

9(5)

9(5)

V9(6)

4q.oddition. the "Percent of range" has to be

Wen for4any new hire.

d, *Y - Yes, N = No

OUTPUT SPECIFICATIONS

The output consists primarily of one or more

pages for each year being forecast. One row of

data elements is reserved for each position type,
and the last row is reserved for totals (by"-year).

Data elements printed out for each row of data, are

Element Description

Job title

Job code

Replacement job code

Adjusted quota

Enrollment constant A

Enrollment constant B

/ Predicted mean number-of
new/remaining employees

Predicted mean salary of

new/remaining7employees

Adjusted salary minimum

Adjusted Salary maximum

Salary increment code (F or P)

Adjusted salary increment

argument

Predicted mean number of

new'employees

Predicted mean salary of

new employees

PLtdicted mean number pf
surplus employees ,,

Predicted initial optimum

number"of new/remaining

employees.

f Predicted mean optimum
number of new/remaining
employees

COBOL
Picture

X(22)

9(4)

9(4)

ZZ,ZZ9

ZZ,ZZ9

9.9(6)

ZZ,ZZ9

ZZ,ZZ9

ZZ,ZZ9

X(1)

ZZ,ZZ9

22,Z29.99

ZZ ZZ9

ZZ,Z.29.99

ZZ,ZZ9

ZZ,ZZ9.99

Standard deviations for selected data eleMents

-are printed on a separate data line immediately

below associated data eldments.

The format for the base year is identical' to the ,

format for the forecast years except that Certain,

data elements not available:, are not displayed, and

appropriate column hdadere are inhibited.
.e.

The outtist for each page or pages pertaj.ning to

any'one forecast year contains the following data
elements in the header:

17

COBOL

Element Description .Picture

Title "SALARY' SOLVENCY

MODEL"

Computer rurdate

Run identiffcation
information

Not
Applicable

Not
Applicable

X(132) for
each of two
lines ,



Element Description

Year being forecast

Enrollment

Inflationary rate

Leave percentage

New hire male/female mix

Mean age of new hire

Mandatory retirement age

Number of Monte Carlo
iterations

COB L

Pict re

X( )

9( )

X99.99

9.99

.9999/.9999

99

9(2)

9(5)

Random number generator 4(N)

seed number

Mean age of all employees 99.99

Mean number of years at
institution

99.99

GROUND RULES'IIND ASSUMPTIONS

As the Salary Solvend Model was, being designed,

developed and tested, a.n mber of ground rules and
assumptions emerged: '

1.
"

Only full-time employees are considered.
Temporary and part-time employees
(including student assistants) are not
included.

.2. The financial impact of'supplements,
overtime and overldad for full-time
employees are not considered,

3. The financial impact of fringe

benefits fortfull-timeaemployees )

are not considered:

InstructIonal'personnel who have
"basic-year contracts" (10-month
contracts) are assumed to have
bagic-year contracts' for all pro-
'jetted years in the simulation, etc.

5. Age random-number-generated decisions
made during any one forecast year are
assumed-to have occurred at the
beginning o£ tHat forecast year.

As the Salary Solvency Model "hires"
an employee for a year, he is not ,
subject to any additional decisions
for that same year.

INITIAL APPLICATION OF THE MODEL

ApprOximately 30 runs were made in order to
validate the model thoroughly and to test its sen-
sitivity to various parameters. This information
(plus all compUtational algorithms) is contained
in the author's doctoral dissertation, which is
available .qt a cost of $15.00 from the Miami-

Dade Community College Bookstore, 11011-S.W.
104th Street, Miami', FL'33178.

, .About 90 minutes of IBM 370/155 CPU time. is
prdaesently required for 100 iterations at M-DCC
using the instructional payroll of some 1000 full-

.. time faculty-and forecasting for.a full ten years.
This program required 172,000 bytes of storage,
APII -is written totally in,ANS COBOL.

1
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An improved version of the program producing
identical data requires 60 minutes of IBM 370/15
-CPU time and 164,000 bytes of storage, but the ANS'
COBOL program requires a subroUtine in IBM 360/370
assembly language fdr the random number generator..

,.,Unfortunately the gods conspired in an inter-
esting way. About the time that the model became
operational, the State of Florida imposed a salary
freeze on all employees for one fiscal year begin-
ning July 1, 1975. Concurrently, an enrollment
ceiling Was placed on all public institutions of
higher learning. Therefore, although the Salary
Solvency Model was used by the M-DCC administration
to determine rhp impact ofproposed salaries and
salary policy changes fdr 1975-76, none of these
changes could be implemented bpcause of suddenly
imposed'constraints. It is anticipated, however,
that this model will be extremely useful in the
future.

I
CLUDING REMARKS

For institutions which have collective bargain-
ing,.the Salary Solvency Model should be particu-
larly useful in determining the long range finan-
ciallimpact of Proposals andcounter-proposals.

The Salary Solvency Model can be purchased from
141oqc for $3,000.00 on a satisfaction-guaranteed
basis. This purchase prict includes a tape and/or
card.source-language program, plus complete docu-
mentatioh. .Implementatiod assistance is also
available from persqnnel associated with the pvo-
ject through private consuWng agreements.' For
f1urther information, contact the Miami-Dade
Cqmmunkty College Bookstore, 11011 S.W. 104th St.,

Miami, FL 33176, or contact the author at(305)
596-1330.

*0. s
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kI 7 MINNESOTA
ELEMEN RY/qE,Q0NDARY/VOCATIONAL (E/S/V)-
MANA MENTrINFORMATION SERVICES (MIS),

.' REGIONAL OPERATION
:t ,

*

7,phn E. Odom, Director
Elementary-SeCOndary & Vocational Educational

Region V Managem4WV Information Services Cooperative
'Rochester, Minnesota

ABSTRACT: One of the first step's in the development oT the statewide F.SV -MIS network was
to establish the regional center The organization and implementation of regional oper-
ations has undergone many trans *-onal phases and is now becoming a service to Its member
school districts.

A. Organization

Region 14 covers Southeasteorn Minnesota
and has approximately 23% of :the state's
school districts eligible to 7teceive itS
services. The total, studentipopulation in
the region is 140,000 studenTS.

The regional group which has been for-
med to provide the administrative data
processing needs is the Elementary-Secon-
dary and Vocational, Education Region V
Management Information Services Coopera-
tive. 'Membership in, the CoopeYatiVe is
limitgd'to-public institutions within the
region. Approximately SO% f the school
districts have currently j ined the Coop-
erative.. s-

The regional Cooperat e has a gover-.
nance board which meets m nthly. The,
governance board is made /Up of eight re-
presentatives, four supekintendents and
four school board members, from member
school districts. Restrictions stipulate
that no two of the eight representatives
can be from the same district and must be
selected from four general sizes of dis-
tricts.

Initial funding was available to the
region from the Minnesota State Depart-
ment of Education (SDE.), for planning pur-
poses. Thp region thent..put together a
preliminary plan which included a survey
and successfully competed with the other
four regions outside the Twig. Cities metro
area tebe approved ps,one of three out-
state regions for" continuing fdnding.
.

Stifffing for the region was begun
during the Summer of 1975. Currently
the region has four employees and wilL
add two more over the next month.

T

School districts Which are members of
the regional Codperative may cont Att for 0

different types of services. A me ber dis-
trict may decide to contract with t e Cgop-
erative for a specific service or may elect
to take all the services which. are offered.
A service fee has been set f T each appli-
cation which causes this Coe erative to be
somewhat different from TIES hich charges
a flat rate for services. 1

B. Implementation

Th SDE had proposed to th 'state leg-
islat re that three outstate r gions be
funde with a subsidy in order to be able
to br ng Up 12 to 1S districts in each're-
gion on an interim-system. Like most
thin s which are funded by state legisla-
tures, the funding came through but not at
the level the SDE desired. The SDE did
select the three regions and the work was
begun.

The first problem the regional group
considered was that of selecting a site
for the main offices and a computer faci-

. lity. They asked the districts in the re-
-gion to submit proposals as to the Possi-
bility of locating the site in their dis-
tricts. Four districts prepared detailed
proposals on possible locations. Many, fac-
tors were weighed in the selection process
and after the interim governance board had,
visited all the proposed sites, Rochester,
Minnesota was selected as the beSt location.

A feint ppwers agreement and bylaws had
been in the -draft stages for-about a year
before a director was hired. His first .job
Was to put the, finishing touches on these
documents. The process of writing, editing,
and receiving board approval of changes
made in the documents took about a month.
These documents were then 'hailed by special.

.**



delivery to Region . sch 61 districts in
September, 1975.

A membership dr was mounted during
October, 1975 to reac as many school dis-
tricts as possible. The director attended
school board meetings, met with school
district staff, and called on many super-
intendents. There are 100 school dis-
tricts in the region which caused some
difficulty in. arranging visits. To date
there ate still about 30% of the districts
which have not been visited or have re-
quested not to be included in any fe-
gional development plans at this time. The
drive was successful from the stan dpoint
that over 80% of the districts which ere
contacted have joined and 10% more have in-
dicated that they will do so in the future.

The region was represented by tatehe di-
rector in the`"

of 'Education Implement tion Plan
development of the Skate

The Region V"Governance Board app oved the
finalized Implementation Plan whi h was
then approved by the SDE Element ry-Secon-
dary and Vocational Education (E V) Steer-
ing Committee. The SDE Implemen ation Plan
calls for the statewide information system
to be implemented by July, 1977 with con-
tinuing funding from the SDE directed to
the region for this task.

The next step in the. development of theci,
regional,Cooperative was to investigate
the various alternatives available fel- in-
terim services to be used until such time
that the statewide information system was
operational. The main alternatives were:

1. Contract with TIES to provide dis-
tricts with the TIES system through
a host satellite in the region.

2. Use the hardware-and software al-
ready existing within the region.

3. Install a computer system in the
regipn and-jmplement financial
and personnel /payroll systems
using software acquired through
the SDE.

Criteria was established to help
determine which alternative was most fea-
sible. One of the main considerations
was the cost to the individual school

-districts. The cost could not be so high
as to prohibit smaller districts from
'utilizing the interim services. At the
Slime time, the services offered had to be
attractive to enough districts to make it
economically feasible. Anbther consider-
ation was to try to develop in the direc-
tion that the statewide information sys-
tem will ultimately be so that districts
using interim services would have as
little change.as possible'. It was also
'crucial to be able to show as much pro-
gress at the regional level in order to
be in a better position to receive addi-
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tional state funding in the next few years.

After extensive studies it was decided
by the Region V GoverAnce Board that the
most feasible alternative was.the,third op-
tion which was to install a Burroughs 1728
computer system to be operational by July,
1976 and implement .the two Systems. The
financial system incorporating the Minrie-
sota,,Uniform Financial Accounting and Re-
porting System ((JFARS) will be operational
in July, 1976 with the personnel/payroll
system operational by January, 1977. The
student population base needed to make this
option economically feasible was more than
adequately reached and training workshops
began in March for the seventeen partici-
pating school. districts. The financial
system will be running parallel with.. the
district's present system inJuly until
such time the district feels confident to
switch over entirely.

The final conversion,.to the statewide
information system will begin as soon as
the software is available. The school dis-
tricts utilizing the interim services in
the next year will be among the first to
convert. Additional districts will imple-
ment the system as desired. It is-pro-
jected that 90% of the region's school dis-
tricts will, be using the services provided
by the Cooperative by 1980-1981.
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EXPERIENCES WITH OPTICAL MARK READING IN'TEST SCORING,
GRADE REPORTING,' SURVEYS, INTERGOVERNMENTAL AGREEMENTS ,

RayMond P. Wisniewski

Phoenix Union High School System; Phoenix, Arizona 85017

ABSTRACT: The Phoenix Union High

78,000 students in the K-12 grade
28,000 high school students.- The
In order tohandle the variety,of
concept has been developed. One s
rosters, item analysis, and stati

School District utilizes a page optical scanner to score tests for
levels and processes surveys, questionnaires, and grade reports for

to effort is in the basic skills areas of mathematics and reading.
rade levels, test input formats and types of tests, a General Purpose
andard scanner sheet is used with the same set of programs.to produce
tics for a variety of tests.

The Phoenix Union High School System consists
ofll high schools plus an Area Vocational Center

. with a total student population of 28,000. The

district also services 13 elementary districts in
the city of Phoenix with an additional 50,000 stu-

\ dents, The district installed the NCS Sentry mo-
'del 7015 scanner in February; 1973 primarily for

student testing. The central computer system is
'a Honeywell 1250 Disk System.

The high school testing program centers a-

round a return to the basic skills concept with the
Mplima Reading and Mathematics Proficiency tests.

/ ,By state regulation, students must attain a basic
level of skill to these two areas prior to grad-

uation. A third area, Writing Proficiency, is now
in the process of development. Students take the
original 'test and make-up tests required until

-- they have passed 75% of all parts taken. The re-
mainder of the secondary testing is made 0 of the
Free Enterprise test (state requirement), Otis-
Lennon, Iowa Test Of Educational Development,
Iowa Test of Basic Skills and our own General Pur-
pose Testing.

I, GEN.ERAL,PURPOSE TESTING AND SCORING -

. Perhaps the most interesting area is the Gen-
eral Purpose Testing. Since all of the district
testing is conducted and controlled by our Re-
search and Planning Department. the variety of
tests and surveys is extensive. The general ob-

jective was to establish a testing system that
was flexible, economical, and fairly simple to
control. Our specific-aim was to use one stan-

dard forfor any test or survey, havethe abil-
ity to break the test into parts if required, the
items to be sequential or random, score the tests,

produce student misters, item,analysis and Statis-
tics with the minimum amount.of progt/amming effort.
The basic input for the system'is the General

Purpose - NCS - Answer Sheet (Form P0998) .which
has a maximum of 240 items. All or part of the
240 items can,be used'for any test or survey and ,
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can be further divided into parts or sub-tests
with a maximum of 20 parts. The paicts may be made

up of either contiguous or randop items. For ex-

ample Part I may be defin d as items 1-10, Part
II items 11-20, etc., or Part I may be defined as
items 1, 14, 27, 36, 43, 51; Part II items 2, 16,
29, 38, 47, 55, etc. Up to four header sheets
can be used to break various groupings (school,
teacher, etc.).

The output produced by the system consists

of the following:

1 . Student Rosters (examplAB.) - indidates
student number, name and incorrect responses for
each part, total correct, percent correct, total
incorrect4and total invalid for each part and
overall totals for each student.'

2. Item Analygis (example C) - a count is
provided for the total number of students that
responded to each of the 5 responses for each
item. For example, item 1: 86 answered A, 105

answered 13, 92 answered C, 133 answered D, 58

answered E and 7 had invalid or blank responses.
The correct respOnse is identified with a plus
sign for reference. Every item is represented/

by two additional line sentries:

a.) High - the responses for the top'27%
of the students with the highest, score for a giv-
en part.

b.) Low - the responses for the bottom 27%
of the students with the lowest score for a given

part.

In addition, the discrimination index is com-
puted for each item to 'check the reliability.

3. tatistics (example'D) - frequency dis-
tribution of raw scores showing mean and standard
deviation for each part of the test.
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Perhaps this General Purpose approach fs
not a revautionary one but it did accomplish
the results we were looking for - the variety
of input sheets is kept to a minimum and the
number o prograMs required is easily justi-
fied.

II. SU EYS b IUESTIONNAIRES

Di trict surveys and questionnaire5 can be
process d three different ways. If the survey
or que tionnaire is extensive, the General Pur-
pose form can be used. The normal output is th
item analysis. If the survey or questionnaire
is less than 15 items and the questions must
appear on the answer sfiii1, a standard scanner
form (form F1691) is used. A master is made with
the questions on the left of the form and the
types of responses desired (seldom - always - never,
etc.) below the response bubbles. This master is
reproduced on the number of survey\sheets required.

The latest modification in the Survey area is
a weight analysis. A weight factor i given to
each response. The fat-tor can be 'fo ard'

3,2,1) or 'reverse' (1:2,3,4,5). Norm 1 output
can be intlividual rosters indicati o61 weight
and average weight for each part, item analysis,
and frequency distrjbution.'(samples #4, #5, 06)

At this point in Mime, all of the surveys
and questionnaires have been limited to 1 response
pen item. Two responses in the same item will
produce an invalid item. A need has arisen for a
multiple response survey questionnaire form, A°

form now being,des0igned allows up to 15 metaple
responses far a maximum of 80 items.

III. GRADE REPORTING (sample #7)

Every teacher in the Phoenix Union High Sch-
ool district has a maximum of 5 classes. Each tea-
cher receives 5 grade reporting scanner sheets 1.

(11" x 17"). Each sheet is preprinted with pro-
per header information, and the student name and
number of up to 36 students. While the sheets

. are printed, an output tape is created'recording
each student and physical position on the sheet.
Each sheet is also Oreslugged with a consecutive
decimal reference number. We have tried a bin-
ary number but found it unacceptable for 'zero'
.verification. In the decimal configuration a
check scan'be made for the presence or absence of

a digit in each column. In binary 'format a zero

and blank appear the same.

To make. certain that the pre-slugging is
sharp and readable, the printer over prints three
times; a lozenge twice and finblly the character

We find this combination very effective.

When we initially printed pre-slugged sheets
we changed printer ribbons and used.a special,
scanner ribbon. 'Father thanispend the time chan-
ging ribbons we decided to spend $1.00 more per
ribbon and use scanner ribbons all of the time.

IV.' INTERGOVERNMENTAL AGREEMENTS

After the basic skill's program was intro-
duced in the Phoenix Union High School district,
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the s r ndi

tiate a s

mathe t c

districts ih A

vices fro One

meat wa.draw

g elementary feeder distrlicts ini-

ar program f r various levels for
eading, and riting. Since sctbol

izona are u,able to purchase ser-
another, anOntergovernmental agree-
up involving all districts. A11,14

districts sha e the NCS scanner and Honeywell_com-
puter. Funds, are pooled to cover the cost of the
operator, fo s, paper labels, etc. The project

rli

produces no"p ofit but is being done as a coopera-
tive efort s (naily to raise the basic skill levels
of students in both the elementary and high schools.

Previous a tempts at cooperative testing
proyed to be se rtsuccessful due to the fact the
only scanner available was an-inexpensive card
scanner. The pr tlems that we encountered were:
1.) maximum of 8 'tems pee card; 2.) multiple

card sets for lar r tests and 3.).accuracy. Need- ,

less to say, the ge scanner has_made life.a lit-
tle easier.

V. SUMMARY

Looking back at ur last three years of ex-
perience on the optic 1 scanner, we have been ex-
tremely satisfied wit the results. Our utiliza-

tion has been concent, ted on testing but we are
gradually expanding in o, other areas - employee
absence 4leporting, per onnel information, etc. If

there is one outstandin advantAge of the optical
page scanner, it would ave to be ACCURACY: The

ability to read both si es of the sheet simulta-
neously and being abld to read either 8-1/2" x 11"
or 11" x 17" sheets has proved to be beneficial:
One benefit we derNed from the system that we did
not anticipate, is the use of the printer as an
additional peripheral device. When our Honeywell
printer is busy with one job, a second print job
is spooled to magnatic tape. This tape is mounted
on the NCS system drive and the job is printed on
the scanner system-printer.

Since our scanner is used only for one eight
hour shift, we sell time on the second shift. Our

revenue last year more than paid for our monthly
maintenance. ,

9
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NAME

GENERAL PURPOSE NCS ANSWER SHEET
FOR PROCESSING BY NATIONAL COMPUTER SYSTEMS 4401 West 76th St Minneapolis, Minn.
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IMPORTANT DIRECTIONS FOR MARKING ANSWERS

Use black lead pencil only (#21/2 or softer.
Make heavy blaCk marks that fill the circle completely.
Eiase dearly anansw/r you wish to change.
Make no stray marksth this answer sheet. .

<-REFER TO THESPEXAMPLES BEFORE STARTINt PRACTICE EXERCISES-
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HUMANIZING THE COMPUTER

Donald J. Russeau

Glenbrook High School Dist. 225, Glenview- Northbrook, Illinois 60025

ABSTRACT: A discussion of the concept of placing total responsibility of inputting data in the user's

hands. The new role of the user will be discussed, in addition to how the computer is humanized. The

major emphasis of the discussion will be placed on the 'implementation and use of an on-line, real-time

student ccounting data base with concomitant updating.

rIntroduction
Wh have a computer system in a school set-

ting? es the computer enhance the school's

overall peration? What areas should the computer

attempt to enhance? How should the computer be

organiz in a school setting? Who should organ-

ize and dminister a computer system in a school

environ nt? And, finally, how can a computer be

"humaniz d"?

The purpose of this paper is to discuss the
ramifications of a computer system in a school en-

vironment. We shall examine the philosophy that
must support it, the administration that must or-
ganize and coordinate it, the dollars 64 are
necessary to sustain it, and the people that are
needed to "humanize" it.

After some experience with card systems, the
Glenbrook school system entered the computer age
with less than desirable results. It was de-

pided that the computer must better respond to
the school district's needs. These needs, along
with a philosophy, were developed in early spring

of 1974. After the needs and philosophy were
developed, the software, hardware and a director

of computer services were selected. Computer

services began a new existence on July 1, 1974.

Glenbrook School District No. 225 is located

in the north shore area of Chicago, close to

OlHare Airport. It is composed of two high

salools:. Glenbrook North High School with 2,800

2,s udents, and Glenbrook South High School with

2 500 students. The computer site is in the'Dfs-

t ict offices located at &lenbrook South High

School. I

There are about 340 teachers in both schools.
Each school has an administrator in charge of
scheduling, a Coordinator to computer services,

and a scheduling secretary. There are,two at-

tendance secretaries, a registrar and assistant

register. In the business' office, there'is
director of blibinees affairs; an accountant who
works with computer services by coordinating
data; two accounts ,payable clerks; two accounts

receivable clerks; and a payroll clerk. All of

these people are involved with the computer ser-
vices operation as part of a team.

1

How We Selected.04 Computer System 1

Before one 1 oks at the actual system, the

needs and the phi osophy which support the total

operation should el reviewed. The new computer

system as a whole buld,have to alleviate some

serious problems xterienced in the past. Some

of these pro w re inaccurate data, time

perimeterspnot a ng met for hardbound reports,..,

and a.general la bf confidence in the whole

processing system

With these problems in mind, the following
criteria were used 'to select a.new computer sys-
tem for Glenbrook School District No. 225.

(1); The software must support all of the
processing needs, including on-line and batch

4

systems.
(2) The system should be an on-line, real-

time system using video terminals.

() The data must be easily processed with-

in a dedignated department by specified users.
(4) The data bases available should be:

student, business, payroll, personnel and inven-

tory.

(5) The cost of this system should,be com-
mensurate to the needs of the school district.

The highest priority eed was to have appro-

, priate software to support our system. The soft-

ware must bb written speci ically for a ?chool

operation, be amenable to ange and support an

on-line, real-time video to minal system.

Hiving an on-line Vide terminal system was
deethednecessaryto provide controls to assure

having accurate data. In addition video termin-

als would give an opportunity to lit data, entry
and maintenance where it should be-- with OW
specific-user.

35
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The terminal entry and ignaintenance should be

an ea process for the user. The screens should
be properly edited to be cetitSin all Of the data



elements are a ropriste for each specific school
application. / e terminals must have concurrent
entry on-line dapabilities so that up to ten users
can enter data with a one-to-two-second response.

The student data base is considered the most
important. The students are the pinnacle of the
school and have many records that muslt be maintain-
ed. The student records, in areas such as atten-
dance and scheduling, create a daily demand system.
They are changing on a daily basis and, therefore,
need daily-updating with commensurate hardbound
output. r.

---\ .'he business data base must satisfy the sound.
practices of good business operations. Accurate
data can best be assured by having users in that
department input their own data using video ter-
minals. Hardbound output data should contain all
general, needed business reports in addition to
other qutputs conducive to the particular system.

.

The payroll data base must be highly secured,
have direct on-line capabilities for error-free
data, and have commensurate editing and final pay-
roll output. This particular data base must also
comply with business and state-regulated proce-
dures and must produce a prtnted audit trail.

C) ' The personnel data bilge, must be broad in con-

tent to handle the many data items associated with
the school employees. It must have a capability
of updating, having n audit trail and producfng

F

many standard and ex optional reports. -

The inventory base must have the capability
of handling the various data items associated with
stock materials of the school. The syi.tem hould

be on-line with hardbound outputs, that can e

sorted by the' various elementary records of the
file. The file should also be conducive for
in conjunction *ith insurance reports.

e

The cost of the total system, including per-
sonnel, hould be directly proport onate to the
needs. he initial software shoul be expected to
cohsume large ahare of the cost ecause this is
a high p iority item. Since'on-li software is
highly s phissticsted, total mainten nce coot
shoulcO, evaluated. Card punching is virtually
non'-exis ent with an on-line system, so less per--
sonnel, i needed. No additional personnel is
needed t ,operate the video terminals as they c
be furnis ed from the existing staff in the user
department.

It should be noticeable that hardware was
not mentioned in the initial needs. Hari:hare is,

of course, needed and expected but is not viewed
in the same light as the other needs. The only
factor regarding herdwareLs having the capability
to handle the software, the video terminals, the
disk storage with'enough,CPU.cspability for ade-
quate internal processing. Though the particular
brand of the hardware is insignificant, there
should be a proven tract record of reliability and

maintenance.

Abounding with these needs and the phi
the computer software and hardware were sele
The bits and pieces of computer services war

osophy,

ted.

put
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together for the initial runrbeginnidg July 1,
1974.

Our Philosophy
As we look at the needs in coTputer services,

we also have to look at the most ieportant as- .

pect -- that being the computer services philos
phy. What is the philosophy of computer servic
How does that philosophy fit into the school ph T
losophy?

It is always interesting to note that philos-
ophy, in many gases and in many areas, is forgot-
ten. {Either people do not set down what their
philosophy is, do not think about their philoso-
phy,-or just do not bother to do anything about
it. Nonetheless, philosophy is the foundation of
any type of organization. Therefore, it should
be indiFsted very preciAely and clearly. Every-
thing should be based upon it. So, we set forth
our philosophy as follows:

(1) The primary goal is to serve the needs
of, the school district.

(2) The computer should be able to handle -

five areas of the school operatiod:

(a) a dent d ta; (b) business data; (c) payroll
data; ( ) pers nel data; (e) inventory data.

(3) The c puter service decisions should
be baseld upon a need-cost basis.

(4) The p ocessing of data should be based
upon the need, sources and the ability to pro-

\r

duce accurate r ults. ,

(5) The s stem should besupervispd by .a
ertified schoo administrator with commensurate

qxperience in th understanding of school' proce-
dure and compute processing.

(6) All data should be the responsibility
of the users in eaignated departments of the
school system fo creating, delettg or updating
records. .

fhe prfhary goal is"to serve the ncedi of
the school district. The computer is a subsid-
iary,to the educational process of the school.
I should not get in thelway; it should just

t11;
as ist the educational process. The computer

!

h u d and must be able to handle the five primary
a ess in school operation -- student, business,
pa ro 1, person N1 and inventory data. These Are
in r ority order. The students obviously, are
firs ; that's whit school is all about, Students
are lb product that forms the existenco.of a
school stem. t'

computer services decision 4:1;mild be

a need-cost basis, If there is a need,
e need is worthwhile, it should measure
' amount of dollars. by following this
y, we an analyze our needs before we

39.
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A sc eening process should occur. / is

'very easysfor a computer system to be usin ot"
expen ing ore money on equipment than is eeded.
or pr cesa ng various jobs that do not fit any,
parti ulsr priority order. For example, f r us
to ex0end great deal of money on inventory
would e w .ng. The student, business, pa roll,
data b sea hnpld have a mu/h I4gher priority.

.To use a co puter only as a typcwriter,or an add- ,



ingmachine'is wrong. A computpr should be used

for those types of operdtions,and appropriate-pro-
cessing that are conducive to the sophistication

of its machinery.

The processing of data should be based upon
need, the resources, and the ability to produce-

accurate results. HoW many times do we see tom-

piiter services say they can do something but then

'cihnot produce? How many times do we see com-
puter services doing work that is not based upon

need but upon the whims of someone in the organi-

zation? How many times do we seola urge amount
of money being expended,for computer hardware and
a very small amount expended for the software?
What good is hardware without good software? It

is software that makes the operation go, not just

the hardware. The hardware merely supports the

software.

The system should be sypervised by a certi-
fied school administrator with commensurate experi=

ence and an understanding of the school. We will

talk about this later in our paper. However, it

is the philosophy of our school district that the

person in charge of t computer service organisa-

tion should have expe nce in school administra-

tion and a thorough u standing of how schools

operate w4h a particulrodepth of understanding
in tikstuhent personnel area.

All data should be the responsibility of the

users in the designated departments of the school

system for creating, deleting or updating records.
The philosophy here is very simple -- it is the

users who should be responsible for their data.
The user who is knowledgeable and underst nds the
particular. data is the one who should be andling

all the data. The computer is used only to process

that data LB whatever fashion is deemed ne essary.

Herein is the philosophy of School District

No. 225 concerning computer services. This' is the

foundation the, total organization is based upon
and the foundation frets which it operates.

The School a a Cit

Earlie in our discussion of philosophy, it

wad indicat that a certified school administra-

tor should b involved and should be the director

of omputer ervice. We also talked about the

com lexities orthe school. Let us look at schools

in ore dept .

The op ration of a school can be compared to

that of a s 11 city. There is a public called

students wholare the recipients of learning.,
Teachers maintain the learning process. Adminis-

trators, teachers, clerical and custodial help

perform their appropriate roles within the school

just as workers in is city. And, as in a city,

records of all kindt bust be maintained. The

Board of Education :s the equivalent of a city

council. 'The school, even'has a "mayor" called a

principal. It is a Complete business operation.
Thera are many dollars involved in the-operation

of this specia(1,!c4%

School isle big husiness. In many communi-

ties; it is the ,biggOt busyness in town. Theu-

sandsof dollars arelapentin schools throughout
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the country. It is a business, it should be oper-

ated like a business. It i'eqUires manydifferent
types of accounting syStems including those in

student and business kecOras. c
' 11,

Looking at this "city" in depth /indicates
that its Majprfunction is to be a place of learn-

ing. Ev y fu ion 4P the School is a subsidiary

to the stu nt The students are what schobl fat

about. Everything else should support student

learning. Computer services, like any other ser-

vices, should be organized to support the students.
Students are in the school to learn.

'4 Learning is a very- complinated process, It

is ilitocesi in wbtch educators are continually
trying to improve their Irnders,tanding and skills. ,

When one looks at the complexings AT it -

is apparent that a school, like a city: is occfipied

by ny humans of varsied backgrounds.-- students,

tea era, administrators, school board --' all hav-

ing viewpoints about how that city,

aho ld be run. It is very. complex because human

beings are Very complex. To understand how a
school operates takes many years of working Oithin

a school. This is one reason that an experienced
sOdol administrator in 'charge of.compUter services

is needed to direct the operation.

The computer is complex in its own right,
but in reality it 'is two things -- very dumb a

very fast. It rarely makes mistakes alone. Mist

mistakes are people errors. Though'the compat r

is very sophisticated and requires considerable
skill, the highest degree of human skills is. need-

ed for understanding and working With people.

If we look at the computer in this light, we
can see that the idvantages tohaving a person In

charge who understands both the school operation '

and the computer operation can put the computer
and the school together in its proper perspective.
The computer is a service to the school." Ite

should be use assist the school operation in

every way pod le. The better one understands

the school operation, the better the computer ser-

vices can assist..

Our Administrative Organization
° We are rganized in such a way that the di'-

rector of computer services is directlytresponsible

to the superintendent. The position is commensu-

rate with the directOr of personnel, business,
special' education, and. curriculum: This' organize-

tiontl arrangement is not only good finantially,
but also puts the computei in its proper light in
terms of having the computer services on ad equal

basis with all the other services of the school.

Since monies ate expended in terms of ma-

t, chinery, operation and programming, a need arises

for these tq e taken to the Moard of Education

who must aue rize all allocations of money. The

director of user serviceilhaS a)direct route

through the perintendeni wh w 11 ecommend to

the Board of ucation the ap,ro ria i items. Hall-

ing this typ f organization do 0 e ante the i

position ,of
1

puter services

,* Having school

coMputer,sery ces ted

admInIs ator i'chargeof

i

s to ma e the j b one o .



respected authority. It is administrative struc-
ture with a person who is a certified:administra-
tor that creates a posftive outlook from all the
publics involved in the school. A positive re-
sponse and cooperation make it much easier for
the director of Computer services to work as a.
team member with the publics of the school organ-

. ization.
/(\s,

Our Computer Software
Inijooking for soAware,,a language was I

4 needed Oat would be consistent, easy to maintain,
easy to ork with, and, of course, would have
termina on-line capabilities. After much search-,
ing in this area, we finally decided to use a corn -,

pl e sofgware package from:

\3b

editing procedure assur s that the data is ac-
curate.

Our Computer HaPdware
The computei i a stand-alone Four-Phase 96K

configuration used for two'high schools in our

school district. It uses an on-line, real-time
video terminal entry system. j'he two disks. each

with 50 million bytes, is ample storage for the
12,000 student data base, 36,000 business data
base, plus data bases for personnel inventory and,
payroll. The sort time is a4equate for our varied
production needs. The computer is in operation
sixteen hours a day -- eight hours during the day .
being used mainly for on-line and eight hours dur-
ing the evening being used for batch jobs.

MIDWEST SYSTEMS GROUP, INC. . Auxiliary equipment includes a 1600 BPI tape

501,Benton ' dreive, 700-180 LPM kinter and a 300 LPM- card

ners Grove; Illinois 60515 reader. Th'ere are.n.trie video terminals located as

follows:
We lease the ftwite.ackage for our system
through this c piny. The programs are written'
completely,in CO .'L end include all batch pbs and
a complete on-line, ,real-tiiie system. All inPut

is viiv'terminals; all 's reside on disk. Cards

are not used in the system. All job control rd.

sponses are:entered via the terminal at the main
computer site. The disk _the terminals, and the
on-line, real- ime system are completely compatible
with, each oth r.

The namcl of the software system is C-A-S-T-S

( Computerized-Actounting:System-Terminal-System).
It is an on-line, realMtie system. 411 data en-

111

ry is Nati vi eo terminals. All data is entered

nto,the syt from the department of the user.

the user has mplete respodsiblity for inputting
nd maintaini their data. This is all suppotad

by the softwar program. The C-A-S-T-S system
allows concurrent operations, via the video ie - --ft-

minals, from any department'using any data scr n

1

in that department (i.e., payrol , updating, s

dent progress, etc.). There are over thirty on-
line video terminal screens. Th re are also over
100 batch screens used in batch processing jobs.

Tice financiil data base of the C40-T-S
system has many.types of screens on the On7line

', system which are used.by accounts payable% accounts
receivable,'payroll, to maintain the various trans-
action files: There are many related editing and
management printouts to help the user with the

videoterminal entries. Each day a rollover is

completed. Any activity entered into the system
that day (checks, purchase orders, change in the
master transaction file, etc.) are moved into the
master transaction file.

.

A business operation requires a variety of
reports" Ty the computer. All business operations

. are completely on -line And real-time via the
C-A-S-T-S system which affords the user the.com-
piece responIsibility for the data. Within our

system, unique. reports for our own particular

school district havebeen added. In addition to

the many reports printed -- current transactions,
master transactions, vendor and edit listings --
there are management reports for the publics in
the school and various school board reports.
Through our batch-operating system, a complete
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plenbtook Sdrth High School 3 Terminals

'Gienbook North High School 3 Terminals
Busines Office ' 2 Terminals

Computer Center 1 Terminal

The central computer site is located at the
South High School. The North High School, located
several miles away, is connected, via.modums and a
small interfacingunit directly to,the central com-
puter. This provides them with direct on -line ac-

cess with a one-to-two,seconresponse. 4

Student records'are maintained on -line for

two years. This enables direct access to student
files for the previous yeaf. It includea manipul
lation of all business dirk for two fiscal years.
ummer and 'evening school are also'a part of the
ata base, including all of,,the flextbility of the
on-line system and producing all of the many batch,
student and management reports.

t.

Though the time that the' computer is down
for repairs is, minimal, it is felt by the user

during the. dkY when the on-line system is in oper-
sitilit." The terminal_operators, knowing that the

computer Is a machine and is susceptible to fail-
ures aetimes, Are prepared and understand,-

Various types of backups are used and needed
with the on-line system. ,It.is imperative to back
up the disk drives daily, and to complete a tape
backup befOre any major type of batch fob such as
paytoll or grade reporting.

The operation is:sicompletefdaily.demilid
asystem. Data,output involving student and bUsi-

ness files is generated on a daily basis. Fdt ex- .

ample, any student who has had a schedule change
is flagged. This.student will have a new schedule
printed that evening ,for use the next day. ilia

teachers will receive a new class list for atten-
dance purposes, showingthe,additions or drops ithC,

their :Alias that day. Other changes, such as
phone numbor,_name change, or, in the business
files a change of vendor, will be reflected when
it 4s prim:

In the buliness department, any purchase-or-
gra, impress checks. revolving fund checks. stil-

t
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dent activity checks are entered on pidaily dOend

system. Checks are printed that day for dis- ,,

tribetion the followingday. 0

A
. .,

1'avi o terminal system necessitates many

le
precaution . To enter on a *ermine', each user
has a secu ity code which includes his social se;
curity number and'other call numbers. Some ter -

III

=nails, such as payroll, are secured so that they

can be utiPmed only by 1pecific users. The ter-

,. mknals alsp are secured se ,that one school cannot

enter another School's files. It should be noted

u O

that with (thishi type of system,
Ehe Watch jabs and

em, one must have doc-

umentation to support no
,backup routines but also the viileoterminal opera-

tions. ._

.

e When one uses video terminals for data entry,

t is verylimpoetant that proper editing occur

w all entries into the terminal. The vide6 ter-

mi programming is highly edited, especially in

the b iness area, so that errors are caught at

the tim of entry as much as possible 'lecher than

1

after the areentered and seen on the output doc-

ument.

I" ' In summer ng the software and the hardware

,
of our system, we emphaiize that the most impor- '

I tent aspect is the software. Wthout gobd soft-

ware, it doesn't mak any difference what type of

computer is utilized.

Our philosophy is t t user is the ore

of th C-A-S-T-S -system. The e completel re-

sponsible for their data. They have direct cr

cesss the data files whenever the need ari es to

Vrocc live data. Compl ints(for inoOrrect data

goes d rectly to the sour e in hedepartment

IAwhdre pe origi44 data i put o erred. The com-

puter should rarely be bl mtd for user errors.

Anything updated is visy ly edited via video ter-

mina's and through a her ound copy that follows,;^

br, as in payroll, is se n on an audit trail.- , .

With this type' of activity by the usef the error

rate is very low.
.

Batch reports reflect the data at the time

of printing. It is always live ant always ready

to he. processed. Almost any type of report can
be generated using any combination of the current ""..

data base. The only thing that is left is our

own imagination) The particular language of
COBOL is easy to work with .eince it is used ex--...,

elusively with the on-line and hatch system. We

can process whatever is needed with any of the

data bases.%:\,

Humanizi4Our Codutet
,Il In the humanization of the computer system,
Itis-the user who handles all the data in adest

ignateld department. This implements our philoso-

phy aedour policy of Aim the computer As a
tool from which people can extract, update and
create dath.. The user is completely responeib,le

for the dateArtput And for the final d$ta output.

The output reflects the users'input. Home, a1
questions regardiNg any'data ler a given*depart-

ment are diteeteif and handled by the appeopriats,

knewlidgeable -personnel in that depitremAt. It*

could be an administrator in charge, or any cler-
ical people whowork for thay...admin/stror, but all

' -
0 '

GI

; A

respons bility regarding their data will be di-

!

rectlY andled by that department.

.

or example, people who work with student
scheduling are the most appropriate ones to +timer
any questions about scheduling. Those who work
with grades or transcripts are the ones to answer
_questions, correct any errors, or update any in-

formation in that area. Personne in the business

f\
office such as accounts payable c erks should han-
dle aey\questions abouE the accounts payable data.

' .

It is'teamwo'rk that is established with this
system.. The users feel they are an integral part
of a team with others in the school, with the ill-

tector,of computer services and .even with the

"computer". The.computer director continually
works with all the various departments in connec-
tion wiEh the terminal entry, helping them with
various types of data screens, data and output.
The users understand that the computer ia ma-
chine and they are apart of that machine. They

understand that a machine will break down on oc-
casion and that they must maintain their work copy
and hardcopy documents for reference in case of a '

computer ta loss. The individual video terminal,

users ne continued assistbnce with their opera-

tion of he terminals. They take pride in the

operatio of their video terminals. and see them is

their tool of handling datainformation in their

particula department. .

. .
By havipg the users completely.responiible

tor'data input, by creating an atmosphere of team -

work whereby the users work with the director of
computer services, and by teaming with the cOmput.-

er, a sit4ation'is created where a group of'people.

are actively involved as a team with computer ser-,

vices.

Types of Jbs We,Do
As wits indicated.parlier,in pur paper, over

thirty screens :re used for the on-line, real-time
system knot as C-A-S-T-S (Computerized Accounting
Student Te inal System). We also run over loot
batch programs and have many maineenance types of
programs to backup, 'reorganize and massage data

for processing. Some of the batch jobs ark all

types of student reports, sorted in Just about any

way. There are exceptional types of reports, such

as d,iiadvantaged-handicapped reports, special,ed-

ucation,reports, reason-for-dropping-from-school
repoLts, and various state repeats. Master data

base'reports indicate the number of seats avail-
able in wcourse, how many are taken, and any
other information related to a specific course

section" .

In the attendanceldata base, on -lige atten-

dance 'screens are used for all data entry. State

ADA reportihg is also computerized product of

the system. All data for half and whole days is
entered via the terminals and edited by the users.

. Printouts indicating absentee data is printed to

be used asa verification/worksheet for attendance

,personnel.
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N
-An extensive on-line grade-reporting system

is used. The teachers are given an accurate class

list' on a specie" form where the grades are indi-

cated. These grades are .then entered via the ter-

1



urinal. The grades are processed through the com-
puter, edited and sent back to the terminal user
for minor corrections. A verification sheet is
then given to the teacher and the grades are veri-
fied. Grade reports are printed, CPA's updated,
and class rank transcript labels and various ex-
ceptional repoits are printed (i.e., honor roll,
list ofstudents who received F's, grade distri-
bOt}on, etc.). Grade reports are printed on
mtilti-part paper for distribution to users in .

addition to using a self-mailer for sending the
reports home to parents.

An
/ \

1on-line satisfactor notice report is
used. The teacher receives, printed class list \1!
on a special form for indicating anybqdy who is

,doing unsatisfactory work. This information is
then entered via the terminal. An unsatisfactory
notice report is printed using a self-mailer with
copies going to the teacher and the counselor. It

is done on a weekly, basis and is completely on-
line via the terminals. A new schedule is printed
for the student, and a new class list is printed
for the teacher on a daily basis.

How We Schedule Our Students
. .

In out student sc eduling 'System, we again

utilize the C-A--T-S sy.tewwith on-line, video,

\1:.

terminals. All data for Students who are going 0
e scheduled is maIntained\on.the on-line system,

before student scheduling occurs andafter it is
kompleted.0

t

We load our initial student courts
tions using cards. The data from the card -4s

loaded into the system and maintained via the
terminals throughout the entire scheduling pro-

cess. All of the master schedule is maintained
on terminals. Master schedule lists, course tally
lists, counseling matrix, course identitication4
lists, student identification lists, counselor-
student verification /worksheets and a student
course- verification form (sent'home to parents
via self - mailers). are all outputs of the on-line

system. The course verification forms indicate
. to parents exactly which courses the stude is are
taking.

Special video screens were created t match
the input data for the scheduler program. Student

data is' loaded on tapes to be utilized ih the -ac-
tual scheduling process done outside of our com-

puter complex. After the scheduling -is completed,

the updated information is loaded back-onto our
system using the tapes. The student data base
is then maintained completely via the video ter-
minals with the user, doing the inputting.

Various management reports are then produced
including the master schedule, teacher load,
course load, room utilization, teacher utiliza-
tion, master module report and any other reports
neededto Maintain an adeqUate scheduling. system.
Before school opens, auxilliary reports are pro:
ce ased -- class lists, attendance,lists, and

student schedule,:

The master schedules ale built by th
uling administrator in eactChigh school.
scheduling administrator has e!cess to a gr
deal of updated infordstion which can be pr

sched-
e

at
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cessed, such as the matoix, tally, master schedule,
enrollment data and the/on-line system.

The scheduling on-line screens used on the
..terminal are specially designed to enter the many

types of information that relates tcrthe scheduler.
Any type of exceptions utitized by the scheduler

)ct

can be entered via he terminal so that these can
be used at each sch l's particular discretion for

complete individual udent exceptions .

LTV=
In summary, we have discussed ooe way of

approaching the Initiation and operation of a com-
puter service in a highschool setting. The.0--
phasilt was shown to be based on need'ancra strong
philosophical base from which'to build. The or-

ganization of the computer service is based upon
the premise that a school is a complex pia& and
require; an experienced educator to act as a con-
duit to the actual computer service.

The main thrust of a computer installation
should be in the software which drives the multi-
Ludes of databases. It was Particulirly apparent
that at on-line, real-time video terminal system; `-

was the core of the computer operation.

The system is "hu nized" by hating tke 1

users, the computer dire tor and the computer ail
working aka team to pro ss data for the scho I

system. Itis the ',human nation" of a,cbmputt
system that makes it a se, vice for theleople t

a school, and, after alloschpols are all Alb&
people. )
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THE IMPLEMENTATION OF AN INTERACTIVE VERSION
OF THE/NCHEMS RESOURCE RENIREMENTS PREDICTION MODEL

/ ' ON AN APL MICRO-COMPUTER

George F. Sargent
Norm T. Bell

Michigan gtate, University

Abstract: The Resource Requirements Prediction del (RRPM) is an instructional p)st simulation for' post-

secondary institunons which has received wide at ntion as an instructional program information,

....._caugement and planning tool. Version 1.6 of RRPM is written entirely in ANS COBOL and is designed for

batch use on compUITF-sys . - .,k

This paper described n interactive version of'\RRPM, called RRPM/NOW, which runs on a personal

sized APL computer. The background of RRPM/NOW and mode of operation are described in detail with

examples of operatio provided wherever necessary.

RRPM/N61ackground
! .

RRPMr1.6 was desi ed by NCHEMS (National

Center foi. Higher Education Management Systehs
WICHE (Western Interstate Commission ' er

Educatil to be run in batch computer mode.
MSU Prof ssor Richard Featherstone, while teaching
RRPM as a management aid', found that tls con-

cepts coul

and hand
desired
examples,
and therp

not be co

be taught using simplified examojes

lculations. However, when it wal
extend the concepts to "real life"
the calculations became too burdensome, -

ore, the "real_344e" examples could
sidered as explicitly as desired.

Dr. Richard Brandt of MSU had the insight
to.recognize that an interactive version of RRPM

would give Featherstone substantial support in
his teachings of RRPM concepts. Thus, the devel-

opment of RRPM/ONLINE was initially motivated by

its usefulness as An instructional Support tool.'
Dr. Brandt's version used APL (A Programming

Language via,,dial-up computer terminals to a

3)kkRu.7emotp co uteras,the means-of providing inter-

active comp ter access.

Recent te ologillal breakthroughs have

enabled micro- users and other personal sized

computers to come\powerful alternatives to the .

traditional large scale time- sharing systems.

While they may lack the absolute computing per ,

of the larger systems, they do have the advantage 1.

of simplicity. This As largely because, the
personal'sized computers are dedicated to a s4ngle

user and are operated directly by the user,
whereas time-sharing system serve many users- -

none of whom actually operate the equipment them-

selves. Consequently, time-sharing systems must

have procedures for protecting users from them-
selves and other users This gives rise to the

need for sign-on codelirpasswords, job cost
prameters, time limits, job cost accohnting

sys and so forth. Additionally,
.

time-sharing
....

systems must have procedures allowing them to be

directed from remote 1
kn .. -. or a personal computer user
to insert his cassette tape on his machine to a
time-sharing user who must give a remote com- .,

uter operator instructions to load a particular

tape.
.

.

Because personal sized computers are now
available, powerfulLand offer greater sim-

plicity the user, the authors have continued

mr
the development of Dr. Brandt's original RRPM/

ONLINE del on such an APL personal sized

computer. The new version is called RRPM/NOW
to highlight the-greater simplicity of implemen-
ting and using RRPM Oh personal computers over
either interactive or batch time-sharing systems.
Now there is no need for telephone communications,
for authorization to use the systtm, for specific
system-related knowledge,..for Specific remote
.storage,and retrieval provisions, and for the .

contern of the cost of operating the system.
i
,"

The user of RRPM/NOW merely inserts the proper
cassette tape and presses1the "Start" button.

1
.

Object es

The first objective of RRPM/NOW was to
emulate the operations of RRPM Version 1.6 as
described in Technical Bulletin 34A Published

by NCHEMS. In addition to this objective, it
was designed with some further objectives, in
mind. First, any program which is to be-used

it instruction must be able to store and retrieve

several models or examples easily. RRPM/NOW does

this through the use, of separate tapes for each

example. This allows any number Of examples, or
iterations of examples, to be stored and avail-

able for comparative purposes.

In addition fo ready storage and retrieval
of examples, another'secondary objective for

ti '

lc
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RRPM/NOW was the provision for the entry of "what
if questions to determine the projected impact
of various actions. To do this, apy input can
be respecified simply by reuse of tts original
input program, e.g., run IN3 (Input Program 3)
by itself. Alternately, a user wi knowledge
of the APL language can manipulate e variables

any way he chooses. For example, e enroll-

ment can be increased by a blatike 10 percent
by entering ENRL -- 1.1 x ENRL,1where ENRL is the
name of the variable holding enrollment data.
Thus, it is possible for an individual to enter
an example and then to change it easily in

/ response to "what ifl,questions. The original'.

model will remain unchanged for later compari-
sons, and the new model can be saved or dis-
carded at the option of the,user

In addition to the objectives f emulating
RRPM 1.6 and modifying it for more e fective use
as an instructional tool, RRPM/NOW w desi ned

. as a tool for experimentation with ce bain di-

fidations to the RRPM conceot This stem was-
desived in small moduleS to allow for the uture '

construction of different types of mo ls For

example, a historical study could be ma e b using

both studen enrollment tnd facultyFTE s t
it Lei ,.., tivity a d costs. A sedond

example wou d be npu d given faculty an

simulate th type of enr011ment the institution

'could then andle. A third xample may be to

1

input a sal Ty budget and a salary schedule-an(P
simulate,th number of face ty possible at varying
levels and g consequent possible enrollment.
.Thus, RRPM /t Wcould be used to produce outputs
which would ecome the inputs to a system of
linear, equat ons. This system would then be used
to find thd ideal" balance betwe faculty and
enrollment: iven certain restrain

Illustration 1
c

STUDENT LEVEL , AND FACULTY RANKS
INPUT FO COURSE LEVELS,N

IN1

TYPE COURSE

u
tg

op/
TY.P

O Lt
O U
O GI)

TYPE
. 0 1,=',R

/0 S

O A
O IN

Input

RRPM/NOW input co s/ists of..a series of input

programs which take ad tage of the'dynamic
nature orAPL to set 4 adjust data variable
dimensions by using o er variables. Consequently,
the first input progra are used to gather
literal data regarding the names of the user's.
disciplines, course levels, student'programs, and
so fOrth IR each case, the number of names
tdrrespond to the size of the variables Which
Will hold the associated numeric data.

The dynamic nature of APL variables provides
for efficient computer memory._ Within reasonable
limits, the size of individual variables is rela-
tively unimportant. For example, there are no
fixed sizes (e.g., 8 characters) for faculty rank
names, discipline names, or any other literal
data. The dynamic nature of APL variables allow

' them to be the exact size the user needs. The

output programs which use these literal names'
automatically compensate for the length of the
relevant names. This usually implies'that,long
names shift output to the right, and consequently,
one should be careful not to exceed the width
capabilities of the printer or paper used for
the output.

STUDENT

LEVEL NAMES

FACULTY
F .

OC
T

LEVEL NAME

4:

RANK NAMES .,

I

\

(Note: A period terminate each level p
iqput above.).

Illustration 2 shows the entry of the

numeric'data for student-enrollment

%,

Illustration 2

INPUT 'OF STUDENT ENROLL4ENT

BY PROGRAM AND. STUDENT LEVEL

IN7
TYPE 3 ENRQLLMENTS 'LD
PROGRAM HISTORY
a

143 186 52
PROGRAM. IOLOGY
13*

121 45 ,

PROGRAM INE ART

85 61 17
PROGRAM 8USINESS
o

180'206 124

Notice the computer prompted the user with.
the'thhee previously ehtered student level
descriptions (LD UD GD) AdditiOnally, it used
the disciplinenares supplied earlier (HISTORY
etc.), and stopped autattically after the last
line of data was entered. Maximal effort is ,

made to reduce the amount of redundant informa-
tion entered by the 'user.

Calculation

Upon the completion of the 'input of the
requestedinstitutional data, a series of
calculation programs are executed which perform
the computations required for system output.
RRPM/NOW supports.the short method of calcula-
tion,which in actual practice is used by almost
all institutions now using RRPM. The calculation
of certain items are.autoMatically skipped if

42
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the associated input was omitted during the input

phase. For example,. staff salaries are not cal-
culated if the staff information is absent during

calculations. os -

The user executes the entire series of cal-
culation programs by typing tALCSHORT. The user

may execute -a6 particvlar\calculatiom program
(e.g., calcu,late the Instructional Work Load
Matrix - Nuo by typinq'tbe 'name of the desired
calculation program (e.g.,CIWLM). .

Output ,
4

\RRPM/NOW produces an Organizational,
nd Program Budget ' which are 'yodeled aft;

c rresponding M 1.6 output' reports. ;II 'also

L
PavpHoh s outpu 'Prog '.uni ue to RRP /NOW,

s ch as the Cos /Credit ur port and prograos

that display se ected data upon command.

Ttle RRPM/ W version:e! n Organiea Tonal
.,,

Budget for Hist ry'it-shoWnlin llustrati n 3.

1 .
. .

Udget

the

iX

4

For instructional'purposes special consideration
has been given to held the length of the output'
line to the numler of.characters which the system

'can display on a TV screen.

tt.

Illustration 3

BUDdET Output

1

1 'ORGANIZATIONAL Blind r1 FOR HISTORY

SALARY F.T.E.
\
PERCENT COSTS

CHAIRMAN 20000 1.0.0 mai)

FACULTY
PROF 1/000 8.56 20.00 145535
,ASSOC 14500 12.84 30,00 186199
ASST 11500, 12.84 3'0:00 147675
INST .?500 R.56 20.00 81329

16- -e-

TOTALS 13125 t2.80 00.00 560739

STAFF 4

Al L 6000 11.20; 100.00 67207

TOTALS 6000 11.20 100.00' 67207

EXPENSES
ALL ' 12503

TOTALS 12503

*** TOTAL 55.01 660448

.
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1

PERCENT PERCENT
ORGNL INSTRL

BUDGET BUDGET'

3.0'3 .7997

22.04 5.8192I

28.19 7.4452
-22.36 5.9048
12.31 3,2519

84.90 22.4212

10.18 2.6873

10.10 2.6873

1.89 .4999

1.89 .4999

100'.00 26.4081



a

Illustration 4 sham the RRPM/NOW.Prosgram.
Budget for all four prograis in the sample data.

.11

Illustration 44'

PSUDGET OutpUt

PROGRAM BUDGET

INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRW
BY STUDENT LEVEL

A.

.
.

COST NUMBER PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT PERGENT

PER OF PROGRAM . TOTAL PROGRAM- PROGRAM INSTg,
STUDENT STIJDNTS STUDNTS STUDNTS CQST BUDGET ...JDGET, .

,-/- .
. , .

Hr:IORY
LD 1458.67 143.00 `_37.53 10.88 208590 32.91

.A .
8.34

011 1625.20 186.00 4:8.82 111.16 2 302286 7''..69 12,69.

. :GD 2364.31 52.00 13.65 3.96 122944 19.40
.,._

--1,-

TOTALS 1663.57 381.00 100.00... ',9.00 633821' 100.00

6

. .4.92'
,

: E5.34 .

.

9.45
8.87
r.80

26.12

5.18
4.07
4.47

10.72

10.77
14.60
12.44

37.81

!..
V

BIOLOGY
LD 1953.81 121.00 46.54 9.21 236412 .36.19'

Up 2359.33 '94.00
4334.64 45,00

36.15 7.15 22177 , 33.95

GP 17.31 3,42 1? 5'? Z7.86
4

TOTALS 2512.49 s260.00 100.00 19.79 653248 100.00

FINE f .

LD .1524.74
1667.46

GJI 2166.64

TOTALS 1645.09

85400 52415 6.47 1296133, 48.33
61.00 37.42- 4,64 101715 37.93'

17.00 10.43 1.29 -36833 13t74

163.00 100.00 12:40 .268150 1(Y0,00

BUSINESS
LD . 1496.10 180.00 ' 35.40) 13,70 269298 28.48

UD 1773'.08 206.00 40.3V- L6:68 365255 38.62

GD 2509.31 124.00 24,31' 9.44 311'156 32.90

TOTALS 1854.33 510,00 100.00. 38.81 945710 100.00

1
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.., The remaintng output reports are unique to.' ..'

RRPM /NOW. PFACULR prints the faculty head count ,;
. 'for each discipline. The dead count is broken- .

idown by faculty rank and course level. 111,ustra-
AtIon & is -an example of the execut Lon of PPACKTY,', *

gain for the historyliepartment. .

Wystiatiin

1 . FACULTY Out\mt

1117t (t'A'04-.Wky.TRINUTIQN 9151oR,

'

- 1 'Lb"
PP IF , 4, 6 1 , 2 X 8 6

frE., 11 1.8 12.8
4 1 AI 1 .8 12 8
. 4.6 1,2 8.6t

$11111. :1 5.9 42.8
, The output program PRC&ST prin

of the aVeage co t per student che
', duced. "The'cbst 'are reported by di
-course level,. e average cost for
tline..eac.t) coil se level, as well-as

t. model. are also reported, as shown in
6.

Illustration 6,

fit .1IiI tot" 110LLAW5 ! -RE_

1.18 GiX

11 !IMP V 4 9`
`Et (11.(11, 7.6. 187.7
Fil iE AR I 1/6 .

DUI; I NE (-0,-; 40 rip 1;3 . 0
AVE-R41;r- rill . 8 61

.

the Toirt
thour pro-

scip1ine add
each.dTsci p-
the entire

Tustrati

:
In the output.; the I10 "a remthder,that

Faculty Salaries (F$AL) are entered via input
'program I10. Alternately, the user . ask for
, the data associated with a p'erticularprogram, a*
shoWn in Illustration 8., "

ci..n
LD
UD

.43n,

Illustration 8
- ,..

SEE Output (Data entered via' I 1)

SEE TN 1

.
Es/EL WAKES-

.
--S,RIDENT LEVEL NAMES-

FrfiD --F4(.:13LTY RANK

PROF
ASSOC .
ASST
INST

01 4

I N 1

In addition to the data .shown
LIMN ,tidns 7 and 8,. SEE can forthat and:display the

Induced Loursg Load Matrii,' Instructional Work,
toad Matrix,' student enro'llMent, as others as
well. I-\ , ,

AVG
53r" . 7 . , ,

94
80-. 6 49 6,'
'90.r7 58 2
111 0 6, 4 , model Vi.a the program PRINTVARS.'. This program

1\
.

, k

1,
Filially, the-usecan,pri'nt the entire col-

lection, or any part, of the data for a particular

ta es a matrix contaiping variable names to be
printed, and 'produces an a)phabetically-sorted

-lis Ing,of each variable's name, size, and
cotnts; Illustration 9 shows an example of- '
PRI TVARS outpu.A general; "purpose data display program,. SEE,

can 'display botli"rew input data or :calculated
The. user may ask for data to De djsp)

I ed byusing ttie'netne of the variable itself, as

.; 'shown in illustration 7..-.,,
. ,

Illustratiop 7

SEE Output" (F;a6Ity 'Salaries. )

91X1 I SAL
, .

,

F8A1.-711.,6/.111.1 !-TALAFIF,S- 11 b.

-I RD

,PROF Ag; 'QC AIS1 INST

tl OR* '110110' ;_1150'0 9,7;(111

161.06Y 11000 . 00- 10;00" 9500

FINE ART 1-7000- '000 14500 9500

171300' 14500 11500. 9500

. .

1

. -

. p 'IS.

Illustration 9

PRINTVARS Output

PRIHTVARS DM.

, SIZE'

KoLopY
EINE ART

S I N

143
121

85
.£180

4 8

ENRL,

= 4 8

SIZE = 4 3

186
94 4S,
61 17.

200 1.24
.

ENRI. IS THE LAST,VARIAL.F...
.

I



Programming Language
.

The computer langbage used for RRPM2NOW is
the APL (A Programming Language) notation, disign- -

ed by Kenneth E. Iverson for the purpose of teach-
ing mathematicS. In 1968 it was reledsed for.
publiuse by IBM and since then a group bf dedi-

tcated hthusiasts has emerged and continues to
.

grow. recent years have shown a surge in the
general,availability and use'af AIL. '

. . .1

APL has many advantages,aver ultivi proviam-

ming languages that favor its use First, the APL

,prograMmer needs to know very little about compu-
ters and ow they operate internally. Thus he

Can conce trate'his attention on theComputational
task with t being a computer expert.

-- -Second, 'API, iS interactive in nature, rather

than being patch-oriented.' tanseqUentTy, the user
can enter hisdata through-a typewriter-like

, keybodrd and if he makes a typographical-error,
APL identifies it and allowehim to correct it on
the spot- -

1 --..,

-Because tAPL is interactive, the user can use

' it much like epowerful desk calculator. For ex-

, ample, if he would like to seeany given variable,
displayed, he only need types its name, say FSAL,

' , for Faculty SALaries (which are arranged by Dis-

.- . ciplime by Rank, sea Illustration 7). Because

. APL has many more operators than just 4-, -, x, ,

, .

and is designed for trix operations, he can do,

such things p determ'ne the size, sof, the FSAL

' matrix by simply typin``gg pFSAL. The result is the

.. number of rows and columns in FSAL, which corres-
ponds to the numbers of-Disciplines and Faculty ,

. .

. Ranks, (e.g., 10 D' aplines and 5 Ranks).

As the us r becomes more familiar with APL
he can intera tivelperform many diff0ent
computations, on the spot; without resorting tb 4',

time-consuming special programming. Consequently,
the interactive natureof APL, its rich set 9f
data operators, and matrix handling capabilities

make it a poWerf 1 language for computations.

1

,

I

,
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. A CASE FOR "CASE":

COMPUTER ASSISTED SALARY - SCHEDULE EVALiIATION,

George, F. Sargent
Norman T. Bell
John L. Bristol

ABSTRACT: In today's complex iorld of school finance the publi schools are finding
assistance is needed in reaching the agreements necessary to o ate in view of increased
salary demands and decreased revenue. In this paper factors w ch have caused the
schools to seek heIR are described, a general computer-related olution is identified,
and then the specific set of computer programs which comprise th solution explained

in1detail. Finslly, a simulation, of a complete solution is presented as an example of
the capability of 'the system identified as CASE, Computer Assisted Salary-Schedule
Evaluation.

THE NATURE OF THE PROBLEM

The operation of.public schOols
especially in the area of perSonnel
management is in the throws of change.
Negotiated agreements are replacing b.oth
board policy and administrative direction
in setting working,conditions for teachers
and employees of public schools.

The results of negotiated agreements
are just beginning to surface. School
districts, faced with fixed revenues fire
being forced into settlements allowing for
little, if any, financial flexibility.
Many have settled contracts well beyond
their ability to finance and consequently
face the difficult 'issues of reduCihg .

staff and programs in an attempt, to
meet obligations. 4

The best time to face such issues
is during negotiations rather than years
later after the alternatives and flexi-
bil'ty have been substantially reduced.
To chireve this goal ,a system is required ,

tha can do the following:

1. Accuratelyand rapidly compute the
cost of a articular salary schedule
roposal, generate new salary

s edules, end compare one salary
proposal to another.

t

2. Flexibly rovide such information
without c mplex programming or equip-
ment requirements.

3. P ovide computer evaluation under the
o eration of a laymSn rather than a
c mputer programmer or operator.

47
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Without such a system, time-consuming
hand calculation may-be done with the
possibility of computational errors
greatly increased. Such errors may even
cause agreement to a contract that cannot
be afforded or, on the other hand, lack
of agreement dbe to the time implicaticins
and the resultant frustration.

It may be that in some districts a
large, batch-oriented computer is avail-
able for business applications and during
negotiations it can be made available
for assistance in computing costs of pro-
posed schedules. Though such an operation
js obviously reliable eneugh*or the pur-
poses needed, it may not be ick enough
when the total elapsed time required to
get the information from the negotiators
to the computer, and back again is con --
sidered. For example, the system may,. be
physically located at a site distant from
the negotiations and time would be con-
sumed in carrying data to and from the
computer center. AdditiOnaTly, the com-
puter would have to be scheduled and
available before the job could be pro-
cesse'd. To make this possible, the
current, job the Computer is working on
would be completed, upcoming jobs would_
be suspended thus disrupting the regular
operations. By the time all this takes
place, it appears that, here too, a time-
lag would occur between the request for
total cost data and receiving it. Con-
sequently, even batch oriented computers
may not produce the total cost data at
the most oppOrtune point in the negotia-
tions.

In summary, calculators are logis- I
tically simple but slow and in the press
of negotiations, apt, to be inaccurate.

a

.



On the other hand, batch computers are fast
and accurate, but due to-logistics, inclu-
ding required computer expertise and
sophisticated hardware, the results from
these computers might be delayed in getting

' to the negotiators. Thus, neither cal-
.culators nor batch computers seem t'o offr
the answer to accurate salary schedule
total cost data at the most opportune
'point in the negotiations.

Consequently, there is more than a
remote possibility that agreements may
be reached without either party real'
being able to state accurately, the total
cost pf the agreement or the percent, of
change related to previous agreem nt3.
In extreme situations it may be t at even
after an agreement is reached it will be
found by one of the parties to be Un- .

acceptable because it was costed out in
error and a return to bargaining will have
to be requested with all the difficulties
such a move involves. Consequently,
the basic problem is that at present it
is difficult.to enable negotiating teams

',.to receive an immediate, accurate evalua-
. -tion of proposed.salary schedule changes,

and thus the process of agreeing is
impeded.

A GENERAL SOLUTION TO THE PROBLEM

Because of the above recognition that
salary bases of millions of dollars were
to be computed by relativ,ely inexperienced
computer users under presSing circumstan-
ces, an integrated system etf computer pro-
grams, identified as CASE (Computer Assis-
ted Salary-Schedule Evaluation), was
developed. Two major design considerations
of CASE were to keep it simple to operate
to reduce human errors, and make it oper-

, atable at the site of the negotiations ,

to facilitate timely results.

CASE permits the user to (1) enter
any salary schedule and accompanying
people matrix, (2) compute the costs
associate'd with such data, (3) modify
the salary schedule and people matrix iii
virtually any way desired, and (4)
compare the differences in costs.of
various schedules. This then meets the
important computational needs for
school salary negotiations. The use
of the CASE systemis described in the
following sections of this paper.
Actual examples of using CASE are pre-
sented as ilustratiov throughout
descriptions of the various programs.

SPECIFIC-SOLUTION

Included in thiS
the

of.the
specific solution are the following
topics: (1) entering data, (2) %ompu-
ting costs, (3) computing next year's
expected costs, (4) computing differ-
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nces, (5) modifications to salary
chedules and people matrices, and (6)
tility programs.

terin, the Salary Schedule and the
le Matrix

the user desiring to enter a new
salary schedule' uses the program called
SALARY. Through this program he is
prompted for a ame and a description of
his salary sche vle: This is done since
it is expected that sers will desire to
enter more than one alary schedule for
co parison purposes. ,After provid hg

rrl
this brief descriptiok, the user i

req ested to type the'schedule as ift

app ars to him, that is, if there a*e 15
steps and 7 lanes, he types the seven
salaries for Step 1, presses the return
key, and repeats this same process until
all 15 steps have been entered. There
is no need to attempt to allign the
columns (lanes) as the computer will do
this automatically. On Step 16 he types
OUT, and his unique salary schedule is
then stored in the computer's memory,
ready for use. By typing PEOPLE and
repeating the above process, the people
associated with the salary matrix' may be
entered into the memory of the computer.°
For an example of this process, "see

Illustrations 1 and 2. (Note: for pur-
poses of illustration, an abbreviated
salary schedule with four steps and five
lanes is .used. Enen though such a
salary schedule is smaller than the case
would ever be in a schoolsystem, it will
serve as an appropriate example since a
lager schedule would be manipulpted and

\ costed out in exacfb, the same method.)
\Underlining in the illustrations is used
to indqate those portions of the illus-
tration entered, in the computer by the .

user.

____Lausfration 1

BENERATIyei6RY SCHEDULE

SALARY
flAME THE SALARY SCHEDULE: S1
DESCRIBE S1: 1974-5 SCHED.
ENTER THE SALARY SCHEDULE ONE
STEP AT A TIME UNTIL COMPLETE.
'O EXIT, TYPE 'OUT'.
STEP d: 7225 8225 8525) )8825 9425 '
STEP 2: 7550 8575 89009225 9875
STEP 3: 0..8925 9275 9625 10325
STEP 4: 0 0 9650 10025 10775
STEP 5: OUT t'

.S1: 1974-5 SCHED.
7225 8225 8525 8825 9425
7550 8575 8900 9225 9875

0 8925 92715 9625 10325
.0 9650 10025 10775
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Computing Total Costs

To compute the total cost of the

salary schedule just entered, the user
types TOTALCOST. He is given the option
of naming the total cost result, e.g., gl

When the user so names a total cost, it
is stored under that name so he may later

compute the differences between various

costs, or,bases, if he so chooses. The

total cost is the computed, and displayeil
For an example of the use of the TOTAL-

"COST program, see Illustration 3.
\'

I'llustra'tion 3'

COMPUTING TOTAL COSTS I

S1 T1

...1s4Rf S1

F1:5 1LF v.)F: ;1

74:% r 1.4.7L: B1

1'. ,
x 1 ;74-75 1 E('T LE

. PI $1.';(12.E

If greater icost.detail is desired,

COST is typed instead of TOTALCOST.
This program produces the cost associa-

ted with each salary schedule cell, the

3

step totals, lan totals, and the grand ,

.total os well. or an example, see
Illustration 4.

'4.9

Illustration 4

COMPUTING COSTS WITH MARGINALS

It

COST
NAMES: SI Pi bl

ENTER SALARY TO USE: Si

ENTER' PEOPLE TO USE: P1

NAME THE BASE: Al

1974-75 3CHED. y 1974-75 PEOULE
S1 x Ti Hi AS FOLLOWS:
STEP 1: 36125 ... 0 I 285875

STEP 2: '52850 0 I 50'15»C.

STEP 3: 0 ... 61950

STEP 4: 0 . 140075 I 473800

TOTALS: 88975 202025, 1902675

Thus' by the'use of th,e CASE pAgrams
SALARY, PEOPLE, TOTALCOST, and COST, .th'e

use n easily enter his data and com-

pute he costs associated with these data.,

There .are no practical limits on size,
shape; number of salary schedule's, or
number of people matrices. Neither are
they limited#to whole dollars or people.
A user'may enter 1.75 people to indicate

1.75 FTE (Full Time Equivalent). Conse-
quently the system accommodates those .

districts that recognize part-tiMe posi--
tionsx,

Computing Next Year's B%pected Costs

In considering costs for salavies"for
the coming year it is necessary to advance
the people to the next step on the salary

schedule. The program ADVANCE creates a
new people matrix by moving everyone who
is available to move one step down the .

salary schedule. It is often the case
that certain individuals have reached the
_ceiling of their specific lane-and conse-
quently must not be further a/Nene . The

program ADVANCE, by being respon to

the particular stlattochedule Indicated
by the user, advances only tho e people
who have not reached the teili g inItheir

particular lane. After the' ADVANCE pro-
gram has been used, the, dser m'ay determine

the expected'xpected 'total ,cost impact of one
year's maturation. ts ion of ADVANCE
°Hewed by TOTALGOST is s own.in,Illus-

tion% 5.

Illustration 5

NEXT YEAR'S EXPECTED COSTS'

ADVANCE
NAMES: 31 P101 B1

c71

ENITP "ALARM TO USE: S1

NAME '1VANCED P1: P2

OESCRIB" P2: 197-76 PEOPLE

5



P2: 1975-76 PEOPLE
0 (:)) 0 0 0

12 20 10 0 0

0 46 22 5 0

0 0 48 27 19

:TOTALCOST '

NAMES: S1 P1C B1 P2
ENTER SALARY TO, USE: S1
ENTER PEOPLE TO USE: P2
NAME THE BASE: B2
1974-75 SCHED. x 1975-76 PEOPLE
S1 x P2 52 = $1,952,425

Computimq Differences

ff the user is interested in deter- ,

mining the - relative differences between ;
various bases, he must have previously
named them when computing the costs. If

bases have been named, the use may then
de4ermine relative differences between
bases by typing DIFFERENCE and entering
the names of the bases. The computer
will then provide the difference in dol-
lars (e.g., 5143,500) as well as their
percent difference (e.g., 3.5 percent).
Illustration 6 provides example of the
execution of.DIFFERENCE,

Illustration 6

COMPUTING DIFFERENCES

DIFFERENCE
KNOWN,BASES: 81 B2
ENTER BASES, OLD THEN ,NEW: B1 B2
B2 EXCEEDS B1 BY $49.750"
OR 2.6 PERCENT.

;

Modifications to Salary Schedules or
People Matrices

Storing data and computing costs and
their difference is only a part of the
computational problON when negotiating
a-new cc9,tract. Quite often variouS
kalary'sbbedules are proposed, and their
eesulta0 base-costs must then be com-
pared to facilitate decision-making.
Often these alternate salary schedule
are simple modifications of the origi--
nal sa}'ary schedules. For example, an
alternkte salary sChtdule may represent

.-, an eight-percent across the board raiAr,
pr a 5450 raise across the board, or per-
haps 5450 for Step 1 and 5400 for all
other steps. The program talled MODIFY
can be easily used to perform the above
iochanges in the salary schedule. Addi-
ionally it 'can create oew lanes orsteps
d delete existing lanes or steps. The

same, alterations can be made to the people
matrix when new lanes or steps are added
to a salary schedule which then neces-
sitates changes in the people matrix.
Such changes might include the subdivi-
sion of people into new lanes or steps so

SO

.53

thatithe people matrix will correspond in
shape to the modified salary schedule.
Upon completibn of the use of the MODIFY .

program; the user then has a second salary
schedule for which he can compute costs, I

again using the programs TOTALCOST (or
COST) and DIFFERENCE as previously
explained. Such modification and subse-,
fluent costing is shown in illustration 7.

Illustration 7

GENERATING A MODIFIED SALARY SCHEDULE

MODIFY ' ,

NAMES: ,S1 P1 Bl. P2 B2
SALARY OF PEOPLE rb MODIPY: .51

NAME MODIFIED Sl: S2
DESCRIBE S2: ALTERNATE SAL,
ROUND TO 0 PLACE ACCURACY.
'OUT' TO EXIT - -'
'ALL' DENOTES ALL STEPS /LANES
MODIFYING A 4 5 k4TRIX
STEPAS): 2 3 4

LANECS):' ALL
AMOUNT OF CHANGE: 400
STEp(S): OUT

TOTALCOST
.NALMES: ,S1 P1 B1 P2 B2 S2
ENTER SALARY TO USE: S2
ENTER PEOPLE TO&USE: P2
NAME THE.BASE: B3
ALTERNATE SAL x 1975-76 PEOPLE

x P2 B3 = $2,036.025

Utility Programs

A set of programs, grouped under the
title UTILITY PROGRAMS, are included in"
the CASE system for the express Purpose
of simplifying operations for the user..
These programs include assistance-in
startup of the CASE system, and displaying
and changing the 'status of the user's
various 'salary, people and base cost
variables. The names of these programs
together with a brief explanation of
their functions are as follows:

Program Name

INITIAL

LIST

SAVE

Function

Removes all ol4
salary and people
variables and readies
the system for evalqa-,
tion of a new set of
salary schedules

Provides a list of
variables and
descriptions. ,

Provides the user
with the opportunity
to 'specify which
variables are to be
placed in off-line



'DELETE

t.

t
14-memd ry

Allows the user to ,

erase previously
defined variables
and 'their descrip-
tions

A BRIEF OESCRIPTIOh OF THE !COMPUTER

'LANGUAGE US-E0 FOR CASE.

The computer language used for CASE

is the APL (A piogramming Language) nota-

tion, designed by Kenneth E. Aver*n for
the purpose of teaching mathematics.
In'1968 it was released for publl use
by IBM and since then a group of dedi-

cated enthusiasts,dhas emerged aiclicon-

tinues to grow., etent years have shown

a surge the genero,1 availability and

use of APL.

APL has many advalptage over other

programming languag@sewthat favor its use.

The APL programmer needs' to know very

little about computers and,how they
operate irtern lly. Thus, lie can con -

centrate his a tention on the computa-
tional task wi hout,..heing ao computer,

exper-t.

w

,Another a vantage of APL is that it

sinteractive in nature rather than

being batch orientated. Conseuently,
the user can enter his data through a

typewriter like keyboard and if he Makes

a typographical error, APL identifies
it and allows him to correct it on the

' ,spot.

Because APL is inte1ractive, the user

can use it much like a powerful desk cal-

culator. For ,example, if he wiem.ld like

to see the iseople matrix (or any other
variable) displayed, he only need type

Fts name, sacy rt., Because APL has many

A more operators than just + r :, and is

designed for matrix opetItions, he con do,

such`things as computing the total namber

of people id -thepeop.I.ematrix by simply

ign
txping: +/+/Pl.

between allesentia)Ty put the
rows and columns of 11 and adds them up:

As the user becomes mere familiar with

APL he can intdractiyely perform many

,different computations, on the spot, With-

out resorting to time consuming special

programming. Consequent)y, the inter-
active nature of APL, its rich set of

operators, and matrix handling capabili-

401
ties make it a powerful language for sal;

ary costs computations. ,

CASE COMPUTING EQ IPMENT

tional methods of "bringing the co
to the user".' emplpy dial-up termin

.
Wilhthese the tiler telephones a r

general purpose computer, which ge
serves many users simiqltaneously.
breakthroughs in technology have
desk-top computers technically po

kad'economic'ally,affordable. The

about the size of electric typewr

and serve only one user at a time
such machine is the MCM 700the
on which'CASE was developed.'

puter
ls.
mote
erally
Recen,t,'

ad
sib,
e aeg
tees

One
°inter

Important characteristics of the
MCM 700are that it is completely por-

table (22 pounds), and silent in opera-

tion so that it may be used anywhere

ordinary 110 v1t electrical futlets are

available. It' is small and Tight
enough to be put into its cArrying case

and easily carried by hand, placed in
automobiles, or under airplane seats,
and later used wherever there is elec-

trical pewer--board-rooms, classrooms

or even at the breakfast table.

Another important characteristic of

the MCM 700 is that being a self-con-

tained computer, it logistically

simple to use. The user only need place
the CASE cassettieitape in Ule MCM 7001,

push'the START button, andllke has done

all necessary preliminary procedures,

before running CASE, There are no tele-

phone calls, ,ign .-on procedur4s, or .%

special compoter instructions)as with

dial-up terminals. r-
As already mentioned, the MCA/7100

uses cassette tapes for program arrd da1a

storagg. These Allow for data security
since the user may remove his tape con-
taining,sensitive dalow and take jt with

him. The programmi" language available

i.s a- fophisticatedversion.of which

facilitat6s interactive computing and

extra on-theispot data manipulations

such as described earlier. The output

is displayed on a one-line display '

screen, and ,a 14g4t-weight printer is
`optionally aval able to create perma-
nent paper copi s: of the output.
Although the MCM. 00 is adequate for all

salary,tchedulg co putations, a user
may wish to use the increased co'mputArig

power of a .large cOputer for other .

purposes.- If sfich fis the case, the

MCM 700 can,optionally function as an ,

intelligent dial-up terminal to kgeo-
-eral purpose cpmputer.

0 1Micro Computer Aachines, Inc..
1765 Shawson Dr.; Mississauga, Ontario,

- Canada (416) 671-0460.

It has' been established that "hands-

on" computer acc to provide immediate

feedback during negot ions can facilz

tate the negotiatin9 process. Tradi- /

St.
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A LOW COST APPROACI-Itt) ON-LINE COMPUTER SYSTEMS^

Ronald Bleed, .`

Joliet Junior College. Jbliet. Illinois 60436

I

ABSTRACT. What-would you dunk ut a computer system that had 80,000 terminals' How big a computer do
. you think would be required to process students everyday , any day of the year for registration flow big cl
'computer du you think would be needed to proces's at the same time as student registration, all thB school's
accounting, all.`the school's payroll. personnel Ad other reports? What do You.think of computer system
thaewould Provide a registration system for, students that at its optimum requires only the time of d student
to make a telephone call, write out his money on a check and stick a postage stamp on an envelope' Dues
this system sound like t.ilarge system that would cost a fortune that only some, very wealthy jurnucolleges
could afford" Weft, it is not. This is cl system th3t Joliet Junior College has, through three main components.
a minicomputer. the U.S. post office. and Illinois Bell. An on-line registration system using all three
components provides for lin absiglute minimum effort by the students to register and a maximum amount of
informati collected ivith a great degree of accuracy and a minimum .of effort by college staff.

A key element in the system is the low-cost
mini-computer.. The system tht,. the Juliet Junior
College has purchased is a\t,,Phase system. Al-
though mini in name and in price, the system
supports large-disk capacity and 19 terminals.
Instead of beefing up their old computer, to a
large memory, with'large disks, the college
decided to join the growing concept of what is
called distributed computing. Joliet Junior
College kept'its old system (a batch system
and added to it a mini-computer to provide
On-line processing.

-

This concept of distributed computing can
be best illustrated by a story that Grace Hopper
tells -- "out West in a lumbering operation they
go in and cut down all the trees, load them on a
sledge, and haul them out with a tractor. They
don't do that way in the state of Mai ie. There
they cut out a particular tree, and they snake
it very carefully around the others. not to damage
thtm. They don't use tractors: they still use oxen, -
and when one ox just can't budge a tree. they
don't try to grow a bigger ox, they don't send
for an elephant or a dinosaur they use two oxen.
I think this tells us what we musrdo in the
future. Within the next few years, when you
go to get computer power. you'll not get a large
computer systeM: 'you'll be getting a system of
computers.

Joliet junior College has purchased the
two oxen instead of getting the larger oxen.
We will continue to use the one system for
education, for many small batch systems . ani(

S3

other long print.jobs. The mini-computer will be
used for on-line prooessing of student records,
payroll, personnel, acid accounting.

Iriaddition. the college took another route
in the development of the software for the.system.
Insteid of addlni staff the'college purchased the
software from a firm. Miiiwest Systems Group. Inc.,
who then tailored all the systems of the
nature to the 4-Phase cOmpUter. By using a soft-
ware house to dO the brogrnmmitig ..the .on-line

-...computer was installed practically, overnight.
Diet. the system was installer on November 12,
and on November 17 full-sale, on-line regigtration
began. Ipcluded in those 5 days were a weekend
and a holiday The software firm did all the on-
line programs. The Junior College programmer&
were responsible for doing all the batch pro-
gramming. In addition, data can be transmitted
by a communication line from the 4;Phase to the
other computer. Thus all existing programs-that
wekvirritten'iri previous years can still be run.. .

The software firm developed the data base
in coristiltat;onwith the college staff. The data .

base includes all data elements that are recommended
by NCHEMS and state requirements. All.data files
are stored- in the newest concepts of data base .
management-that feature fast and easy retrieval
of data elements and efficient utilization of disk
storage.

First, to fully understand the on -line system,
let us gb step by step through a registration Of a
student.' At Joliet Junior College there are basically
two kinds cistudents the regular, full-time

56.
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studen t and the part-time student Junior
College has an enrollment of 12,000, of which
3.000 are day students. The daystudents
follow a slightly different path than evening
tudents.

Let us start ehth the day students. A ll
full time studtnts are required to have an
academic advisor. The student schedules an
appointment with.that
beginning of the some:
advisor giVes the stud

dvisor prior to the
ter. At this time the
nt counselling in-

formation on what courses he should be
taking. While 1 king over the course schedule
in the advisor's flee, the student selects,
with the advisor' approval, the courses he
wants. The advis r then calls the telephonb
registration system with the courses the
student wants.

In front of a terminal at the other end of
the line there girl who is answering the
telephone call. She then-enters into the
computef each of the, course selections,
verifying that there istspece available in
that-class, verifying that there is no time
conflict in the schelule, and that the,
student has the required labs and dis-
cussion groups for certain lecture courses,.
All this verification is being calculated gnd
displayed automatically by the computer.
At the same time the student'sdemographio
information is also displayed, so.ttiat the-

. operator can then go through'end verify the
accura% of kilt studenrs address,. restileney .

race, sex, adviser, etc.' Upon completion.
the student is' registered in his,desirea ,

ciasses and willreceivellis schedule through'
the mail, He needs to do nothing further. The,
telephone call hes, taken approximately two
minutes .

, -

4

The demographic information of the
student has been put into the system at the
time the application is received. The time
consuming data collection bf name and
addless is dbne 'one time dnly for that
student in his history.I

While.the student is registering for
Classes, several unique features of the,system
may be demonstrated. For example. if one of
'the classes is closed, or there are no seats
..available, the terminal operator can display
ay other courses of the same name and
title that are meeztng that are riot closed, and
that do not conflict with courses he has al-
ready signed up for, thus'making thesearch
fOr thdt diffieuit- to find class much easier.

Another feature is to check for time
conflicts. Previously, many stddents,
advenently'scheduled gasses at the spore time.

I

6 7 .

Now the computer autogiatically checks for that and
does not Allow them to do so unless specific over-
ride informatidn is given.

It the student is a part-time student, he needs
only call from his own home and request the course.
he wishes to take. The same telephone operator
who took the information from a full:time student
takes the call from the part -time student. The
same features are given to the part-time student
regardless of whatiiind bf course he is taking.

Thus, ire say we have a System with 80,000
terminals. A student merely has to pick up his own
phone acid call the eollegkto be registered. At
some point later in time h will be mailed a schedule
with all his billing information on it. 'To bbcom-
pletely registered he simply needs to return that
Schedule by rail with payment eiFlosed. .0f course,
if a part-time student needs counselling.; information
is made available to him if he comes to campus to spe
advisors or counsellors.

The college has carried the on-}ine registration
system to the point of student- receivables. Whethe
the student decides to return payment by mail, which
is encouraged, or decides to come and pay in person,
his,fihancial collection is, done through a terminal
verifying the'exect amount of money that'he owes the
school, Financial aids, such as state scholarships.
local loans, local scholarships, etc.! are put into
the system for' that student prior to his payment.
Thus, when.he comes to pay in pprson, or by mail,
he pays exectiSr what he's supPbsed to. the terrtunal
operator retrieves the student,and enters into the
teraminalllie amount of money being collected by
check, by gash. or by certain typ.es of financial aid.

A complete ledger of all financial transactions
fog a student is kept so'that reports can be generated
la er showing amount paid, amount owing, the type
of 001am-hip, and the thount the scholarship..
The system also provides for omatic billing every
night for students who add, asses, or the automatic
printing Of refund checks for thoSe students who
drop classes and are entitled to refunds.

The time spent by most students ordinarily
1involves only a very few ntinutes in registration.
They can call the college and register for their
classes, a few days later they will receive their
sehedule,and bill in the mail, write out a check,
Inclose it in a self-addressed envelope, and mail
Whack. There are no long lines to wait in, there
is no need to come to campus: just be there thp
first day oflass 4

This system is particularly useful at Joliet
where 'we have many branchcampuses spread
out over a large area, vith some camputtes located
as much as 60 milts from the 'main camptis Thus,_,
the coTie fence of registering by telephone
rather th .a long drive is very beneficial to the 00



students., Because such a large portion of the
college population is parf-time , we b ieve
that the ease of registration for part me
students 'has greatly increased the number
of part-time students attending the college.

The telephone registration room which
accommodates all types of student& for the
registration is Manned by employees who
sit with a telephone and a computer CRT in
in 'front of them. There are eight employees
working at the height of the registration period.
During other tithes thenumber can gb down to
one, or two; bin always a part-time employee.
This registration systenvis'open from 7.30.
in the morning till 10: 00 in the evening every
single day that the school is open. The college
has been adopting a much more flexible
schedtiling policy. Classes start and stop at
many times duiing the year. With advance
registration beginning vIgy early , the
registration procesS never ends. It is
continudusly on-line. Continuous on-line
yegistratiOn is possible because the, system
can support the-other on-line systems a; the
very same time registration is going on.

The student'financial system'is inte-
grated with the registration system. It
.provides a.complete receiv-
able ledger for each student. Tuition. fees,
and financial aids are automatically handled
by the system. The ledger will contain pay-
ments made directly to the leokstore for
expenses which are included in and a part
tif a give.h finahcial aid. Moreover, payments
made directly to tht.student for boarding,

' meals, transportation and miscellaneous
expenses are also maintained by the system.
tayments are recorded by cash, check, charge
and by voucher type. dr any combination thereof.

Major features of the system include:
. Immediate fee payment reports by

eaahier which will include:
Breakdown by revenue category
Payment type: Cash, check,

charge. financial aids(also
by type)

Accountability of payments made to.
student for major federal and state
programs:. i.e.,

BaoG
LEEP
SEOG
Nursing Loans and Scholarships
ISSC
'VS
Local Awards

Atktomatic generation of tuition refund
checks and corresponding entry into
the accounting system
Listing of student insurance payments

Billing repprts for federal, state, and
local programs
Exception reporting for students
using G.I. Bill
Immediate availability of all infor-
'nation pertaining to studentl.s.
financiosti status is provided on-line.

.110

At the same time registration is being pro-.
ces ed through the computer, budgetary ac ounting
an payroll. systems are also being process .by
the mputer in an on-line mode:

accounting information is put into the
system.. Purchase orders, inVoices, receipts,
budgets, transfers, imprest checks, and all -
debits and credits required for complete accounting
are entered through terminals into the computer.

The key feattire in this system is that the
status of a particular budget is known in a real -
time mode. Purchase orders and other financial
transactions cannot be issued irthat particular
budget account does not have sufficient funds.
This up-to-date control of.expenses is'crucial
to the college which operates with a balanced
budget and limited resources. '

Other highlights of the accounting system
include:

. On-line imliediate updating of all
account
hi-mediate availability of account
balances 1

On-line entry of ptirchdie requisi-
tions for computergenerated

. purchas.6 orders ,

. Accounls payable check Writing
.._

Open pfirchase order listings
Order Address and Remittance
a dress on vendor file
Bjidget projections up 1 four years
by user defined paramet s

. CoMplete audit trail
.
1,...,

.''Comprehensive Balance heet
. On-line processing 9f imprest ocks/

pr,inted daily t 1 .

. Budget creations on -line with his-
torfcal data displayed

he system that requiries the most anipuracy
in any rganization is payroll. By entering all
transactions such as hours worked. deductions,
rates, etc. on the terminal,"theorreetness of
payroll data is guaranteed.

All maintenance is performed throatilk.
terminalwith an immediate full audit trail. An
extensive series of batch reports is also included
us part of the system. The many variations which
the payroll system aecommOdates
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. Pay cycles.which may vary from
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, once a week to any other period ii
,...

the institution may desire
. Rerun capabir without re-

storing the pa roll master file'. 4
&

. Ability to charge one enkprove to .

many- ifferentlaccounts for cosi I 1
clistribtition . , .

, Automatic termination of payments :
, upon completion of an employee

;

contract . r
. Deductions for various pension ."

programs with fiscal yiar,totals c ,
1,

. User controlled deduction'pro- .
. , . ''.cessing

. . Automatic iy rfac ith the
accounting sy tem

A relatively meal system that Joliethas
on-line is the inventory' system. This control
system maintains records on all College equip-
ment and furniture. Inventory listings are .
produced at the request of the user. The .
inventory system includes:

Inventory listings by department
Inventory listings by equipment
category
On-line ability to add orupdate
inventory on the data base
Maintain insurance information on
various equipment

The new computer system at Joliet Junior
College has solved many problems and is
enthusiastically endorsed by the administration.

' This exemplary system has been visited already
by many colleges: It is a model for future
collegiate systems development.
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USING THE STATISTICAL PACKAGES

FOR THE UNIVERSITY ADMINISTRATION AND

HOSPITAL DATA PROCESSING

John Cheng

ioyola'University of Chicago, Maywood, Illinois 60153 A

4

ABSTRACT. The modern computerized information systems in a university environment, such as student re-
cords, personnel, patient records, etc., have provided a great deal of sources that can be statistically
analyzed to "vide the administrators and reseatchers with very important prospective information. By

taking advantage of the existing statistical packages commonly used in the educational research and in-
struction, such as SPSS, SAS, OSIRIS, etc., these administrative data bases dan easily be analyzed to ob-1,
tarn much valuable information which may not be available in the original programming bf the data base.

There are three principle areas to be considered when the data ba\es are to be analyzed statisti-

cally. 1) the prototype and the data transformation requirement between the data base structure and the
statistical packages, 2).gdneral statistics selection for the data base, and,3) selection and limitation

of the statistical packages.

e

This paper intends to generalize the certain techniques required to perform the statfstical analysis
of the data bae with respect to the above tonsiderations.

Introduction

Among the university cOMmanity, there have
been two (2) major developments as far as data e

processing is concerned. Oneis the increasing
`amount of computerized information systems for

administrative use; the other is the availa-
bilities of statistical packages for research
and instruction that have been greatly increased.

It is obvious that a computerized data
base system normally provides a great deal of.
information, which is vital not only to an admin-

istrator but also to a research educator. r For

vmple, when a group of students,are admitted
to a University, the background and academic
retord. of these students are recorded for various

administrative uses. The administrator and
educator would certainly like to know the valu-
able information such as what is the academia
performance of these students as compared to
their high school percentile rank, or as com-

pared to their high school percentile tank,
or as compared to their TAT or ATC score.
Obviously, this type of tnformation can be ob-

. tained from the information data base with
various statistical analysis techniques.

It
Today; the statistical packages, such as

SPSS, SAS, OSIRIS, and etc., are commonly used

in a Univerity for scientific computation (Ina'
provides the following attractions:

1. It has a wide Oariety of statistical
computation for selection ranging
from elementary to advanced statistics.

2: It offers great flexibilities on data
transformation and file input/output.

3. It is easy to use.

It is naturally these statistical paciAges
that can be adopted to use for the statistical
ianalysis of the data base. Simply because it
requires only aminimum amount of effort to
accomplish-a great. deal.'

i "here are however, three (3) principle
,

.

considdrations that must be examined when the .
data.base is to be analyzed with the statistical.

packages:
aw

.

1. It is generally required that the-data
transformation of the data base to a .

fixed sequential data structure is

used among the statistical:packages.
2. The general statistics selections de-

pend on the available information in
,each data base.

3. Principally, there are limitations
among each statistical package,

It is generally worthwhile to examine the
.4.data ease with the abOve considerations in order

to obtain the sensible statistical information .

of ,the data base.
. -,..

Data Transformation of Data Base ',

.

In most of, the stafistical'packagOs. the
f4le input/output structure is mainly 6 sequen-

ti,al access method with a fixed length/record.
Hofrelier, the.common data structure of lie data

base may be bne of the following access methods;
direct access method (DAM), indexed 'sequential ).

'
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accesmettiod (ISAC"virtdal sequential .access.

method (VSAM), or other specially designed access
methods 1We_AMIGOS.and'etc. In some cases, the
record length ef thee:OSta bases may be variable
or undefined. -it is then required-to perform the
data transformation of the data base to fit the
requirement of statistical packages.

.

there are two (2) steps ;to con-:

side rN:orma,lly,

1. The transforMatio of,other access
methods to sequent'al-,access methods
may be achieved by a utility program
generally provided by a computer
manufacturer. For example, the

utility program IEBISAM, is to be
used to unload the ISAM file to
SAM.file in the IBM computer: When
there is no available utility program,
a special program is needed to be
written.

2. When the data information is variable

or undefined record length, it is re-.
quired to rechange to the fixed length
record size. In most cases, a spetial
program is needed to solve the problem.

Among the statistical packages, there are
many additional data transformations that are
provided. For example, within the SPSS package,
it provides features such as data-recording,
arithmetic computing, etc.

General Selection of Data Base Statistics

Generally, the need of the statistical analy-
sis for the administrators use need not to be
complicated, whereas for the researcher there
may be more advanced statistical techniques in-
volved. .The following are some of the typical
examples tp describe certain statistics used for
the administration and.ho.wital date base:

1. Descriptive statistics: The one way fre-
quencrdistribution is nennally used
to describe the basic population study.
For example, the student infoomation
data base is used to study the total
population distribution of students in
terms of geographical location, six,
major, grade point average, etc. Another
example, the hospital information can
be also used tbestudy 4he total' popu-
lation distribution 61 patients in
terms of geographical Tocation, sex,

agei-symptemclassification,Joad.of.
doctor, And etc:: In mahy cases, the
sub-population study can, also include
to test the mean different. Forex-
ample, it will be:interesting toknow
what are the grade point 'average, differ-

ences of the student in jifferent majors
or sex.

2. Measure of association: The cross tabu-
lation is a joint frequency distrtbution of
population according to two or more classifi-
catory variables. The joint frequency dis-
tribution is tabulated in the form of contin-
gency table, and Can,be statistical/y analyzed

by certainctests of significance to see whether
or not the variables are statistically inde- "
pentlent. For example, the student information

....
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system, /e joint veriable.,of.sex'-vsus other
vaiablbs like major, minor, degree spught,
etc., ire-to be studied to see the statut.of.

!dcadernic.staoding between male and female. ,

Another example is the hospital system, it
is essential to know a joint variable of
hospital service versus sei, ageto see what
type of hospital service is provided fot vari-

:ous type& of patients..

3, Bivarlate correlation nalysis: -The biva iate .
cortelatot analyst rovides a.summary de
cription of the relatfor shfp between. two v

Ables. The corrilillb4 coefficient is to
represent the aegree'to,which one variable is

irelated with other variables. An example s

the student information system. The relation-
ship between the students high school perCen-
tile, or ACT scare', and.grade,point average
can be correlated to see if there are indeed
relationships existing. In another instance,
the btvariate can also be analyzed in the
form of regression analysis. It is a stag
tistical technique to analyze the relation-
ship between a qdependent variable (say; SAT.
orACT score) and an independent variable
(grade point average).

4. Analysls of variance: The analysis of vari-
ance is to obtain analysjs, of variance for
factorial design. For the possible effects -

'of a single factor, the analysis is a one
way analysis of variance. For, the simultane-
ous effects of rr factors, the analysis is
n-way desfgh. In a student information system,
the high school, percentile can be considered
as a factor to perform one way analysis of
'variance to see the effect of the grade point
average, ACT and SAT scores within different
classifications of percentiles.

The above foul% (4) examples of.statistical
techniques for data blase are considered very common
statistical problems. With these analyses, the
educator can now obtain other additional infor-
mation to see many educational problems prospec-
tively. Essentially, these analyses can also be,
applied to many other data systems, such as per-
sonnel, figancial data base, etc., for whatever

' analyses are 'heeded.

At mentioned earlier, the need for the re-
search may require more complicated statistical
analysis, such as factor and discriminate analyses.

Limitation and Selection of the statistical Packages

ObvioUsly, there aresliMititions among the
,Itatistical packages. To examine the limitations,
the folloviing parameters are.usually considered:

1. What are the.maximum number of variables and
and maximum number of cases that can be run
at the same time. It should be noted that
as the number of variables and subjects
increase, more computer resources are ,required.

2.Specific limitations to obtain each specific '

statistical analysis.
3. What are the limitations of file input/output

and data transformation.

Normally, the seleCtion of the statistical
packages depends on four (4) factors:

1. The type of statistics one wishes to obtain.
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2. The limitation is not 'td exceed what one

mishe.s. 45 do. .

3. The'inpyt/output file structure are flexible.,
4. The program is easy to uses.

Summary

Most'of the statistical packages are designed
to run in,a batch system. Conseqdnetly, it can-
not accommodate to use with a data base on-line .

monitor. The Statistical analysis of a data
base on prove to be very beneficalvtolthe educa-*
for for the simple reason that it requires only
a minimum amount of effort to obtain a great

deal of information usually not two4ided by
, regular data base programs. The statistical in-

formation obtained may need more understanding
of the statistics by the administrator.

Although,.t)le data secprtty'is'an important
issue. for the-data base management hence, the

statistics of the data base is also very sensi-
tive. However, this is beyond the scope of
this paper to dituss the security details.

V.
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INFORMATION THE SYNTHESIS OF DATA

S. M. Raucher
IBM Corporation

Bethesda, Maryland

ABSTRACT. In the relatively short span of twenty plus years, Educational Data Systems hayle evolved from
manual approaches to Integrated information Systems. Parallel to this evolutionary progress In processing
systems has been an increasing realization that unsynthesized data does not meet the challenges of
"Management Information Systems". The requirements of today's systems demand Information not Data.

This paper- Information - The Synthesis of fiat traces the evolution faf data systems, from manual
methods through M.I.S. It explores the development of standalone applications and their relationship to the
Integrated Information System. Self-contained data files, tedundant data and generic problems in user and
data processing departments are explofed: A methodology for ,assessing cost 'justification/benefit analysis
is presented. The paper concludes with a discussion of the benefits of data base systems and the role of

management in the development of Information Systems.

Todays educational data processing systems have
gone through a series of evolutionary Steps

., beginning with the manual methods of collecting,
storing and processing data. With the advent of.

, unit record equipment, much of this data became
processed via the punched catd. The early 1960's
saw the 1401 (or second generation of computer)
take over a .large part of this application process-
ing. This was replaced in the late '60's by the
System/360 and in the 1970's by the System/370.
The approaches to data processing did not signifi-
cantly. change in the early years of automation ;
The manual procedureso were automated for use
with punched cards. With the 1401 came the
advent of the application program,. and a Movement ,

towards designing systems to utilize the machine
as opposed tb automating existing manual pto-
cedures. Tire System /360 (or third generation, of
computer) provided increased efficiency and ,

capability for these application programs, With

11411.he advent of System/3p, many 'educational
titutionsmoved from standalone applications

approaches, to the concept of the integrated infor-
mation system.

The philosophy of _data processing has changed in
parallel to both the hardware and software" ;
developments. It has Moved from the concept of
people doing the work in the matittal-methods;
through the concepts of machines replacing people,
whiCh was the typical philosophy of the punch
card era. The philosophy then moved through the
concept of machines do "tieople.work" faster than
people do, to the concept of machines doing
"people work" more efficiently. It culminated in

bri

the concept of machines being tools for people to
do their work more effectivery, and efficiently,
i.e. the integrated information system\

Today, many educational institutions are too
small to justify computing poWer on their own
campuses. 'These institutions tend to pool, their.
resources into regional centers for' data process-
ing Suppott, or' remain with the manual or punch
card approaches. A large number of them have
followed the evolution giveri above,' but remained
at the level of application oriented systems. %
These are computer systems for particular pur-
poses, i.e., a Payroll system, an accounts pay-
able system, a. student scheduling system.
These application oriented systems 'typically run
in a ba\ch processed environment. Many of
these users have not redesigned or resystema-
tized their approaches since the days of 1401.
As a result, a,great deal of inefficiency and
underutilication of the technology of System/370,
hardware anti softivare is a common occurrence.
A small number of leading edge school districts
have embraced the concept of the School Infor-
mation System and are in varying sjages of
developme t of this type Of,integrated approach
to data processing. A
Let us exp d further on the concepts of
separate applications for the middle group of
school districts. These are characterized by
separate applications, e.g.. scheduling, t ensus,
attendance, vehicle scheduling., student testing,
or student records. These application were
independently developed, typically eacl\ with .



their own files, file structures, access methods and
procedures. As a result, it is extremely difficult
to interface them e.g., the accounting system, to
the payroll system. Since each applications has its
own files, a great deal of data redundancy existS.
For example, the student identification necessary in
student records will be repeated (in whole or part) ,
in the scheduling application and in the, student
testing application. This identification information
may also be repeated in the attendance, census,
and vehicle scheduling files. Data redundancy
results in a great deal of data maintenance activity ,
to be certain that an update to one file is made to
all files containing the redundant data.

As a further illustration of the concepts of data
redundancy, consider the payroll and personnel
applications of a school district. A paTroll,record
may well contain information on the employee's
i`crentification , positions and assignments, salary
agreements, address, etc., itiother application,
salary simulation, also requires employee identifi-,
cation, and may, in addition, require educational
background, employment histoey, position assign-
ments, etc. The position control application also
requires emplclitee ID .and position assignment, as
well as budget references and salary agreedients.
Looking at the three applications,, payroll, salary
simulation, and position control, we find redun-
dancy of employee ID, across all three; redundancy
of position and assignments, across all three; and
redundancy of salary agreements between payroll
and position control. In the typical application
oriented shop, the three applications would each
have their own files and have duplication of data
for all of these, items

.Many other problem areas tend to emerge as
"universal problems" (in varying degree) in school
districts throughout the enited 'States. These may
be grossly- classified as problems in the user
areas, and problems in the data processing area.
Let us consider these' problems one at a time.

Some of the problems discovered in user areas can
be categorized as problems with current opera-
fional systems. ,For example, the application-
oriented technique precludes the ability of a user
to merge information that exists in sefiarate files
without needing to write new programs that bridge

these files. In the absence of the ability of the
user to juxtapose data without new programming,
the current operational system is seen as
inefficient. This may be cateurized as the
''generic" problem of unsynthesized information.
One school district superintendent inforMed me ,
That his greatest requirement for an information
system was the ability to juktapose any two pieces
of data that he knew resided. in the computer, but
was unable to put side by side for management
analysis.
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Another typical problem seen in the user area is
the provincialism a thdividual users which pre-
ludes alloWing "their files" to contain information

not necessary for "their application". An example
of this would ke the payroll department'not allow-
ing a budget reference to be inserted in each pay-
roll master record, since budget references are a
function of the budget department. The lack of
system-wide point of view, the rrontreatment of
data as an institutional resource, increases the
problems of data redUndancy.

An all too frequent problem associated with both
users and data processing departments in educa-
tional institutions'is the lack of sufficient benefit
analysis before deciding to write a new computer
application or modify an existing System. I am
aware of one school district that spent more money
modifying their payroll system to handle unusual
check situations, i.e., ,employee hired in the
middle of a pay period, then the gross amount
paid to all employees falling, into that
over a two-year period.

category

The lack of perspective by most users of the mag-
nitude of the development effort required to move
from the application oriented shop to the school'
information system is yet another problem area.
This problem manifests itself in complaints about '
"phy isn't the new ,system up yet," when the new
system is so complex, that it requires significant.

,developm t time.

'Problems discovered within the data processing
department of many school systems include those
of a "if it feels good, let's do it" development
attitude. This reflects a lack of review of the
scope of a develOpment activity or consideration of
the value of including a particular procedure or
data element versus its cost in the development
process. Another problem, discovered in most
data processing installations is the failure of the
data processing. shop to carefully consider the
"non- people factors" of the development process,

1 e . availability of machine time for progrkm -
development and testing.

4

Another atrea of data processing difficulty is found
in the attempt to coordinate the technical direction
of an installation. It is ludicrous for one develop-
ment group to be building application programs to
run in a DOS environment, while the systems pro-
gramming group is working. on migrating from DOS
to OS/VS. Also, the operational environment must
be considered in the development of a new systems
approach. Using a 370 to run 1401 programs
under emulation is hardlp conducive to taking full
advantage of the technology available.

Data processing has become a labor intensive
industry. As such, constant review of skills mix,
and staff capability fnust be accomplished in order
to avoid obsolesence of skills that hampers



development of new systems approaches.

In Summary, today's fragmented approach to
application programs, where-in each subsystem
operates through its own files, and interaction is
achieved through manual file interchange, has
resulted in data security and consistency
problems and operations that work under the
principal of.aximum parallelism.

One must be careful not to draw the conclusion
from the preceding discussion of problems en-
countered in todays operational systems that these
problems are unique to educational institutions,
or particularly school districts. In fact the
problems. encountered are just as applicable zri,,
the business community. The information
requirements of the top management of any organ-
ization are highly similar.

Another approach to the common history of data
processing in both `education and business can
be seen in the process emphasis changes over
time. In the 1965 timefrante, the daily process-
ing or operational systems were the major use of
data processing. This moved forward to opera-
tional control systems in the early 70's, and is
moving towards the concept of policy planning

fanduse; ,o computer based information systems
in the management proces%. In effect then, the
growth has gone from transactions, through
"information requirements, to the information
requests capability. For example, a transaction
that involves enrollment of students, resulted in
operating reports on census as part of the daily
processing. In the early 1970's, reports that
included statistical breakdons.of enrollment
categories and census categories ilrovided the
operational control for the middle management of
tho school district. Today, the top -level

-71iiecutive'neecls to be able to do analysis Old
projections of* enrollments, on a demand basis,
from the same data base that Is providing those
operational repoi-is Arid the summary reporting.

i" he information needs o( the top-leVel executive
demand particular*qualities of information. It -

must be easily accessible, timely, possess min-
imal redundancy, be accurate, and be centrally
available, so that it may be combined.with other
pieces of information toprovicle meaningful
reports. The concept of lack of access to infor-
mation, so prevelant in the past, i.e., *it's in
the computer, but we don't have a program to
get it," or it must.be sorted," or "it's in a
manual file but\we don't have that on the
machine.," or yeti, "we have that information,
but the updates have not been distribilted," are
no longer acceptable.. Furthermore, budget re-
ports that are months late or the absence of
class lists for the first Month of a semester are
intolekable. ,
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In addition to the qualities of information previous-
ly mentioned, recent federal legislation, including
public law 93-579 and 93-380, demand increased
awareness of the security.and privacy of informa-
tion aspects of school records, The centralization
requirement stated for the information system also
carries with, it the burden to guarantee that the
information is not inadvertently modified or
destroyed.

In order to service al levels of the school district,
the computer must support both the operational
systems and the management use of information.
A good technique for'establishing the school's
information system then is to first examine the
primary processes of the institution, regardless of
organizational constraints. For example, in
addition to goals and objectives, an educational
institutionahas an instructiona pro6vs and a
support process, both of whic interface to a
quality assurance procedure a d have financial
processes co-requisite with them.

The operational processes of ,a school district
typically center. about the six major areas of
student, finance, personnel, certification, federal
programs, and materials.' In the design of a
school's information system, one school district
redefined these into seven major subsystems.
These were finance, personnel, facilities,
materials, pupil, instruction, and management
planning. One can easily note the parallel
betweep the subsystems and the operational
prOcesses needing s pport. These seven sub-
systerns are linked ogether by a generalized
information. retri al capability, providing the
ability to juxta ose data regardless of the sub-
system from which it was derrved. Within aach
subsystem reside the specific operational appli-
Cations necessary to perform the processes defined
for that subsystem. For example, within the
pupil subsystem resides the student scheduling
app ic,ation; within the financial subsystem resides
the ccounting and budgeting application; within
the m terials° subsystem resides the purchasing
and io.entor4 applications.

Returning to the problem of lack of benefit
analysis, one can attribute generic benefit cate-
gories to virtually all applicatior4 pekormed in
school systems. These fall in the following areas:

`Better Planning
Operational Control
Orderly Growth

Reports
Les Staff Work
Avoiding 'Duplicato Files
Easy Recovery
Better Inventory Control
Better Purchasing
Better Facilities Utilization
Improved Student, Services



Improved Staff Services
Superior Faculty
Better Course Offering
Better Schedules
Improved Instruction
Assist Faculty
Assist Students
Improved Counselling
Improved Placement

For each application, within each subsystem, one
can draw upon the generic benefits that would
apply. For 'example, consider the area of
student scheduling as ,o.n application with the
pupil. subsystem. Potential benefits for this
application include better scheduling, orderly
-growth less staff effort, avoiding duplicate files,
easy recovery, better facilities utilization, better
student schedules, better course offerings,
improved instruction, saving of student time, and
saving of faculty time. In attempting to create,
or purchase, a new student scheduling applica-
tion, each of these potential benefits should be
weighed and quantified. One tray then apply a
probability factor of receiving the potential bene-
fit to be achieved. When compared to the cost,
one can quickly determine whether 'or not a
particular application is cost justified.

Recognizing that many of these benefits do not
'fall! in an easily quantified (in dollars) area, one
could attribute relative rank to the benefits, and
prioritize application development based on the
average rank of benefit to be achieved. For
example, if there is a high probability that
significant clerical effort, could be avoided by a
student scheduling system, one might attribute a
5 to the benefit value. If it is at extremely low
probability that instruction will be 'improved by
a new scheduling system, one might attribute a
one or a zero. If these were the only two bene:-.
fits, the average benefit would be three.. Similar
analysis for other application areas would then
give a uniform basis for comparing potential
benefits in the development of the school's infor'
matron system.

\ Given that the school's information system will
\accomplish the operational and indeed functional
processes previously given, one must be certain
that the development of the information system
also accomplishes the management oriented
processes of goal development, strategic
planning, tactical planning, allocation of
resources, Measurement or 'assessment, extet,nal

- relations and conflict resolution. The author
contends that conflict resolution is not an auto--
matic byproduct of the,. school's information
system,

A technique, commonly referred to as an "iron
cross matrix," is extremely useful in relating
processes to systems, organizations and data.
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The attached illustration depicts such an iron
cross. Note, for examRle , that the process of
allocating is accomplished by sixl departments; that
of the superintendent, the associate superintendent
of finance, the associate superintendent for
instruction, the associate siiperintenident fOr
personnel, the business manager, and the main-
tenance department. In addition, the allocation or
budgeting process uses the budgeting, accounting,
and purchasing systems and the facilities system.
One could also find that the maintenance depart-
ment receives output from the financial data base
and provides both input and receives output from
the facilities data base . The facilities data base
.supports the accounting systAm , purchasing
system, facilities system and instructional system.
One ,can follow the "iron cross," in a clockwise
motion, to find which processes are 'performed by
which organizations, using which data bases and
which computerized systems. Perhaps the key to

'the understanding of the "iron crost" does not lie
in the specific data items used, but in the absence
of an entry. For example, one finds that the
student data base is not related 'to the accounting
application and does not interest the accounting
department for ether input or output. It is the
study of the holes, as well as the X's, that
enables the designer of the school's information
system to insure that the systbms developed, and
data bases provided, support the vital processes
of the organization, and provide the tools for each
of the operational organizations to do their ,lob.
It is also vital to remember that ,organizations are
dynamic, processes more static. As such, one
should build a school's information system such',
that it is insulated from periodic organizational
change. ,

Key to the availability of a school's information
system is the centralized repository of data '
referred to as a data base. This May' be defined
from. a data, processing poinr df view as: "A
nonreduhdant collection of ihterelated data items.,
pros ssible, by one or more applicati'Ons, by the
itlje ation and sharing of common' data." This
may Isq be defined from the users point of view,
as, 'A collection of exiting andfor planned data',"
available to the user as if it were a single inte-
grated data base, regardless of actual physical ,

description." Perhaps the simplest way of
describing a database, system is "One that allows
multiple independent (human) users to have con-
current access to a central repository of infor-
mation ."

Conceptually, the 'data base may be viewed as
similar to an organization chart or a hierarchy of
the organization. The con ceps of man/manager
relationship is thus analogous to' that of parent/
child data segments. The superintendent. sits at
the top,of the organization chlart. ^ The employee
root record or root data segment, sits at the
top of the personnel data base. Using this
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single (Oa base, one can support numerous
applications required in a personnel subsystem. ,

For example, the areas of salary simulation would
require a view of a subset of the data base. The
payroll application, would require a different iew

of the data base. The value of the data base
system is that once, entered in the original co
posite data base; data is available for any ap 1i-
cation that requires the use of said data base ,

The programmer needinot be concerned with the
absence of presence of data or its logical or
physical storage requirements. It is the data A

base administrator, u
that provides a logic
each application prod

subsystem.

ping the data base system
1 view of .the data base for
am within the processing

Returning to our concept of benefit analysis, one
school district -found that the benefits of an auto-
mated ocrsonnel system, using a personnel data
base. conjisted of the following:

Automatit Contract Writing
Automatic Re -ap ointment of Teachers
Automatic Salary Caluration
Recorded Audit rail
Machine Readab e Data for

Bank Reconciliation
Credit Union DeductiOns

'Insurance Deductions
Retvment and FICA D uctions

Current and Accurate Faculty Rosters
Data Security
Increased Pal oil Accuracy
Improved Data Turnaround
Termirtal Operator Accountability
Reduced Data Handlin§*
Csntralized Data

*--.A.Automatic Analysis Retrieval Capability
Better Human COmmunications

In addition, this school district Mound that the
cost of development of the,system totaled $61,'000,
which included six months to design, code and
implement. Utilizing this system Pies resulted in
an operational savings of $11,000 per month.

Data base systems support.'online terminal access
while providing the data security and Privacy
necessary in a;centralized system. Most data
base systems provide backup and recovery
capability which will.allow the logging of trans-
actions. capture of ilPdates , and the ability to
recover, in the event of a system failure. Data
base systems provide OA basis ibr-sad hoc
qu'eries, while providing data independence at
the data segment level. In general,' the ability
of a data base systere,to reduce the programming
maintenance and increase the capability to
respond to ad hoc query without the necessity
of writing new applyzatieins programs results in
incroasecj programmer productivity.
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We have'discussed the necessity for benefit analy-
sis and the technical side. of data base systems
and schools information systems. Let us put into
p'erspective for a moment the 'role of technology
and management in the development an inforrna-
non system. Technology can prOri4 pOtential
benefits and their quantification. It can accumulate
user input; determine technical feasibility; provide
alternative solutions; and provide cost and
schedules for delivery of application pkograms.
is Ire role of management to relate benefits to
costs and schedule, and tq provide cost justifi-
cation, strategic value analysis and risk assess-
ment to any development_project. Merging these
items, management can then set priorities, and in
some cases determine that interim solutions are
reqthred for those development activities that are
more long- "range than others. One must be cogni-
zant of the fact that in the absence of firm
management direction in these areas, the decision
making process will regress, such that develop-
ment decisiorcs are made by the technician, who is
not concerned with these key consid-
erations.

It

management

The road to_producing a school's information
system is not an easy one, There are funda-
mentals plateauis that must be reached. These
include information systems planning, specific
systems definPtion, implementation strategy, data
base design, and actual project implementation.
A key plateau that mu be accomplished is the:.
training of the operatidnal personnel who will run
the system, and tht user departments that will
interface to it. Throughout these plateaus,
management must recognize that a school's infor-
mation systems is the property of the school
district, not an individual user or the data
processing department.* As such, the development
activity must be joint contribution of all user
departments, data processing, and the executive
management'61 the institution. .
In concluAsion, there are ten commandments for the
successful irnplementationr of an information system.
These are:'

.

1. Those\ who set policy are responsible
for evaluation of goal attainment..

2. Information systems planning sikrts with
executive perspective.

3. Information systems must be based on
the needs of management and operational
users, not conversely.

The information systems plan must be in
step with.the institution's long-range
plan, t
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5.' Information systems management'
system is more important than any
component subsystem of the informa-
tion systems plan.

6. Information systems are designed
around processes, not...organizations.

Function and performance must be
tempered by justification and benefit
analysis.

8. . Data is an institutional resource.

9. amount of tuning can compensate
f r poor design.

10. Information systems do not insure
good decisicins: Information systems
assure that decision makers have
good informatisp.
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ABSTRACT: Clemson University has recently developed a financial rnformation system that

serves as a focal,point for all accounting, budgeting, and grant data. The system, which.

u is designed-along' the'NACUBO guidelines, records all accounting, budgeting, and grant

'

. data in a data base that is used to generate financial information in a batch and an on-
0 'tine mode. The software design, is such that thd 'system can be tran,Iferied to other in-

stitutions having a different data base management system. Also, the techniques of modu-

s lar design and structured programming are applied. This paper, will describe the system

.
from a financial management, as wel;. as a data processing, peispective.

General Introduction to Clemson University

" I believe it will. be of interest to you
to know more about Clemson Univetsityand
believe that you may leave this session.
having a greate?appreciation for our Uni-
versity and its role in higher education,
including research and public service.

ClemAon University is a South Carolina
'

land-grant institution founded in 1889,
the result of a bequest of land to the t

state by Thomat G. Clemson. Mr. Clemson
6,. was a scientist and agridulturalist who

came to South aiolina from Pennsylvania
the 1830's and I.:tarried the daughter of

.751in Calhoun,,a former statesman in '

'" South Cafolrna history and Vice Presidents
of the United States fpm 18,25-32. Orig-

% inally Clemson Agricultural College, the
. name was changed to Clemson University in
-1964. Clemson is located in the northwest
corner, pf South Carolina, near the borders
Of Georsia,,North Carolina and Tennessee.

' ;.-',tThe Main dAmpus comprises 660 acres
'ond represents an investment of opproxi-
mately $87 million in permanent
ties. Nearly d08 .of the University's rain

. '

buildings have bee'n constructed since
1950. In Addition to the0main c,hmPus
there arg approximStely 32,000 acres of

1 univellegly farms, woodlAadt and camp
areas for research in fOnstry, agri-
culture and 4-H work. 4

I. ?Overview of Budggling, Accountinq+and

r

.

4.

Reporting

The system' encompasses all finan-
cial requirements including budget-

, ing for all types of funds whether
federal appropriations, state appro=

6

,b?

priations, auxiliary enterprises, grants
and contracts, loan funds, capital funds,
etc. I,n addition. it maintains all .histor-
ical account data and facilitates all
fistal requirements inclOing encumbrances
and salary projections. 4"

A. Financial data design

,7&

'Clemson University has built
its, financial data base around
one major system% the Accounting
Information, System. _This por-
tton of the presentation will
focus primarily on this system.

'`The AcCountin4 System con-
ceptualises and embraces the
college and UniVersity Business
Administration accounting prin-
ciples.' There are expansions to
allow for the uniqueness of man-
agement and operationai desira-
bilities at Clemson University,, 0
e.g., Clemson University has
chosen to divide both the unre-
stricted and restricted current
funds into additional sub-44roupsi.
as follows:.

Unrestricted Current Funds -
To account for,thecurredt
funds which are determined ,

to be'within the definition
of :11nr4tricted," such as
federal/state appropria-
tions and general purpose
operating revenues.

Unrestricted Current Finds -
Auxiliary.Enterprises - To
account for,separate self-'
supporting., entities within
.the Unrestrictee Current



Funds, with each having
'own self-balancing assets,
liabilities and fund balance.

Restricted Current Funds -
Grants and Coqtracts

,Scholarships apd
Other .

To Stcount separately fot
each cif the above Re-
stricteeCurrent 'Funds
sub-groupsc with' each
having ,its 1wn S61f-
balancing assets, lia-_
bilities and fund bal-
ance.

Fund groups in addition to the
current funds.are:

6 - Loan Funds
7 - Endowment and Similar

i%inds
8 - Plant Funds
- Agency Funds

B. ticcountrng Information System

The System provides after the
act recording of all accounting.,
ansactions at Clemson Univer-

sity. The system accepts input
direbtly from othe'f automated
systems (such as payroll or exl
p \Iditure accounting) and from
manually prepared transactions
(s ch as journal vouchers or
jo rnal entries).,

11 input, whether manual or
aut matO, is batched. Each-
bat h id thoroughly edited, And
any error within,the batch causes
the ntire batch to be rejected.
As b tches are processed, the
sygt nt,ganerates automatic Cash
equit jobrhal entries and post-
ings O revenue and expends tune
control accourred: In this fash-
ion the system is kept in balance;",
at all times.

The system provides complete
audit trails- of all tranaactions.
A daily Log is printed of all
batches held on.the error pending
file and°of 411 correct batches
(including any appropriate auto-
matic entries) posted to the data
base or'general ledger. The user
may also request a Selective
audit of all the= activity against
a given account or group of
accounts for a particular year.

When an error id detected
within a batch for any accgunt-
ing transactions, the entire.
batch is, routed to the error
pending file, and an error re-
port is created. The accounting
control section works with this
report each day to prepare cor-

'33

. '

reCting entries and releases the
corrected batches for re-entry
(transact;on type 3b) in the next
daily cycle`. A batch ,hich has
an error rem ins on the error
pending fi 3andkis repeatedly;
-reported ch day until it is
removed on corrected.

The amounting database con-
tains all transactions that are
entered into the accouneinq sys-
tem. By reading field 2 - type
of account - in the account num-
ber, these transactions can be
separated into the three ledgers:

1. General' Ledger.
2- Revenue Ledger
3. Expenditure Ledger

The oliervie of the current
fund expen re account struc-
ture is shown in Exhibit I.

2.

EXHIBIT I

Account Number Structure - Current Fund Fspenditures

Key data elements

1 2
RA

4 5

U rikx-

Field 1 - 1 digit identifier - CURRENT FUNDS

1 ,Ainreatticted
,2 - Unrestricted -*Auxiliary Tnterprise
3 - Restricted - Grant and Contracts
4 - Restricted -Scholarships and Fellowships
S - Restricted - Other

Field 2 - 2 digit identifier -'
EXPENDITURE FUNCTIONAL. CLASSIFICATION

GROUP

4

20,- Instruction
30 - Research
31 - Reseefch - Agricultural Experiment Station
31 - Extension and Public Service
36 - Extension and Public Service -

Cooperati4O Agricultural Extension Service
37.7 Extension and Public Service - Regulatory Service
40 - Academic Support
42 - StudentServtees
44 - Institutional Support
46-=-Pporation and Maintenance Of Physical Plant
41 - 1cholarships and Fellowships
GO - Auxiliary Enterprises

Field 3 - 4 digit identifier -
ObJECT CLASSIFICATION OF SXPENDITURES

O1XX - Personal Services - President
02XX - Personal Services - Classified Positions
11XX - Personal Sertice! - Faculty and Staff
21XX - Personal Services - Graduate Assistantt,
31XX - Personal .tervices - Students and Other

, Temporary Help
12XX - Pdrsopal Serviollis - Par Diem - Boards and

oestiosions
41XX ..: rsenal.Services - Fringe Benefits
'51XX - argil a
61XX - Contractual Services
63XX - Postage, Supplies and Materiels

1.7.- 6ixx - Rents and Fixed Charges
7 XX - Stipends..SCholarships, Fellowships and

Grants-in-Aid
SIXX - Eguipmpnt .

102XX - Library books
13XX - Permanent Improvements
91TX - Special Codes

71.
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Field 4 - 4 digit identifier - ORGANIZATIONAL UNITS
Major Intra-Organicational Unit (for sub-administrative%

substitute entire 4 digit'unit number)

03XX - College 01 Agricultural Sciences
45Xx - College of Architecture.
07XX - College of Education
b,XX - College of Engincerieg
1.0X5 - College of Forest and Recreation Resources
13XX - College of Industrial Management end

Textile Science
15XX.- College of Liberal Arts
1,7XX - eollege of Nursing
11xX - College of Sciences
26XX - Graduate school and Unisferaily Re/search
Z9XX - Water Pesources Research Institute'
30XX.- Libraries '

40X5 - Student Affairs
50x5 - Preside-t's Office and Board of Trustecp
51YX - Ac.denic Affairs
5'3X5 - Business and Finance-
56XX - Deselop,ent
5,i1 - Ph ,ca/ Plant

71XX - Athletics

Field S - 2 digit identifier FUNDING SOURCE.

,Source of revery.. trot, which expenditures are,to be Swede

- Each Major Fund Group has codes unigue'within its grdbp!

.Yield 6 - 4 digit identifier
PROJFCT OF DESCRIPTION, WHERE NECESSARY.

0000 - A furttcr identifier is not needed '

0001 - Uniqu. 1 to clintain .ndividual Project balance
or other unigue%ident ty within fund group

J

.0

Shown below are just a few of the
transactions.

latch Transaction
1212 Tyre Trannaction,Description

02 Cash RecptS.
001
002

04 Vend. Checks
010 yendor Checks-Direct Vouchers

Including Library,Porchaia
Drders

011 11e.dor Chicks-Porches/Orders'
,:014 Vanden Checks-Vd.ided

06._ Payroll Cks
g20 Payroll (Biweekly)
b22 Payroll (Voided Checks)

Student Payments
Miscellaneous Receipp

12 Journ. Vehrs
043 Motor Pool
042 Central Stores

.at 045 Fringe benefits
046 Insurance
041 Work foe Departments

(Phut ire Maintenande)
050 Indirect Coats
002 Telephone SesviceS
05a Booxstore Pureha.es

14 JouresEntr. (Corrections to Account Numbers)
060 Receipts 03rrections
'061 Payroll Corrections
1;2 ,- Vendor Corrections
066 Journal Voucher Corrections
067 Misc. Journal Entries (which

- nay effect dblih equity)

1$ Jour,,Entr, (Other Than Correctiots)
060 Closing Entries
061 Interfund Entries
013 Reversing t Adjusting Entrien
014 Payroll Clearing Deposits
06, Misc. Journal Entries

69
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Other Update Transactions ' ,.

Batch Transaction
S

TYPP TYPe Transaction Descelption I

30 Accounting
. Trans. Re-entry

101 Delete Entire Satoh
102 Add Transaction to a Batch
103 Change Traniaction pate..
104 Delete a Transaction

e

40 Account Key
Changes

201 Add Key Entry
202 Change Xey Entry
201 Delete Key Entry

42 Account Mo. 4

Changes
251 Add single detail account No
252 .xplode on field 3
255 Change Detail Data
256 Add Single Budget Account No.

44 Budget
Amendment"

301

302

30:

304

305

306

46 Prgict Award
InT5rmation

401 Add External Project
402 Change External Project
403 Change Internal ?reject
404 Delete Pro)ice ,

50 Encumbrance Changes
' 601 Add Encumbrance
602 Change Encumbrance
603 Delete Encumbrance

Fiscal Year Beginning Budiet-
Expenditure Accounts

Project Life Beginning Budget-
Expenditure Accounts

Fiscal Year Budget Amendment-
Expenditure Accounts a

Project Life Budget Amendment -
Expenditure Accounts

Fiscal Year_ttgihninglbudget-
Revenue t Trans .accounts

Fiscal Year Budget Amendment-
Revenue I Transfer Accounts

/f

Automated Journal Entrjes are
generated where necessary,
.except for batch type 418.

The daily processing system
automatically generates three
,categories oficash )ourndl en-,
tries and postings to the reve-
nue and extenditure control
accounts. These automatic en-
tries and their appropriate
transaction type codes arc:

090 Posting to Revenue -150.q;
trol Accounts

091 Posting to Expenditure
Control Accounts,

092 Reduction of Vendor Ac-
count for Cash Di burse-
ments

093 Recognition of In cease/
Decreate in Cash quity
at State Tresurer xpense
Clearing Account L vel

094 Detail Distributio of
Cash Equity at Sta e
Treasurer Level

C. .Budget Maintenance Sub-Sy tem

The purpose of this sn -sys-
tem is to provide a meanst0 re-
cord and maintarn the budget



amounts for revenues, expendi-
tures and transfers for a given
fiscal period.

The budget information by
account number is used primarily
in preparation of the Budget
Status Report for Expenditures
and Realiztion of Revenue.' A
further use-of the budget infor-
mation and budget amendment
transactions is to produce, as
needed, summaries of budget in-
formation across categories of
account numbers in order to pro-
vide more viable reporting and
accounting.

Fiscal year beginning budget
information is input the begin-
ning of the year by way of an
original budget entry document.
Accounts that are established
during a fiscal year have begin-
ning budget data input at the
time *they ate established. Bud-
get amendments are input at any
time during -the fiscal year in
the daily accounting cycle by
way of a budget amendment docu-,
ment. A budget maintenance log
and error report are provided
for all budget transactions.

D. Provisional Design for Grants,
Contracts and Other.Restricted
Funds

Special provisions are made
for accounts where fiscal peri-
ods extend beyond or are other
than Clemson University's fiscal
year,.primarily: Grants and Con-
tracts. Year-to-date budget and
accounting changes at the detail
level are shown on certain re- ,

ports until project termination.

information carried in the
data base under iihose provi6ions
are:

le Project identification
2. Beginning and ending

dates.of the grant
3. Original dirbct and

indirect award .

4. Revised direct and
indireat award

5. Cumulative expenditures
for the fiscal and life
period

6. Cumulative additions to
fund balance

7. Cumulative deductions for
'overhead recovery

8. Computed revenue to the
extent expended by source
of 'revenue.

These data facilitate the)
preparation of annual reports
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for the 'restricted funds such as
Statement of Current Retricted
Revenues, Expdnditures and Other
Changes and the Statement of
Changes in the Restricted.Cur-
rent Fund Balance.

\ The viability in these spe-
cial provisions also allows for
budgeting and report preparation
over the life period of the ac-
counts as well as budgeting and

\

reporting restricted to the fis-_
cal year period.

E. Encumbrances

EncuMbrances are entered from
purchise orders or other, appro-
priate documents which may com-
mit budget funds:

Encumbrances are relieved in
the daily' accounting cycle as
postings are made to the accolint
data base. Payments are coded p

erther "Full" or "Partial," and
.-are/handled as follows:

1. Full Payment
In this case the encumbrance
is relieved in fulh, irre-
spective of the amount of
the'payment as'noted in the
payment transaction. The
encumbrance no longer exists
and will be physically re-
moved from the data base.

2. Partial Payment
A partial payment never
totally relieves an encum-
brance. The encumbered
amount is reduced by the
amount of the pay Tent trans-
actionr If the , encumbered
amount becomes less *than,
zero, it is set to zero.

A report is printed of those
encumbrances that are zero.
These can then lob reviewed
and modified tkrough the en-
cumbrance mainTtinance sub-
system.

II. Data Processing

System Overview
e,

.In this section, the system will
be reviewed from a data processing
point of view. The discussion will
begin with a statement of the system
features. Next the system structure
is presented followed by the data
bate structure. Finally, a summary
of the struqtured programming tech-
niques applied is given.

1
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A. Design Features

1. The system produees aLl
financial reports reqUired,
by the University. The sys-
tem createiwaudit, centrol
report, ana/error/activity
'reports clafily, status re-
ports monthly, and finan-
cial reports at year end.
In addrtion, certain reports
may be' requested at any time,
such/as account or, project
and y reports.

2. A echanism is. available for
o -line inquiry as to the
/current status of an account,
a grant, or an expenditure
budget account group. These
inquiries retrieve detail
accounting transactions,
budget amendments, and en-
.limbrance transactions if
extensive information is
necessary.

3. The system is designed in a
modular fashion and is coded
in'structured programming.,
All programs are written in
a clear, straight-forward
manner in ANS COBOL. The
data base management system
is IDMS, which is based upon
the specifications of the
CODASYL Data Base Task Group.

4. The particular data base ac-
cess method used is not em-
bedded into all modulet.
All data base access is done

' through called modules that
revieve or store reords.
Th'System is4designed such
that it cag be transferred
to other lAstitutions having
a similar application but
possibly different dat4 base
software. The system does,
however, Prosuppose the
availability of some type of

`direct access.

5. A generalized report genera-
torsub-system is used to
produce all reports. -Trans-
actions requesting reports
are maintained in a table
within a program that sweeps
the entire data base one
time selecting all records
needed for. the requested re-
ports. On-line inquiries,
however, use direct access
to the particular records of
the data base which ire
needed,
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B. System Structure

Daily. The recording of ac-
counting, budgeting, encum-
brances, and grant and contract
award pransactions,is done on a

, daily basis. The batch types
and transaction codes processed
are shown in charts following
Figure I.' All input is batched
and the two major sources of in-

put are cards punched from source
documents and files created by
feeder systems such as payroll
and accounts payable. These
feeder systems generate batches
of input that are input. directly'
to the daily,cyale. The system
maintains all previously rejected
/Accounting trantaCtion batches
on a pending file. Mainfelince
it done to this file to correct

1/4 the previous errors and this
file is processed each day along_
with the new input.

4
All of the daily sub-systems

pass report records to a report-
ing sub - system which generates
all reports at the end of daily
processing. This reporting sub-
system accepts a standard record
format from each sub-syttem and.
refeiences tablet of error mes-
sage descriptions, account num-
ber component descriptions, and
a vendor data base- in the pro-
cess of generating the reports.

Monthly. The monthly cycle
has tWo major functions. 'the

' first is to produce 411 monthly
reports using the information in
the data base. The second is to
perforp certain data base main-
tenance tasks. For example, all,
detail accounting transactions
are rolled' to the history file
at the end of a month and total
records are posted in the data
base to summarize these trans-
actions.

The monthly reporting sub-
system employs the same report
generator software used in the
daily system. As a preliminary
step, it'builds a table of all
monthly reports requested along
with certain selection criteria
and then passes the entire data
base one time to select. the
needed records. The records are
then processed by the report
writer and the requested reports
are written.

Yearly. The yearly cycle is
similar to the monthly cycle .in
that it has a reporting function
and a'data base maintenance



"function. Yearly reports are
generated using the generalized
reporting sub-system which
phstes the.entire data base and
the history file'Of detail
transactions. After it is deter-
mined that the accounting year
can be closed, the final report
generation is done and the year-
end data base maintenance is
done. While preparations are
being.made to close a year, it
is possible to record trans-
actions that reflect business
of the next fiscal year aswell
as transactions of. the year
being cl6sed.

On-line Inquiry. The system
supports on-line inquiry to the
data base through the Time Shar-
ing Option (TSO) of IBM 370/0S/
VS. All data in the data base
can be retrieved, but typically
only account summary, budget
status, or grant status data is
obtained. A detail listing of
accounting transactions, budget
amendments, or encumbrance data
can be obtained for an account
or a group of accounts. The
organization of the data base
permitS direct access at the
grant, budget, and, account numiov
ber levels.

On- demand Reporting. The ,

system can produce any of the
daily, mopthly or yearly reports
out of cycle and can also pro-
duce user requested "one-time"
reports through the generalized
reporting sub-System. Special
audit reporth can be produced
by submitting a report request
transaction to the reporting
sub-system. Records needed for
a special report are extracted
from the data base and/or his-
tory files according to the
selection criteria and are then
sorted and printed in.the fash-
ion requestedby the user.

C. Data use

A diagram of bhe data base
is shown in Exhibit II. Direct
access is provided to grant
records (number 11), expenditure
budget accounts (number 9), and
deta¢1 accounts (number 7).
Reco?da-und2r these record type's
are stored physically near their
parent records. All the ac-
counts in a given grant are mem-
bers of 'a "set" and can be
referenced directly, given the
grant identIfftatida. Also, all
expenditure budget accounts for

grant can be reforenced,in
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like manner, and all det il'ac-
counts for a given expend re

budget account are'in a "set."
The current status of a grant,
for example, can be obtained
from a terminal by entexirig the
grant number and the'level of
information and then more` a -,

tailed information for all types
of accounts until his informa-
tion needs are satisfied.
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Ir. Programming Approach

Several members of the sys-
tems development group'have at-
tended schools bn and experi- .

mented with structured program-
ming. Almost all members of the
staff have experience in modular
programming. It was determined
that this project .Would be the
first large developmentkeffort
that would use those techniques
associated with structured pro-
graMMing. The folldWing tech-
niques were employed:

' Top-Down Design. fads major
'sub-system (such as budgetmain-
tenance) is broken down'into
smaller functions (such as read
transahidn, edit transaction,
apply changd update, generate
report record, etc.). These
functions' in turn break into ,
i;malder,fuktions (open file,
call generalized dateledit,
etc.).

Highly .Modular Design. Each
module accomplithes .usually
major task (edit account number,
write accounting transaction,
etc.). Each'sub-system has a
mainline.module that drives the
activity necessary idy calling
lower lw/el modules, which may-
in turn call still other modules.
The completed system has 350v
modules. They are linked into
40.compotite modules.

Mostly Structured, Code. The
basic constructs of structure
programming were used with,ver
few bxceptions. It was dis-
covered that, after orientation;
programmers were _able' 'to read
other programMer's code'quite
easily and were able to pro- ,

duce clear, readable modules in
a very favorable time period.
Also, maintenance of the system
has proven easier than that of

'*.some of our sore traditional
systems.

Walk-Throughs. 'All 'program-
mers presented several of their
modules in walk-through sessions.
These served as an incentive for
the programmer to,write clear
and easily- readable code and
also ser d to catch may major
errors before modules were unie
tested. Lt was noted that 'tfl
presence of higher level managers
at the sessions tended to sup-
press participation and thus
cause less real accomplishment.
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Top-Down Implementation.
.Using this technique, testing of
higher level modules Wes done
before lower level Modules were-
even-coded. 'Stub' modules that
displayed a trace code were In-
serted in composit'e modules so
that calling modules could be
tested.

Librarian. A project libra-
rian was used to maintain all
COBOL 'copy code' and to notify
programmers of changes in this
code during the design phase.
Each programmer maintained the,
source modules that's/he was
assigned by.using the TS0 Edit
facility, At projdct implemen=
tation, all modules Were put in
_a prodiktion library. These
production modules are not
changed by the programmer, but
are replaced by the librarian
when,the pfogrammer has tested a
change using other libraries and
the project leader has notified
the librarian that the replace-
ment should be made.

Manpower Requirements and
Operational Characteristics

The general Aesig of the
system was completed in six cal-
endar months, and the detail'de-
sign, coding, and testing were
done in about five calendar .

onths of intense effort wish a
teqM of eight prbgrammers. The
totaI'e ort represented an. in -,
vestment five programmer/
analyst yes and two manager'
years.

The daily portion of the sys-
tem runs an average-of four CPU
minutes on an IBM 370/158. The
elapsed time varies depending
upon conditions from ten minutes
to ninety minutes. The. monthly,
data bage reporting extract and
maintenance-requires about.fif-,
teen CPU minutes and runs about
ninety minutes elapsed time.

! The operational results of
the system have bien very good.
All financial reports have been
correct and in balance, and only
four errors in production modules
have been discovered to date.
Also, the fact that ,the system is
designed in a modulpr fashion has
greatly facilitated hpe mainte-

r nance effort.
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MIS ---,PROBLEMS AND PROSPECTS FOR THE SCHOOL ADMINISTRATOR

A. Lt. Goldberg

Wayne County Intermediate School District, Detroit, Michigan,

ABSTRACT: The concepts associatec) ,with Management. Information Systems (MIS) have been generally
accepted in a wide variety of oranizational settings over the past two decades. The number of success-
ful installations in business and industry, the military, government, education is surprisingly small.
In any case, the burgeoning MIS literature shows that the aspiration to develop and implemdnt MIS is

'widely held. Somewhat a latecomer to MIS, the nation's educational institution2 are nonetheless finding
that the presumed benefits are worth the effort. Such efforts are to be found in public dnd private educa-
tional institutions, large systems and small, in consortia, on a regional and as well on astate-wide
basis. This presentation deals with the prospects for success in MIS in educational institutions. It will
include a catalogue of constraints that neld definition, understanding and amelioration if educational
managers are to have available timely and ascurate information for decision-maki,ng.
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SCHOOL - ADMINISTRATIVE COOL SYSTEM

John A. Nunnikhoven

Haverly Systems Inc. Denville, N.J. 07834
aI

ABSTRACT: The School Administrative Control System (SACS) has been designed to provide

administrative control information through efficient utilization of modern computerized'

techniques. The system operates on 3 mini-computer, using a data base management system.

Areas, of administrative control information provided, cover equipment inventory,
budgeting, personnel, consumables inventory, purchasing and student activities funding.

The various. features of the system can be tailored to meet the requirements of a

particular school district.

The School Administrative Control System
has been designed to provide the necessary
information for administrative control
through efficient utilization of. the most
modern computerized technique p. In

general, it 'uses data procesding methods
which have been well tested and Proven

ern industep.tolredtrde the 'risk to the
School District. Implementation of this
proposal will provide the timely and
acCurate-information required to
manage a school system fn today's om
plex sdeiety in a cost .effectiver
manner.

The completed system is envisioned as
being comprised of six main modules,
implemented in seven phases,. Each
phase will be done so that there will be
immediate benefitsupon completion to
School District, and, also allow a go /no '

go decision to be made before beginning
the next,phase.

The system utilizes mOdern methods of
data management, generally referredto
as data-base management system or
DBMS. These methods insure improved
data accuracy and enable future changes,
especially those which are currently
unable to be foreseen, to be made ex-

*
peditibusif.

The first phase will be to dev elop a
general system design,, covering all
.six modules of the total School Admini-
strative Control System: The major
effort during this phase will be the
definition of the interfaces between
each application mddule,in!sufficient
detail so that an effective data base ,
can be completed. A secondary ob- '
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jeCtive will be to produce a detailed de-
sign for programming and implementation
of the first scheduled application module.

A well executed general system design
phase ensures t4at t:,he completed product
reflects-the requirements of the ultimate
user'and provides for intelligent and
orderly system module development and
efficient data access to all application
modules'. 4

Another advantage of the general system
design phase ib that it also allows a
more accurate estimate of costs and

benefits to be made.

Many questions will be answered during
the general system design phqse to insure
that the final system most reflects the
needs of the School District.

For example, ,this phase should resolve
the question of best mode of data entry
for a particular application module;
i.e. should the data be key punched
and the module be run as a batch job, or
should real time data entry be used with
immediate processing of the transaction.
It is anticipated that the methods of

insuring data security and data'integrity
would.also be developed at this time. An
other point to be resolved during the
general system design phabe will be the
reporting method requirementt such as
which reports should be terminal oriented
to provide the users with the 'ability to
describe exactly what information they
desire to be produced from that specific
run versus predefined reports that are

e routinely produced at some periodic time
or on demand.

.
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Figure I is a system flow chart of
the School Administrative Control
System showing the relationship be-
tween each module and the data base
management system. The important
point 14 that each application module
has access to all the data and be
able to read,or modify the data as
appropriate.

Figure II is a visual table of con-
tents for the main system and each
application module. .

Figure III is the general file con-
'tents fore the major files requited to
support the complete system. Some
additional definition of,the files will

' take place during the general system
design phase. The first module in-6
stalled should be able to provide
visible demonstration of the soundness,
of the computerized administrative con-

' trot philosophy quickly.
1

Thp,Capital Equipment Inventory System
is presently envisioned to contain the
data necessary to define the locatloaL
condition and per4nent descriptive de-
tails of all equipment owned by the
school system.

It would provide .the ability to add new
'equipment to the system, modify the
records about any particular piece,
collect data for future administrative
analysi , e. . repair costs applied
against a ie projector, and to de-,
lete records for scrapped equipment.
The reporting capabilities would en-,
able,school administrators to quickly
produce reporta on the equipment
assigned to each department,,ddentify
all equipment with-a particular con-
dition rating, summarize repair costs
by type and brand, and access other
information Of administrative interest.

The Budget System is seen as having
three major functions; a simple to use
tool to assist in the development of the
.budget for the next budgetary period,
theirePorting of actual and obligatory
expenta§ against a budget as they are
incurred, and the ability to pull
unanticipated regAsts from the data,
i.e. a Special report on a particular
'category of expense for each department
(discipline). iThis module depends
heavily upon the Personnel System and
the Purchasing System to capture major
segments of the data.

-v

The ability to interactively develop
a new budget has been used to great,
effect in industry and it should also
provide similar benefits to school
administgators as it alloWs them to .

rapidly cut and try a variety of
methods of distributing the available

funds without the manual-lAbor and time
generally associated with budget develop-
ment. It also'allows the rapid evaluation
of the 'impact oearbitrary budget cuts -

or other modifications. -

The budget development submodule will be
/ery user oriented so ,that the method
of developing a new budget can be learned
very qu'ickly by existing personnel, with
only a minimum of knowledge of data pro-
cessing.

The Consumables Inventory System would be
linked to the Purchasing System to record
the receipt of purchases, and to the
Budget System to record the didbursement
of stock to a particular department. If
desired, the ability could also be in-
cluded to monitor'supply level and either
automatically generate a purchase request
or issue a warning when the stock level
fails below a predetermined amount for any
particular item.. Stock Status reports
would be produced routinely or on demand.
In the latter ihstance, the requestor
would,have the ability to define the type
and tontedt. Of the report deSired tb
satisfy his information requiremepts, an4
the system would produce them to speci-
fication.

The Pe sohnel S stem would handle the rou-,
tine p oceeses of personnel records main-
tenance, paycheck generation, inputting
payroll data to the Budget System, and
the pro uction of required periodic
governmental reports. The payroll sub-
system will be designed to have complet0
and thorough controls on the accuracy Nhd
.security of the data.'' Furthermore, it
will be able to handle the proper calcu-
lation of payroll deduction for those e
ployees receiving multiple paychecks.

Some of the other possible application.
which will be investigated further, i
elude the ability to develop teacher
schedules, monitor the inventory of
teacher training vs. classroom require-
ments and provide a tool for tie evalua-
tion of proposed contract modifications
during negotiations.

,The latter could be implemented as a
terminal oriented application td pro-
vide very rapid response during intensive
blrgaining sessions.

The Purchasing System will manage all data
relating to purchase requests, purchase
orders, receiving tickets, and vouchers.
It.is envisioned-to handle all experises
except those relating to payroll.,,.

During the proclssing of a, purchase re-
quest, the purchase order,' and receiving
dock notification will,be generated with
the obligated funds 'tagged' in prO"
peg budget. account. When th ateri 1 is
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received, the receiving dock notification
will be processed to update the appropriate
inventory files and prepare the system
for vendor payment. After the vendor in-
voiqg has been approved, it will be pro-
cessed Co generate a check in payment and
record-the expense as actual rathit,L than
obligated. ,Allowance must bg made, of
course, for partial shipments and disputed
invoices. The Purchasing System would als8
handle.the purchase of services in mneh the
same Tann,,er,

Various reports could be produced, rou-
tinely or on demand, to list unpaid bills,
(roughly analogous to an accounts payable
report),,to provide information such as (
ordered date, vendor etc., unfilled pur-
chase orders; and vendor performance're-4
ports to assist in determiFing which
source provides the best service,.the
lowest cost, etc.

The''Student Activity System will keep'
track.of all funds Faig6d or allocatedto
various student activities and the actual .4

application of those funds. It is inten-
ded that a standard monthly report would
be produced showing receipts, expenditures
and balance by activity. As part of the
receipt/disbursement processing, a check
would be made to determine if sufficient
funds existed to pay the expense. If

not, a special report would be produced,
and that activity ma1ked so that addi-
tional,expenditures could nbt be made
without special authorization for pro-
cessing.

C
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Vor ,

-1 z

Afr, 4
lir

GENERAL FILE CONTENTS

I BUDGET FILE

SCHOOL OR GENERAL ADMINISTRATIVE
CODE

"I.

: DEPARTMENT
ACCOUNT

D. ANNUAL BUDGET 4
C. CURRENT MONTHS

g. BUDGET ,

2. ACTUAL EXPENSE
3. 'OBLIOATORY EXPENSE

YEAR-TO-DATE
I. BUDGET
2. ACTUAL EXPENSE
3: OBLIGATORINEXPENSE

rt

G. ETC.

PERSONNEL FILE

.NAME OF0EMPLOYEE
B. ADDRESS
C. TELEPHONE NUMBER
D, SOCIAL ucukuy NUMBER,.

DATE IF HIRE- '
.

F. TYPE O' EMPLOYEE (TEACHING/.'
ADMINISTRATIVE/CbSODIAL)

G. BENEFITAPRLICABLE$'+'
H. EXEMPTIONS
I.. EDUCATION 1 se
J. CURRENT'TEACHING 1,0AB' ,tt

K. PAST COURSES TAUGHT '

L." PAYMENT METHODS'

01..

Mr RETIREMENT FUNDS DATA
Apt WITHHOLDING TAX; socim, skcprry

TAX PAID, ETC. #
0. CURRENT STUDENT ACTIVITIES

ASSIGNMENTS
PI, 'PAST STUDENT.ACTIYITIES ASSIGN -'

MEETS . - ms

Q. mrst. ASSIGNMENTS
R. RACE t. "v

S. ETC.

,'III CAPITAL EQUIPMENT FILE
'

Ai SERIAL 41UMSER, (PROPERLY
.RECORD' NUMBER)

C.
DESCR2PTION

. CURRENT LOCATION
'.D. -,ATE PURCHASED

YEAR-TO-DATE REPAIR COSTS-
r..,LIEE-TO-DATE;REPAIR COSTS
GJMPRESENT CONDITION CODE
H. RESPONSIBLE DEPARTMENT
4. VENDOR

PURCHAEE'COST
K. ESTIMATED RIFE

, L. BRAND*
M. MODEL #

.

,'N. TYPE%
0. REPAIR STATUS

IV

t

\41

VI

1.

63
4

80

Imo

PURCHASING FILE

A. PURCHASE ORDER #
B. PURCHASE REQUEST #
C. VENDOR #
D., ITEM #
E. DESCRIPTION
F. PRICE
G.' QUANTITY
H. COMNOOTAT CODE 1

I. pookLpf
J. 'EXPECTED DELIVERY DATE
K. ORDER DATE
L. TERMS

METHOD OF SHIPMENT
N. ORDERING DEPT.
O. AUTHORIZAVQN
P. PURCHASE TYPE (CAPITAL EQUIP.

CONSUMABLES; SERVICE)
QA VOUCHER #
R. RECEIPT TICF2T #.
S. ETC.

VEND OR M4E'

A. VENDOR #
B. VENDOR ADDitSS'
C. -ETC.

VOUCHER FILE (LINKED
PURCHASE FILES)
A. VOUCHER # -
B. VOUCHER DATE ,

C.. -VOUCHER AMOUNT
D. -ETC.

.

VII STUDENT A0TIVItY FILE
r,

A. ACTIVITY CODE .

B. DESCRIPTION
C. RECEIPTS #
D. DISBURSEMENTS i
-E.. REC. DATES
F. DIS.*DATES 't

G. STUDENT ADVrSONp

N. ETC':

VI21 CONSCIMABLES INVENTORY FILE,

TO VENDOR &

A. IT&M
B. COMMODITY CODE
C. DESCRIPTION
D. PRICE gISTORY

'E. ON HAND
F! ON OR

, G. RESERVED
RESERVED ON HAND

t 1. BACK ONER
' J. MINIMUM aeocK LEVEL
K FAQ
1,...'pEMAND HISTORY
M. ,MOLT RECENT VENDOR
N. DISBURSEMENT #

'
, IX 'iNEd0H.,t MISC. SUPPORT FILES

\ 4.

Figure IfI



A MULTI-DIMENSIONAL COMPUTERIZED PROGRAM,BUDGETING AND

ACCOUNT iG SYSTEM FOR scimit DISTRICTS.,
$1!

S. Godwin Wong

University of Georgia, Atheq, 5eorgia 30602.
e

'. "
Abstract:. This paper present the design of a muldimensional computerized program

budgeting and accounting system for salool 4'stricts, and (2) discuss how the
system can be effectively and efficiently utilized to assist in making policy
decisions on resource allocation, and to facilitate budget preparation, budget re-
view, account Status reporting, and accurate financial control. Considered a

simplified, workable and manageable version of a planning-programming-budgeting ,

system (PPBS}, this 'system generates eleven utput budgeting reports and thirteen

accounting reports, displayed in various fo4mmats and in different combinations of

accountable units, programs 'and line-items.
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DATA BASE APPROACH H TO PUPIL INFORMATION SYSTEMS

G. L. Masemore and..1. E. Seebold

. t /
.

Baird of Education of Baltimore County, Towson, 'Maryland 21204

_410

. ABSTRACT: The requirements foi }nformation about pupils in the public schools LS. continually LIICreaSLI1g.
T se demands are being made by federal s e government agencies, by the local school systems, and

the individual schools. Most large school sy cos have used data processing techniques and computers
u lid 01 the 'collection and reporting of such info mation, but often these systems can neither react toir
the timeliness nor the ever changing criteria of requests for information. However, with the advent of
computer data base technology,,the capability 66-better meet these requests does exist. Three years of
.operation have proven the data base approach to pupil information to be a successful solutioh.

INTRODUCTION.

The school sfstem of Baltimore County Mary -
land has 167 schools serving a pupil population of
approximately 125,000. In the early sixties the
System foqlowed the rathen usual path of automatic
processing of administrative data, the pay-
roll, the other financial areas, pupil attendance,
pupil:standardized test scores, etc.

When the school system upgraded its processing
equipment id the late sixties by changing to 0'
third generation computer, increased capability
became, possible. Following a period conversion
of essential.pupil accounting and in mat* ion serv-

ices,it. became clear that a new appr ch would be
needed if the school'system was to re, ze more
effective use.of the equipmtent in the rea of pupil
ihfotmation.

The basicpupin data file s tem.that was in'
use at that time was a tape file which fvldamen-
taily had been desighed to coP1 t a suraMary of

the -Attendance of each child o a monthly batch
cycle. Since batch prpcessin was the concept,
the system required time e month fair appioxi-

rabsactions.mately 2000 entry and withdraw
after handling as high as 25,000.transactionsat
the beginning of each.school year,it became clear ,

that in adOition to these initial delays, tRe file
would ba three tb «even weeks ont of date at any

. Lven point during the soho61 year. (See Figure 1).

In addition to thZbasic pupil
;
file,in the

"Pupil' Attendance Summary System" (PASS), other
dOuenegal tape systems .had been developed to

, process needed student information. 'Using the
PASS as.a starting point, each system would then
"stand alone" ;401, its duplicate data and its bank
of processing programs, including file maintenance
techu1q es, to do Its assigned feportingtaAk.,
(See Fi ute 2)

10*
0

.A Ctemajor concern Was the need to ha

' ':'

112

1

5

the capability to relate and process student in-
formation in three time categories- -past histOry,
current status,'and future information. For exam-
ple, pupils currently enrolled and attending
classes in a high Schoreust begin the process of
course selection for the ritxt year usually during
the month of February% Therefore, registration
data must be processed at least eight months in
advance of the openingof school. It is clear'
that the pupil population currently enrolled and
the population anticipated could be different.

.

These major concerns plus many smaller but
critical concerns such as nonproductive tape
Sorting of ,large volume tiles, validity of the
uniqueness of the pupil identification number in
multiple files, inconsistancies with redundant
data items in multiple files, and cross file in-
formation needs caused a serious examination of
systems used to procpss pupil information.,

The development of the related systems,
based upon tag objectives, has proceeded.pt a
rate of development which has allowed us to use
available resources ih an effective and effitienC

After three years of development, the fol-
lowing -subsystems are in opetationand producing
information for the schools and other users:

Management information Eprollment
Subsystem

!Amazement information Pupil Address .

Subpystem
Managenient informatio 24u4ent Attendance

lubsyst
Management information Student Chedultng

Subsyste
(This systeel Includei p it repo cards.)

' Naturally, cOntrritted ref ement a I adjust-

Vv.



"lents will be needed iq ,* laid Subsystems es the
intorrTationneed6 -4 the sche system change.

FIGURE 1
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A Enroll or withdraw a pupil at the school Ural

S Send tran-zclons to Child Accounting

C - C/A receives transactions and prepares input for Data ?recessing.

D Transaction to katonatad file is csr.plsta

TerificatioNis returned to the school

FIGURE 2

-"--7' $ ID 90. SMOL TCIE SEA( GRADE RACE BIRT:M.TE, SECT10,1

PASS X , . x X
or

X
,

X X X.

DILOYA X X X X X

ADDRESSi

.

X

,

X X X} X X,

PUBLIC LAW I X X . X X ' X . 4 X

CLASS RRA.'''{ X X X X ' '
', X

r .

ROUGE sEvIon
A

x x 4x x x
. ._

REGISTRATION
4 SCHEDULING

X x x X .

STANDARD TESTS X X X X Xf , X X

TEST HISTORY 1
a

X * X

BASIC SYSTEM OBJECTIVES

1 To collect and proce'ss pupil enrollment and
withdrawal information daily.

2 To design a pupil information file that can be
accessed randomly or s'equentiakly, based on
the unique pupil ID Numb& as a\key.-

3. To allow the existing PASS (Pupil Attendance'
SummaYy SysteN ty, be just'tbat--a tape system

to process attendance: '

a. To provide random file maintenance of course

selections and grades.

S. To provide random file maintenaoce'to a

schoo.l's master schedule.

-6. To produce report cards and class lists,
grades, on a batch lo4vs.

7.

0

1
-

To proitde analysis reports of pupil grades -
. - .

wtth

834 '

later related to test scores.

1

ca

. -

To find class sine by course ihd,teaciaer.
(number of course hours.vs; number of2upils)
on a batch ba'sts.

9. To relate files to.otVain cost per pupil, by
setect and school: based on the associated
teacher salaries.

10., :To provide more accurate and timely tnforma-
. tton for organtzatton and staffing projec=

tions.0

11. T desigh this data base and programs

n eded to create, maintain, and interrogate
thfiles in suet( a way. as to better serve
ourepresent needs and to allow fog- future

expansion.

c

f

,
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SYSTEMS DLSIGN AND rECHN1yUES

By problem detiAion Lt bias possible to de-
.

,

tine some general guidelines for systems desLgn. '

The most critical need was a current and accurate......_
pupil enr.11ment system. To accomplish that goal
Lt was ,bius thattrequent updating, daily if
p,ssible, was needed. A.second objective was the
cAr,Ildation offiles and the reduction of re-
dundaA data wilhout redticing Service to the users.

somlotype of all encompassing large
rec r.3 sesten were immediately drsmissed. Instead,
a nodular approach would be tollowd, building a
system that could be added onto with a minimum of
eflort.' The two objectives mentioned would be ,

e,e,mpitsed by the tirst module or 'Phase 1" of ,

-ur pupil intormation system.

Design was limited by.certain.constraints.

tflatcvii'r Systfm we developed had to operate on our
IBM 3h0/40 DOS computer. The computer had 250,000
butt, 4 core storage being used by three parti-
ttu46. finances dictated that telepEocessing

ull n t be considered, nor could additional
people in ..,'ither the schools,tot the Otfice of

Child Accod,Iting. In, Data Processing, we were
finite," t, about tiky percent of the time of One

enaelyst and bre systems proe,ramor plus
h. prtgrammerlo'fialyst.

. .

.une positiil already Jperatie.0 in the
e.unty was a dai0b0hca up and delovery service

e.bete.en schogls ,pentral offices. We baAd ou
fir,cddures on the daily collection of enrollment 1

data that could be accomplished through this 2
2

internal "mail" service.

To take advantage of this process, the
scra,,ls'had to adapt a "do it now" Attitude.
When el,ptiptl enters, complete a registration

form and send Lt to thetOffice of Child AccoUrit- 'I

trig. The form lould then be checked by the
isiigned clerk. If the pupil had been enrolled I

before. his previous identification number Would I

be obt4ined tram a microfilm viewer and recorded f

on the form. If not,the form would simply be.
f

passed on to keypunch, and when processed, the
computer would assign the pupil -se. identification
number. This would allow historical data to be
.fetrieved viathe pupi.l's'Ip Number, and for new
pupils, the task of asdigning unique ID Numbers
would not be in the hands of the schools whcre...,
problems had arisen before..'

Labels would be printpd with identifying,
dat'a:tL:be atfeetied to the frr,ms by the Chit

Accounting cleck. .The forms'w4uld be retur .d
to the schools to be stored in the pupil' office

file. This process 'Was estimated to to two to' '
ftvoN9ys. If a pupil withdrew freet school,,

the same form'yould be pulled from the file. The
school -clerk would enter the withdrawal date and
cote, and he would again send the form to the '4,

central office for processing.%

These were to' be the'bAstc procedures of the
system. Then the question from a processing stand",
point was what type of Cie structure could best
factlitate the system? 'ally sorting and maInte-
fiance of A tape syste e for 'about. 200 changes to.a
,feje of 130,000 pup' sr was feastb4e. The

84

need for a randbm access system was obvious.

rs"rdsideration was given to-el desLgn

'"Ifei.;1 fixed-length segments with taAm. Some
b,istc problems were realized. One was the
ability to access the data through ditterent
path'S. With the tricreastd emphasis on accounta-

. bility, the need to link pupil files,with persun-
nel and'financtal data appeared to be a future
demand. In addttonii44hat primary limitation,
there was

/al /so

the ever-present synonym problem.

While following this basic line of thought,
various ideas regarding, pointer files and index-
ing were considered: It was at this time that
We became aware of dat_a base concepts and some

of the data management systems that were available
commercially. After a period of elvestigatton,
Lt was decided to try CINCOM's TOTAL, a data base
management package that would operate in a DOS
environment with COBOL as a host language.
Indications were ghat TOTAL would help accomplish
system objectives and save time as we'll. Without
going into the details of our selection,process,
it is Important to note that choices were limited
by CORE requirements, DOS, and budget considera-
tions. TOTAL met ,these limitations and ateth
same time offered the posdtbilittes 'tor modular
development that were needed. One system did no$
justify the cost, but the ability to add on sub-"
systems has proven the%merft of our inttpal
,deCiston.

TOTAL is d'network type of data base manage-,
4 men it system (DBMS) that allows the user to link '

data sets together with control keys. There are
two types of data sets: master (single entry)
files and variable (milltiple entry) files. J

Before designLng a data tiasc, Lt is very
imporqat that you have a clear deffnitton,of
what yot want .to do, and to also have an under-
standing of the strengths and weaknesses of the
DBMS that you'are using. Random processing and
inquiry from various enteypoints are definite
assets, but sequential batch reporting can be a
time consuming effort. The same is true of.

redundant data. .Complete lack of redundancy
sounds great, but ,in reality some duplicate data
items may sloe advised.for.most efficient proceS- .

sing.

An analysis of pupil data items first
exposed certain elements that bire ndrmally toff-

stant; pupil name, sex, race=, birthdate, and
identification number. These data were easily
applied to a master single entry file (PUPL) with
the idjittfication number as a key. Other data
are leSs stabrt; grade, test revel, section,
'status, enrollment and Qithdrawaf codes. to

addition, ajaupil may attend more than one school
during the school year. Enrollment data was,
therefore placed on'a file linked to
PUPL with one segment per se ool ittended. A

codeeelddress segment was alsq carried on this

structure.
file (ENAD). 3",is dappcture of the data
bash 4.' I

V'

. I

A second vilr4ble file foc coursos and grades

4.

'I
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was planned`tor,put not included in Phase L. A

blank linkage tiPld tram PUPL t'. Chi tIle was

included in the data base'generatio

FIGERI 3

Phase I

PhasF II- -
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A master so,nool file (SCHL) was also included

1- the design. Our initial truaking would have

linked this tile to the LNAD variabl:e tile, but
further analysis indicated the Nknessof that
idea. Linked variable recordwoOld have been
located at sucn ki wide span of add esses that

entry trom'the. SCHL tile would have been very in-

efficient. Secondly, the need to access enroll-
ment data bra single school did not really exist.
Most requests were asking for all'schools er
groups of schools, which would have been better
handled by our batch reporting techniques.

Batch reporting was accomplished by serially
sweeping the ENAD tile and,.if*PUPL data was need':
ed, 'matching the resulting tape to a serill 'sweep

of the PUPL file In addition to reports, micro-
film was then pr 1uced via COM (Computtr Output '

Microfilm) for a cess Child' Accounting

clerks. 1

Attendance was handled in a similar fashion;`
by extracting required Aata, collecting attend-,
ance, and then loading year-to-date figures back

onto the data base. 'Current month or two-month
attendance figures were reported direct,ly from

the batch/tape attendance subsystem.

All file maintenance (4 the Phase I data

-base was designerto be processed by one program,
A batch veripionl'of the same program handled any

large voluries of changes. This gave us a .very

tight control of the data.

The daily version of the file maintenance
program wrote all successful transactions onto a
masterivd'variable file (SAVE and TRAN). The
Fast pupil ID Number assigned was stored on the
nastier file at the end of each file maintenance
run. 'The 'next run would then pick up with that

nuthker and add one to continue assigning unique

ID Numbers. A print program, run as part of the

file maintenance job stream, would ort and print

'
these,transactions by school. A la 1 program

would print llbejs from the same fit foot all new

entries. The total process ran in five Co ten

minutes, ,

. \

`85

88

a

I -

.
'

Another advantage of this daily updatyng has
been the leveling of keypunch velure. Operatic ns

Auld much rather process two hundred transac-
ions daily than thousands at the end of yac+,

month.,

-
Phase II of the data base involved the

addition of pupil course otferings, se..1Zetions,
grades, and school master schedu .'A file to -

carry coursgs by pu was linked to

the PUPL rile (\RLF). ddL on, three ,,ew

Miles were generated to car tool schedule

and course data (See, Figure 3). pee original

Phase I file maintenance program was expanded to
handle pupil course/section and grade changes.
A separate program was written to maintain the
three additional ,files.

The IBM S 360 scheduling package and a
pilot grade reporting system were in operation.
With the implementation of Phase II of the ata

base, the use of these systems continued, t

Instead of being self-maintained, they hply

loaded data onto, and extracted d rom, the

data base. This allowed the daily file main-
tenance necessary to insure accuracy.

1.

The expansion of the original datl bag; to
include Phase II files was handled wikh a fini-

muth of effort. This was partly due t8certaln
features of TOTAL that allow, for change. It was

also inpart due to programming techniques such
as cataloggvng,file descriptions and thedevelopL
ment of sebroutines to handle repetitive type
functions. And looking to the future, adding
additional dlta items, or kites, to the system
does not present itself as'va fearful task.

9

.
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A GEOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS SYSTEM FOR
STUDYING SCHOOL ATTENDANCE BOUNDARIES

David R. Pagano

Denver Public Schools, DenVer, .Colorado

ABSTRACT: The Geographic Analysis System developed and used by Denver PubliC Schools
during the past two years is a practical method for collecting, maintaining, and uti-
lizing geocoded student addresses. Using contracted services, the center of each block
was digitized with X And Y-coordinates. Merging the digitized data with the city's loca-
tor file an address codingi guide-file was built containing coordinates for each street
segment within the district. The ACG.file provides a means,of assigning coordrhates to
each student's address.

The system integrates demographic data from the student database, the ACG file, and .

an attendance boundary file to produce population distributions, student listings, block
counts, and busing eligibility listings for each of the district's 130 elementary school
areas, 35 junior high areas, and 18 senior high areas. The system will also produce a
school assignment directory, identify students who illegally cross attendance boundaries
or reside outside the school district, and automatically transfer students residing in
specified geographic area from one school to another.

0

INTRODUCTION

Over the past several years; there,liave
been numerous efforts by school districts
across the country to utilize the computer
in the process of planning school atten-
dance bqundaries. The,parpose of this
paPerfis to describe a computerized
system, developed and utilized by Denver
Public Schools, to assist in the plAnning
of school attendanCe boundaries. The
Geographic Analysis §ystqm consists of the
collection and maintenance of geocoded
address data,.the process of utilizing
this dat.a for preliminary boundary plan-
ning, the analysis of geocoded addresses
and demographic data for making planning
decitions, and a linear programming stu-
"deAt assignment model for reassigning
students between racially imbalanced

k

- schools. .

.
. .

.

The system study began in October,
'1973, and was implemented by Maich, 1974.
We'objective Ln.developing the system was

- to respond to extensive or minor atien-
dande boundary changes quickly and accu-

,.. rately. Prior to the deyelopment of the
geographic analysis system, the, school
district,useethe traditional "pin map"
method. This methosi is obviously slow in
responding ,t1:0 extensive boundary changes.

`,Although a com uterized attendlince %
bdundary planning system had been dis-
cussed by the admulistraticin-in earlier

,

''''', 1
'_ 8b, .

.years, a system had not been developed,
probably due to the lack of a significant
need. However, thp.school district, as the
defendant in a deSegregation case since .

1969, realized that a court order to
1.desegregate the school system was forth-

., coming. The decision to desegregate the
entire school district was handed down,by
the U.S. Digtrict Court in December, 1973.
It required that when school opened in
September, 1974, each school have between .

401 and 701 anglo enrollment. Thefefore,
thg first utilization of the geographic
analysis system was to assist the planners
in the development of attendance bound-

' aries which effected the reassignment of
35,000 of the district's 83,000 students.
This would have been a horrendous task
using the "pin map" method. The. system has
been used since then to study and plan
changes required hy)population shifts andA
recent dedisions from the appellate court.

. THE ADDRESS CODING GUIDE

4 Preliminary research indicated that a
tiritical need for continued use of a.
geographic analysis system is an address,
coding guide (ACG) file, which contains
the necessary data for translating an
address into an ordered pair of numbers
(e.g. X and Y-coordinates). Based on
Attendance boundary pollicies, it. was deci-
ded that it was only necesSary to have
coord nates for the center of each block.

1
Qsing the A G file, each student's

,

r.



address, which was alyeady a part of the
pupil database, could be appended with the
coordinates of the block's center. Simi-
larly, the vertices of each school's
attendance boundary could be expressed in
terms of the same coordinate system and an.
identification of the students Who live
within a.specified area could be made by
an area analysis program. In fact, all the
areas for a given schodl level could be
analyzed in one pass of the pupil data-
base.

In search for the data to buil'our ACG
file, we started with the Denver Regional
Council of Governments (bRCOG). We were
already aware that DRCOG had obtained from
the U.S. Census Bureau a geographic base
file used for, the .1970 census. The Dual
Independent Map Encoding (DIME) file will
be used again by the Census Bureau in
1980. It is the responsibility of DRCOG to
maintain the QIME file during this period:
However, we were informed by DRCOG that
the DIML file had not yet been maintained'

*since the 1970 census and did not contain
coordinates. We were then referred to the
City of Denver Data Processing Services,
The city had acquired the DIME file after
the 1970 census to build a locator file.
although the city had not added_cdordinate
data, they had maintained the locator
tile.

After' obtaining a .tape `of the city's
locator file, we built our ACG file. The
AtG file contained a record for each side
of each block (4,0010 records). Initially,
each.record'contained the following.
elements:

ri.EMENT EXAMPLE
Street name Broadway
Indicator code (e,g. Avenue,

Street, etc.) ' Avenue
Directiod (e.g. N,S,E,W)
Side(e.g. E for even,

0 for odd 0

Highest address within the block 1099
Loi4est address within the block 1001 t

' Census tract number 16.01
Block number within the .census 236

tract
Zip code 80209

To complete the ACG file, we had to add
the X and Y block coordinates:

In tie City of Dewier, there are
approimately 8000 unique census tract/
block. number combinations. Since coordi-
nates were to be measured for the tenter
of each block, 8000 points had to be
digitized.

'here are several companies in Denver
who.usemachines to digitize points on a
map. The .digitized data can be output to
either punch cards. or magnetic tape. After
discussing our problem with these dompa-
dies it was decided that we would

1

purchase a set of'quarter section mlfs
from the City Engineering Office. We would
code the census tracts and block numbers
taken from the 1970 Census Bureau Metropo-
litan Map Series onto the quarter section
maps. In the process of diWizing the
visual center of each lock from the
quarter section maps, a card containing
the census tract, block number, and the X
and Y block coordinates was punched by the
digitizer machine for'each of the 8000
block centers. The coordinate system
selected for digitizing was the state
plane coordinate system. 4liscoordinate
system was chosen because the Census '
Bureau Dime file record layout provided
space 'for the. state-"plane coordinates for
the beginning and,ending.points of each
street segment.

Since the census tracts And block
numbers. on the Metropolitan Map Series
matched our ACG file, all-that remained to

, complete the ACG file was a simple update-'

program to process the 8000 cards against
the corresponding ACG records and add the
coordinates to-each record. This was fol-
lowed by updating each student's address
recordwith the appropriate block coordi-
nates from,the ACG file; thus, creating
student address coordinates. Also, Changes
to the pupil database maintenance program
were made to validate addresses of new
student registrationg and address changes
.as they occur. If the validation of the
student'saddress against the ACG file is
successful, then the address coordinates
are inserted in the pupil's address
record. Therefore, reports always reflect
the most current geocoded addresses.

Once each year we purchase from the
City Engineering Office a copy of the
quarter section maps which had been
updated during 'the previous year. This
usually consists of blocks cut out in new
development areas. The ACG file is appro-
priately updated at that time and at any
other time to-correct errors.

ATTENDANCE BOUNDARIES

..The attendance area boundaries must be
defined using the same coordinate system
used.inldigitizing the block centers.
Since he school district, maintains a

\ policy of not splitting a block by an
attendance boundary, attendance boundaries
will coincide with streets, highways, or
rivers. The attendance boundaries are
defiihed by the coordinates of the vertices
andthe coordinates of significant points
along a.curved street. The verXicesmust
be sequenced in a clockwise direction.
This is required by the routine which
anaArzes the student's address coordinates
against the coordinates of the attendance
*eas to determi,he the attendance area in
which'a student resides.

The coordinates for.tho attendance area
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vertices are measured by o'erlaying a
transparent grid ovc the aparopriate
quarter section map. The coordinates of
the point are relate 'so the coordinates
of any one of the cot ers from the .

quarter section map. Since each side of a
quarter section is one half mile in
length, the coordinates for each corner of
the 420, quarter sections can easily be
predetermined.

The attendance area number, the vertex
number, the X and Y-coordinates of tke
vertex, and the names of the two streets
which intersect at the vertex are
recorded. When this data is complete, it
is inserted into an attendance boundary
file to be u ed by applications requiring
a numeric dyRcriOtion of the attendance
area:boundaries. The attendance boundary'
file contains approximately 2800 records
for 183 attendance areas._

Although the procedure for .measuring
the vertice coordinates is somewhat
tedious, not every point h'as to be
measured. Adjacent atten reas hill
have the same vertices and cons uently
the same coordinates. When the Cei
Bureau's DIME file has been brought
up-to-date and contains geographic coordi-
nates, this procedure can be easily auto-
mated, since the data in the DIME file
hill contain the coordinates of the same
points weuse for boundary vertices.

APPLICATIONS
,

One of the houndaryplanning,tools of
the system is the grid printout, which is
most useful during pre iminary planning
stageS.'The grid print uf consists of,,
dividing an area (e.g the enti.re city)
into square cells of a speCified size.'
For each cell the number of students who
match the specified parameters (e.g. grade
level range and ethnicity) is piinted. A
grid is superimposed over a district map
and the numbers in the corresponding cells
are transferred to the map. For our.
purposes, each cell was specified'to be
approximately 2000 feet long on each'side
and typically includes 18 blocks. However,
the size of the cell may be modified to
suit the particular need.

'

After the 'transfer of data to the maps'
has been 'Completed, the planner can begin
constructing the boundaries using whatever-
guidelines are pertinent. At this point,
the boundary lines are constructed by the
planner along thee'grid lines and in many
cases blocks are split. Therefore, after
this preliminary process is completed, the
'boundaries are adjusted to the. nearest
streets. Other refinements to the boiind-
afies may,also be made, such as moving
boundaries to.coincide withInearby high-
wa4s, rivers, and other. natural hazards.

.The grid data is particularly' advanta-

Na
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geous for the planner at this stage
because it is less voluminouS than the _

block count data previously available from
the'"pin map" method, The grid data can be
used in conjunction with other data to
generate a trend surface -map of some demo-
graphic or educational characteristics on
a di-gital plotter, For example, trend
surf;'4ce maps may Be generated indicating
the iercent of.anglo students, achievement
test scores, or incidence of welfare
recipients. .

,

. The next step in the planninA process
is to measure the coordinates oP the
vertices for each attendance boundary.
This is followed by an edit'proCadure to
assure *hat adjacent school boundaries do
not overlap or have a gap between them.

After correcting the boundaries, a
report of the pbpulation distribution in .

each attendance area is printed and a
summary of the number of students by grade
lever and ethnic code in each block within
each attendance area is printed.*The plan-
ners review vthe population' distribution
reports for each attendance area to ascer-
tain whether'the planning guidelines in
terns of the school capacity, ethnic ' °

distribution, and grade lvel'distribu-
tions have been achieved., When it is
determined that an attendance area doe
not meet the guidelines, the planners will
analyze the block counts to decide where
boundary adjustments can be made,between
adjacent areas. This is'an iterative
process. However; after several itera-
'tions, there may still exist some undesir-

,, able attendance area distributions which,
the planner can't resolVe. -rn our case, -

the undesirable attendance-areas are/
predominately anglo or predominately/
minority. Therefore, the next step 1$ to
...employ a linear programminkstudent
assignment model. The purpose of the
student assignment model is to, identify ,
the number of students to be reassigned ,

between racially opposite schools, to.
achieve racial balance and minimize the,
total distance traveled,by all students
who must be rdassigned. The,student
assignment model is based on the clasic
linear'programming transportation model
designed to minimize transportation costs.

A linear programming model may have"
various constraints such as grade level\,
s'ex, school .capacity, ethnic data, or
other pertinent characteristics However,
if the constraints are too restrictive or
the constraints are Cbnfitcting, then it
will be impossible for the model to
Produce a feasible solut,ion. When this
occurs, the planner must relax or elimi-
nate one or more of,the constraints.

-7"

Another consideration in setting up a
linear.programming model;is the capacity
of the computer`. A'linear programming
-model can easily, exceed the capacity, of a

I
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L comp.ut if the number of decision vari-
ables and the,nilter of constraints are

j, not contained,witkin reasonable limits.
For example, tot,use a linear programing ,

, a%si.gnment model' to assign students from
e'a'ch of the city's goo() blocks'to each of
the district's P91 eldhentasy schools wou
require a model with 728,000 decision
variables;ar exceeding the main memory
capacity of the computer. Furthermore, the
running time fo4 such a large model would
be prohibitive.

. .

After thi attendance boundary plan is
adopted,a report listing the students
alphabetically within grade level for each.
attendance area is printed. A copy of this
report i5 sent to the school which the
area is assigned, and.a copy is sent to
each school indicating the students\
encoli;ed in their school who aYe tieing
assigned to a new school. Also, at this

. 'time, a pro)ected transfer file '(PTF) is
built: The PTF file identifies all Stu-

.

den%s who will txansferto new school at
the beginning of the nex iool term. The
file is the controlling file used to
transfer students on the databaSe to their
newly assigned school. /

. - The school district .haS a pone): that
any student who lives more than o mile
from the elementary school, two es .

from. the junior high school, 'or't ree
miles from the'senior high school to which ...

he is assigned, is eligible to be bused. by
the school .district. Therefore, after the
attendance boundaries linve,been adOted, a
report of the'students the number of
studentS by block wh a eligible for
district transporta is printed. The
transportation depa tmert uses this data

h
to de ermine their t g needs and to

. , -.

o

plan he bus routes.
1..

Also, at this tim , a directof
school assignrients b block renteseis ..
printed. This is dbne by analyzingthe
records in the. ACG file agnirnOtall the
attendance boundaries:. The directory s

N.

' q summarired_rofeience for answering - .

questions concerning the schools a student
should attend when given en addrnSs. Prior

'10 the existence of the AGG file, the
-...dil-ect9ry of sghool assignments would,have

',been very. impractical to produce. Ques- ,

ttions concerning which elementary,.jullior,
and senior highscliools a student should

'at'tend when,given bis addreSs 'required
.

someone toaccutately read three large
map's..

. 0 . .7
.

Aftex the schools have opened,.a report
of thd schools who have students enrolled

' who do not live within the school's atted-
. dance beundary is printed: Unless the stu-
d -dent his approval to attend the school, he. "

i8 transferred ack to the school to Whic)t
he was,* Ssigned

I
by the adopted attendance

. boundary
students attending a Denver Public School

\I

who do not live within the district are
identified. These students are required
to'pay tuition.

THE ANALYSIS ROUTINE'

To determine if a student liveS within
specifie0 area, the attendance 'area must

e consideYe-d- as a closed polygon defined
y the vertice coordinates, and the stu-
dent's residence' must he considered as a
point defined by the address coordinates.
The determiation of whether the student
resides withia specified attendance area
is equivalent to determining if a point
lies within a polygon.

The point-in-polygon (PIP) routine is
based on a simple geometric fact. Given a
polygon with no horizontal sides, if a
point lies within the poleon, then a
horizontal line through the point of
consideration will intersect an even
number of polygon sides and the X-coordi-
nate of the pbint will be greater than an
odd number of the X-coordinates of the
points of intersection made by the hori-
zontal line and the sides of the polygon.
To,eliminate horicontal sides of the
polygdn, one of zhe Y-coordinates of the
boundary are adj5sted by one foot wheneer
two succel5ive points have the same
Y-coordinates. This will not effect the
accuracy of.the results. To illustrate
this fact, refer to Figure 1.
Y-Axis

plan. Also; at this same time,

.1

A
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X-Axis

Figure 1

In Figure 1, the attendance area
boun4ary, is defined by the Vertices BY,
B2, B12. In determining the location
of P1 and*P2 relative to the, polygon, note
that line Ll intersects two polygon sides-
-B2B3 and B12B1..Since the X- coordinates
of P1 are not greater than I1 9r 12, P1
lies outside the polygon. On the other

' hand, since the X-coordinates.:pf P2 are
greater thin 11 and less than 12$ P2 lies
within the polygon.A close xamination o
the points 1$3, P4, and PS wi 1,prove to b
.consistent with this fact. 'P is greater

.
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than 13 and lies within the polygon; P4 is -

greater than 13 and 14 and,-therefore,
lies outside the polygon; P5 is greater
than 13,14, and 15 and, therefore, lies
within the polygon. Of course, if the
coordinates of the intersection point
are the same as the point being analyzed,
then the point being analyzed lies on the
polygon.

See Appendix A fOr amore detailed
description of the PIP routine.

FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS

The f011owing items are some system
enhancements which may be added in tfie
future(

(1) lo facilitate quicker response to
boundary studies and changes, develop
an -automated system for determining,.
the vertex .coordinates of new
boundaries. This requires an up-to-.
date DIMEfile with coordinates.

(2) Develop a simulation Modeii for
boundary planning to replace the
manual process of working with
the grid data.

(3)4'Develop a simulation model for bus
assignments and Touting. ,

Each of the latter two enhancements
require.the DIME file and traffic network
data such as one wAy streets, dead ands,
dividers, bridges, speed limits, stop
lights, stop signs,'and ether traffic
controls and restrictions. This tyke-of
computer data does not exist' at this time.
However, as the need increases for traffic
network data by the city fire and'polide
departments, it will be developed.

(4) Plot attendance boundari&;.using
computer boundary data and a digital
plotting machine. The boundaries can
by plotted on the same scal as the
school dist4ict map; so the boundary
plgts can be superimposed over the

.. ;map.map.

10

(5) Geographic and, trendrend analysis
of student withdrawals, entries,
suspenSiops, test scbrA; and other

. demographic data.

(6) Online inquiry to anslaer,the "what
if" type questions pertaining,to
planning of boundary or facility
changes.

.0

.

t

.
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APPENDIX'
OINT IN POLYGON ROUTINE

A. Buil a table of the vertice coordi-
nate for all boundaries to be
st ied. After inserting the coordi-
nates of the last point, for each
boundary in the table, repeat the
coordinates of the first point.'This
is necessary'to facilitate a smooth
flow of the-polygon segment/analysis
performedioy the analysis algorithm.
As the vertice coordinate table is
being built, if any two successive
points far mhe same boundary have the
same Y-coordinate, then either add 1
or subtract 1 from'the seOpd 'i -coor-
dinate so as to.include the boundary
segment as origineally defined Also,
as the vertice coordinatetable is
being built, setup a corresponding
table oI the minimum and maximum X and
Y vertice coordinates for each
,polygon. the minimum, and maximurX
and Y vertice coorLnates define the
rectangle which contains the ,corres-
ponding polygon. Since it is true
.that a point lying outside the rec-
tangle will also lie outside the :

enclosed polygon, the PIP routine can
more qdickly determine if a Aoidt
should be further analyzed by
comparing the relationship;betWeen
the X and Y address coordinates
against the minimum and maximum X and
Y'verticetoprdinate4. - ,

B. The PIP routine.anaryzes each set of
address coordinates passed to it
against the Vertdce coordinates table %

1. for alrboundaries. After analyzing
the address Coordinates against all
the boundaries, a status table is
passed-back' to type tailing routine .4
indicating.in which area(s) the point
was located.,The PIP analysis is

, illustrated in the following decision
4 table. 0

DEFINITION3:

"
."

X,Y = Pup address coordinates to be
analyzed.

I =.Subsctipt indicating' the Tolygon
segment being analyzed:

t

J = Subscript initcating the polygon
.being analyzfa. . .

. ,. ---,

X(I),Y(I) = Verti1ce coordinates of the
beginning lointla the
polygob se gent being

. analyzed.
1 .t

x(I+1),Y(I+1) = Vert'ico cootlinate. of the
.A.- ending/ o,int of the poly-

. ' gon seg ent being
.'' . analyse,.
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Je4IN(J),XMAX(J), = Coordinates of th&
YMIN(J),YNAX(J) rectangle containing

the,polygon being
'analyzed.

PX = X-coordinate of thb'point of inter-
sectiom of the polygon segment and
the horizontal 'line passing through
the point being analyzed.

K -6 Indicates the relative location in the
-vertice coordinate table of the poly=
gon being analyzed. Set,K to zero
prior to analyzing each pupil address
coordinate.

O DECISION TABLE FOR PIP

°ACTION ,

-

. x
YES NO .

1. Increment J,from 1 by 1'.
,Is J > number of polygons being analyzed? -0

:

.

13 2 .

2. Set IPIP O. ..

,

3
.

3.
. _

.

3'. Increment I from 1 by 1. 0

Is I > number of sides of the polypin being analyzed?, 9 4'

.

4. Is X > XMAX(J) or X'<XMIN(J), ' 0
it

or Y >PYMAX(J) OT
.

Y <YMIN(J)?
.

'12 5-
,

S. Is Y ?- Y(I),and Y < (I+1)' -

.

or Y? X(I+1) and Y< Y(I)?
.

-

.

. 6
°

.
f.. Compute PX =i2C(KtI) + (Y - Y(K+I))(X(K.4.1-1) -:X(K.1-,I)) t

A% f

.3

..,

7

.

Y(K
+1) - YatI)

1§ PX > X?

7. Is PX < X? 8 11

.

8. Apt IPIP = IPIP +1. .

.

.

3 3

9. Is IPIP an odd integer? b

.

i(li .12
.

.

S(J) = 1.'10. Set
(The point ping, lies within the Jth polygon.) . fk

.

1 ' 1 . '.

11. Set PIP-STATUW) = 2. ,
.

(The point being analyzed lies on the Jth polygon)

,

f 4t 1 1

.1

12. ,Set Ply-STATUS(J) = 3. , '' . - . -

(The point being analyzed lies outside the J,h polyg01.-)
.

I.:.

.

1
-, -

13 Return to the calling program. . - -
,..
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ABS1RiV1

Mana;gen nt InforMetion System For student attendance
A to ope.r#te on a computer used maknly for instrue-
written in BASIC The data base for the system
ufoimation, student inforMation and attendance/

.gradinq infOrmation the uses include reports to parents, teachers,
$ounselors and deahc as well as reportS geperated for state required

1:1

Average. ilyeconomiesAtteudance Figures lh economies of operating on a small
computer sed malty icy instruction mean that both the administrative
use and the 111'A 0,t)Ohol 0$(.' or the system are eas.ily affordable.

- ,

1NTRpDUC-TION'

is'a mo del management inform-
, qtton system clksiqued, to provide school
administrator's w4th a wealth of easily
handpd data ba.sed on student attendance
and,performance,

The main purpose of the CINCH systft
to provide easily, maintained and

ettenSive data on student attendance
patterns. From its inceptivi the main
putp.ose of CINCH ha's been to provide
pirept.s with an individual record of their
'students' :setpql perftrmance Beayse
of the detail of the data needed to
provide these..periodic rppliets tjo the

l'home, several kinds Of information aiq,
also available to the School,

secondary goal of the'CI4CH effort
is tol

r4

provide a model for how small
tomputers, primarily used for instruction,
can bp used or meaningful administrative
purpoles 'Computer Assisted nsftruction
and Computer Support of Ins!tructional '

Activities are extremelg important uses df:
small, girceral purpose digital ,computer
IF, however, instrustional use does not
exhayst avairable comput r capacity, it .

is economically desires e to provide
administrative servic Co the sObbol
co munity, CINCH is i ended to provide
a odel of such a use a-model that
en ourages open communication, community
pa,ticipation.- voational educa ion and
op ortunatiqs for outside Fundi
,

Is .
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Dritf History

CINCH, was developed al..the request
of one of the Seniui Hirgh school prince,
-pals in the Slin'Erancisco Unified School
District' Amehg other requests, he-winted
to send..periddic Wogress reports,home
to the parents and wocderid if the stop))
qimesharir9 system then in use For
41structiciT could aid in achieving that
goal There was also a desire to monitor
the bvertill attendance pattern in the
school since absenteeism tended to he'
quite high and to fluxuate markedly.

The staff"of the. EDP Re s6urce Cep t?)

t had been diicus,;ing various ways in Which
the computer Ct en a Hedletf-Packard
?000B syltem) could be,used fo'r admints-

..trai4ve Ourpos'es in order to fully' utility-
it's potential and this suggested appl)
cation. seemedanidoel opportunity

,During the first year (1971-7P) of
the project more was learned, perhaps,
than was produced. Themachirw available
was',a.Hewlett-Packard 20000 Timesharing
System. It was more'limited in size and
capabilities than the HP-,2000F presently,'
in use .but .it was' "big enoupf." A System
was dqsignep to meet the main requirement
of producing reports "for parents, As t'he

system started operation, the0adminis-
trationof the schoolbegdn to appreciate
the potential and Formulated acidit °nal.
uses for the kvailable rnfbrmation

I.
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The%earning experience' of the first
1 year provided a firm idea of-thp kinds of

data that could te maintained'and reported
to the school' cqmmunity. We also gained
a better.'idea of the op rational cbn-
straints oat the system, nd the kinds of
learning opportu, iet which can be pro-

s., vided to Audenti by e existence of a
system that has real parallels in the
business community /

Several extensions were'made'for
the second (1972-73) year of opez'ation.
These extensions ihcruded a new method
fdr feeding the attendance information
into the computer system. Rather than
lists td be filled out at the end of
each reporting period then entered from
a keyboard into the computer, the
information was recorded on "Mirk *ensev
cards and entered automatically into the

. computer through an optical card reafti...

.

1 , 1 n.
Recording the information on cards

means that it could be entered t4to the ,
machine directly. eliminating the keyboard
entry step This "batch" method meant more
detailed attendance data could be recorded
directly by tfie teacher and entered into
the pomputer rapidly without reducing the
instruetronar use of the system by so
puch as one terminal' Entering the date ,-

/Ilmdirectly from; teacher-marked c l ants r
also meant that time formerly spent in
inputing the data could be spent in earlier.

verificatiqh'hf the information and final.
reports' couliA be available quite rapidly. .

V
of the proceOrg of the school"' At the
same time the school district's central
office used many of the features of CINCH
in designing the district wide, system.

/-* DESCRIPTION OF CINCH

The CINCH system consist% of several
programs written in the BASIC language
and operating on the Hewlett-Packard 2000.
serves Time Shared' BASIC (TSB) system.
The programs are of'three main types:

Data maintenance
Reports
Statistics

1 In addition, several.utility programs 6

were developed for handling house-keeping
chores such as alphabetizing student names.
consistency checking of, the data. bulk-
updating of file information. etc.

A 'modification in the type 'of
information reported was alSo made during
the second year. Aince a cardovidas avail-
'able for each stuaght in each class, daily
absence and tardy indications were recorded

' for eaCh studeht with the approximate grade
(as before) marked at'the end.of the card'
Daily marks for tardies and absences
-dramatically extended the depth of the
information available within each reporting.
period.

if

- , . ,

.

. Ihe data retained for each student
was expandeb. The fdllowi g information
waS retained in the system or each ;

studen

40gt
e. ',i4q1;,'-7,i/

,.\). Seg

1
,9,,i,e. cumulat iv/

'
li0 tO ,

figures f
d,t4, 5. Tardy an Absent, figures for the
AJ

J reporti g period (.°

4,L 6. Approximate grade for the'reporting

4)'; 1

.
period: .

7 . Home*address for each student

The'third*year (1973-7).reflned
'the operation of the system. Some new
mepOrting lunctions were added and in

general.
*

the system became

Student Nacke 0
Sex. Gradk,' Counselor. Homeroom

enee Number's.
Absence and Tardy
r the semester

routine part. ..".

".'

.:

.

.

1

- .

Data Maintenance .

.

t .
I, .

,.

Data Obi' the inf'orflation systfM is
.

divided into three areas: '

StOdent infOrmation
,Parent information
Class, information

'The information retained, on s
consists pf some identifying infor
attendance, tardy and grads inforMat
*or the current reporting period,and
cumulative for thi semester or each
class in which the'student is enrolled.
The parent information is the address"
and phone'number for.the'Audent and the
classin.formation consistS of .the tithe,
title, teacher,: and other iditifying.
imformation oh each cliss off red.

Maintenance of identificistion info r-/

Nation is performed interactively as '

required. Name, address) counselor ,ind
other'lnformation changes are entered'
intophe appropriate Mile.through`oht
the year. The student'pepulation at this
partidular hgh smhool is quite mobile
For.tRis riaion and'option bail Added to
drop but, not delete a student ,since
students would fol4Mally droll from school
then reappear a,covp14 oftwitek,s later.

N -/
".

EnrbIlin students in classes and
entry of att., ante information is
perforMed thr gh reading In of the mark
sense card deck initiated at the beginning

.

' of thp-semester.

.

udents I

n
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Reports

The repotting options grew in response
to the expressed needs of the users of the ,

0 system Initially the system was designed
to provide parents with attendance ..And
progress repOrts on their students As a
part of providing this to the parents,
toa.tler Class lists were needed as we
as methods for obtaining summary master

, As the awareness of the'system
people wanted other kinds of

reports As each new request was honored,

'report option could make use of the new
the older capabilities so that each old
the new featUres were integiated into

in its current 'Configuration, reports
ore available in the following forms

Parent .reports
Counselor Reports
Deans Reports
Teachers Reports

The parent report was the finst
reason for the CINCH system, and is kited
toinform,panents of their student's
progres? during the temester. The rtpRit
is genera'ted in a format designed to fit
in a window envelop so fbat dlinipal labor

inVolvqd in gettinAt.the reports mailed
to.the parents (See igure 1) .

0

Counselor and Dean reports are avail-
able in the same configurations and are
essentially lists of students contaiying
any or all of the'following information

Name
Address
Enrolled classes
Grades for current period:
Current attendance information ,

Cumulative attendance information
4

In addition, the lists can be,geoe4-
ated in order by numbbief classes (err
abriAg the administrat r to follow up oh
*student only enrolled in one or two
classes), by low absence honor. role (to.
give praise for good attendance), or by
high numbers of failures (65 enable
adMinistrators to spot studentS in troobJe
academically) f

Teachers are also given a report of
thp status of their class a the end or
each reporting period which gives them
the total and current attend nce and
tardy figures as well as a lisl of the
vtugents cUrrently enrolled in their class
(See Figure 2)° l

CENTRACHI, JCHOOL

PARENTSAU-S OF FARLEY REGRET
3334 GABRFAL AVE
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF. 44334

ti
S.

REGRET, 'FARLEY
ATTENDANCE REPORT FOR MARCH 9TH TO MARCH\29TH ( 15

PD COURSE'
1 183 PHYS ED.
2 28 AMERICAN LIT
3 100 US HIST 1

4 346 CHORUS.
5
6 316 FOODS
7 229 SCI SUR MINI
8

ABSENCES YARDIES GRADE
8 0 . F

15 , 0 U
8 . 0 ' F

10 0 . F

/ t

9, 0 U
13 0 F

DAYS) .

. IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS .ABOUT THIS REPORT PLEASE CALL
MRS FAWNE AT 239-6200 EXT 5

FIGURE 1 Sample CINCH Report to Par!
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REPORTING PERIOD MARCH 9TH TO MARCH 29TH (15 DAYS!

CLASS REPORT US HIST

798 ARTUR, CINDY-
116 BROWN, MARY
799 BURNMORE, GEORGE D
758 CARTER, TRICIA G
1394' JINKS, ROBERT
1003 LAUP, SHARON.

14 LEWIS, RITA
412 LOWE, CLARENCE E
537 LUMIS, DENNY
815 MACK, GERALD N
676 MCLOV, SYLVIA
19 MICES0p. CATALAGA

817_ MUTTON,, DARY4
1026 PERRY, JAMES L
1623 PORT, STORMY E
87P ROLLIN, A LONG
419 SAMPAM, BURDETTE S
872 SMITH, WAYNE
423 TEENS. RICH
1349 WILLIAMS. CATHY M
1547 WILLIAMS, CATHY R
11,51 YOUNG, SHARON
TOTAL IN CLASS 22

DAILY TOTALS'

TARDY
ABSENT

1

0
8

2r-,,3

2 '1

6'14

4 5
4 1

506

6.

0
10

. Statistics

s

WITZAAN 3106

ABSENCE TARDIES GRADE
TOT CUR TOT CUR

- 18 9 - 1 `0 "F
- 27 15 - 0 0 F

2 01
- 26 15

11 3
- 3 2
- 9

7, 5

- 25 13
- 9
- 1, 1
- 7 - 1 0

- 0 0 'S

- 10 .T 5 - 2 1

- 4 2
- 0 0
- 12 8
- 1 0
- 0' 0
- 1 0

ti
2 0
0 0
;4 3

S
F
U
S
F
U
F
S
S
S

- 4

' .5 2

- fl 1 U
- 0 0 S
- 0 , 0 'S

4 3 S
1 . S

- 1 1

- 0 0 S
- 8 7, U

71 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
1 2 7 3 2. 4 1 1

12 9 10 14 13 7 6 5' -5

FIGURE 2. Sample C11,16.11Class List

t

A natural consequence of detailed
data on student's school attendlnce is
that statistics can be generated FigOre 3'
indicates one of the statistical reports
generated A lot of informatioh on time
of day, grade level and even sex as related
to absences is there This figure is
inclUded to indicate thle nature of the
absentee problem at this high school and
why theeffort in develojing a locally
maintained system was so.worth while.
The student pdpulation was too fluid to
allow the normal inertia of central office\
data processing to be effecti've in iden-
tifying students with problems or to 1

indicate patterns of,di'fficulty

Ease of programmiqg and the on-line
,nature of the syStem,meant that statistics
emod bt produced on request as they
oftell.were The next section, in the
diAcussion of average daily attendance,
ilustrate.s this.

95

USES OF CINCH

Many of these Uses were already
indicipted.in the descriptive secti,on,
In this section, however, we will high-
light some of the.impact of the most
valuable uses as the tystem developed

Reporting to Parents

Figure 2 is a sample Parent report
This feature was the reason for starting
the CINCH project and proved most reward-
ing Trie secondary school has a high
aksenyea. rate and Many parents had been
cohcerhed. By the time midterm and...final

r reports got home it. was Too late for A
parental action for that'semester ,Bi-
wtekly and monthly reports could help

' I
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PERIOD COVERED MARCH 9TH TO MARCH 29TH ( 15 DAYS)

STUDENT COUNTS BY SEX, GRADE AND PERIOD

kURRENT ABSENT COUNTS ANDSERCENTAGES

' PERIOD 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

/
iALL .STUDENTS 5314 4402 4585 3127 2N25 5035 4644 1094
1 DAILY AVERAGES 354 3 293 5 305 7 208 5 175 0 335 7,309 6 72 9
PER STUDENT PERCENT 300% 25 4% 25 7% 29 1% 37 3% 30 1% 28 7% 30 1%

/ 4
MALE TOTAL / 2991 2424 2405 1574' 1518 2707 2479 466
DAILY AVERAGES/ 199 4 161 6 160 3 104 9.1012 180 5 165 3 31 I'

PER STUDENT PERCENT 32 7% 26.8% 26 4% 29,5%37 6% 3d 9% 30 7% 32 0%

. .
, -I - ..

,

FEMALE TOTAL' 2201 1817 2019' 14E12 993 ails 1986 622
_DAILY AVERAGFS 146 7 121 1 134 6 98 8 66 2 141,0 132 4 41.5
.,ER STUDENT PERCENT 27 1% 23 0% 24 3% 28 7X 36 0% 28 \',25 9%429 4%,

MACE 10TH GaAbERS 1472. 11321176 6417 '973. 1339 14,51- -132
DAILY AVERAGES 98 1 75 5 73 4 42 7' 66 2 89 3+,96 7 10 1

PER STUDENT PERCENT 36.2% 28 2% 29 7%'35 6.% 43.6% 34 7% 39 3% 37 5%
..
+

. t. . :

MALE 11TH GRADERS 991 833 .767 510 421 929 765 166
DA1Ly.AVERAGES 66 1 55 5 51 1 34 0.28 1 61 9 t1,0 11 1

PER'STUDFNT PERCENT 10 6% 26 3% 23 3% 25 4% 31 9% 28 97. '26 '2% 24 1%

/

MAI E 2TH GRADERS
DAILY AVERAGES,
PER STUDENT PERCENT

FEMALE 10TH GRADERS
DAILY AVERAGES
PER !',TODENT PERCENT

FEMALE 11TH GRADERS
DAILY AVERAGES
PER STUDENT PERCENT

FEMALE 12TH-GRADERS
DAILY AVERAGES
PER STUDENT PERCENT

496 430 423 410 . 90 419 248 148
33 f 29 2 ai 2 27 3 6 0 27 9 16 5 9 9'
27 6% 23 9% 23 3% 27 1% 21 4%125 2% 17 0% 41 1%

921 825 912 530 524 1044 936 109
61 4 55 0 60 8 35 3 34-9 69 6 62 4 T 3
28 8% 25 2% 27 6% 29 9% 41 6 33 1% 29 2% 23 4%

846 561 648 427 332 688, 700 324
56 4 37 4 43 2 28 5 22 1 45 4' 47.2t 21 6
.31 2% 21 7% 24 0% 27 9% 36 3% 27 1% 26 1% 37 2Z,

409 411 443 525 110 367 334 189
27 3 27 4 29:6 35 0 7 3 24 5 22.3 12 6
18 7% 20 4% 19,6% 28-2% 19 8% 20.2Z 19 4% 24 2%.

4
FIGURE 3 Sample Statistical Report

The response by parents aftr thi
'CINCH reports were mailed was qu to

. positive If nothing else, it reminded
/1 them keep in touch with the school The

phone calls to school increased so much
that a line was added to the repOrt
'giving the correct phone number for a
parent'to call for his student's counselor
This helped decrease the problems of the,
school switch board in trying to route
calls to the correct party

Reports to Counselors & Deans

The Counselors and Deans thought
little of the system when it was firSt
iMplemeilted It Was a good idea. to be
sure, but had little to do with them
Rut -first one, then another sew a poss-

96
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able use for sineof the information
-contained in the data of students
failtng glasses was one Immediate need
which CINCH satisfied If students who
were in real academic trouble could be
reached earIN enough in the semester then
they could possibly.be helped

Another report in response to a need'
was the list .of students taking less then.
a normal load of classes As the atten-
dance statistics indicated students wero k

not mays enrolled for a full number of
classes. Some had as few as one class.
some, who had been in school the Rreceeding
semester. had no classes. Identifying and
thelpiog these students early in the
'semester was important and a CINCH report,

4 giving that information was devised
liter"ally overnight

R.

A
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SUMMARY 'ADA INFORMATION

REPOOTING PERIOD MARCH 9TH TO MARCH 29TH .
(15 DAYS)

COUNTS BASED.ON MINIMUM ABSENCE SEARCH

GRADE N ABSENCES DIFF FROM wily PD
10TH' 520 127'2 1012, 2080
11TH 415 719 761 .1373

12TH 296 338 .,560 874
E 80 439 72 20

TOTAL 1231 2329 2343 4327

TOTALS FROM ABOVE TRANSLATED INTO ADA MONEY
. (RATE IS 176 DAYS lx $125.00) , tr

GRADE N ABSENCES DIFF FROM 3RD PD'
10TH 5'0 .$ 903 41 $ 725 85 '$1477 27
11TH 415 $ 5L0 65 1 540 48 $ 97.5 L4

12TH 296' $ 240 06 $ 397 73 $ 620 74

NONE 80 $ 311 79 $ 51 01 t 177 56
TOTAL 1231 .-31654 12 $1664 06 13073.15

FIGURE 4 Sample ADA Report

Average Daily Attendance (ADA)

6

Ont of the most important features
of the system was developed in response
to the school attendance offtice wonderipg
if CINCH cquldn't help them with their
task At this school attendance for ADA
purposes wa.s taken during third period

In checking the stet st(,, kts (see.Figure 1)
it was found that th rd period was-not
when the greatest number of students were
present Second period seemed to have that,
honer Moreover, third period waslan '

arbitrary choice Any period could be
chosen In fact. if a student showed up
at any class he was there'for the day for
ADA purposes

A feature was added to CINCH to
cIculate AbA reporting figures taking
the 'minimum number of times 4 student was'
reported absent as the figure for the
state ADA report Figure 4 indicates the
resulti of such calculation for one
15 dag period in March, 1973 .

( f )

The money recoverad by this reporting
method more than jystified the Cost of
the computer system (even thoug$ this
was never.an Jesus) It was small trick
'for the data was in the system atigway.but
It was an.easily ynderstood demonstration
'of the utility of the CINCH project and
Of the computer system itself

14

17
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IMPLICATIONS OF CINCH

CINCH was begun in response to the
request of a school administrator by
people keenly interested rn maximizing
the utility (and cost effectiveness) of
small timesharing systems in the schools
The capital cost of CINCH was very smell

The personnel responsible were already
Involved se the activities of the -EDP
Resource Center, or of the school

As a model of what can be 'accomplished
when a small timesharing system is used

to its fullei't CINCH adds a very posStive

dimension The reovered average daily
_ attendance (ADA) money more than offset

(on paper. of cour...4e) the cost of the

,hardware Jhis...Mtant that a case for.a
small, schoWIentered timesharing system
pould be made in ao additional way

Ordinarily, educational justifications
are uied td support such applications
Such justifications. wiku/e, appealing, can
be defeated-by cost constiouf critics who

argue that the money just is
being able to offet a second
whlib states money can be save
through administrative applica
the system - the system tan, be
as appealing to all sides

. CINC' runs without noticeabl
on the primary ihissiOn of the EDP
Center's 14wlett-Packard 2000F Sys
That mission'es instruction and a c
stone in the, implementation of CINIC was

that it not interfer with Ahe instructional

uses of the system During' the aevel\opmen,t

of the CINCH project ,tWere was some inter-

ference as deadlines,and disasters occurred

together but this did not WapOen when ahe

systtm settled into full and routine
operation '

In summary. CINCH has proven worth

while Por administrators because it plat

substantial information stool literally
at their fing ;r tips andit has proven
to be worth while from the stand point
of theeducetioyal users because it po-
vides. at, zlipoacrafice to the initructiona; t

applications. an,additional dimension for '

Cost justification
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